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Orange again

With friends like these... [
Up in the air

Marshall CoUnty wins 11th straight
girls' regional title

Alabama's Sanderson, Murray's Newton
are friends off the court

— Page 2B

'
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Murray Art Guild sponsoring
homemade kite-flying contest

— Page 2B

— Page 3A
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Working replica of
wireless telephone
being constructed
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WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

Remembering Nathan B. Stubblefield
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Two members of the staff at
Murray State University's TV-I1
cable channel are constructing a
working replica of Nathan B. Stubblefield's wireless telephone to
commemorate the centennial of his
1892 demonstration.
Dr. Robert Lochte, assistant professor of Journalism -and Radio;
Television, and Larry Albert, chief
engineer at NISU TV-11, began
their research six months ago and
have determined that jhe project
can be completed later this year.
"Our objective is to 'build a
working replica as close as possible
to Stubblefield's design," Albert
said. "He was secretive about his
devices so we lack complete

WORLD
MOSCOW — A negative
vote in a national referendum
this weekend would lead to the
downfall of ,the, Soviet Union
and undercut the authority of
Mikhail S. Gorbachev, a top
Communist Party official said
today. He predicted the referendum question would pass, and
cited public opinion _polls that
60 percent of the voters would
cast ballots Sunday in the nonbinding vote on whether to preserve the Soviet Union.

STATE
B011 \G GREEN, Ky. —
Warren Circuit Judge J. David
Francis denied a request for a
new trial for Rebecca McStoots,
who was convicted of assault in
We March 1990 shooting of a
Bowling Green doctor.

SPORTS
OXFORD, Miss. — Lenny
Dykstra portrayed himself as an
amateur poker player V. ho lost
some big-stakes hands and
ended up owing $78,000 to a
man charged with running an
illegal gambling establishment.

FORECAST
A 50 percent chance of rain
tonight. Lows in the lower 40s.
North wind 5 to 15 mph. Mostly
cloudy Thursday. A 40 percent
chance of rain showers. Highs in
the upper 40s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.3, 0.0 below 321.4, -0.7
Barkley Lake
354.4, -0.1 below 326.9, +0.4

I N DEX
Two Sections - 24 Pages
Classifieds
10B, 11B
Comics
9B
Crosswords Dear Abby
Horoscope
5B
Murray Today
5A-9A
Obituanes
8B
Perspective
4A
Sports
2B. 3B
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to S p.m. Monday
through Friday and I a.m. to
12 noon Saturday. ,
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We can, however,
draw inferences from personal
accounts by Stubblefield and others
who witnessed his work, from
photographs of the apparatus, from
patent lett,- and other archival
data. We are fortunate to have
access to Stubblefield archives at
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
and Pogue Library here on the
Murray State campus."
Lochte said Stubblefield was one
of the most intriguing persons in
the early history of radio.
"Although the debate continues
over the value of his inventions,
the record of Stubblefield's accom(Cont'd on page 2)

Saddam's troops reportedly
retake holy cities, use napalm

Murray State fans cheered the
Racers on this morning as
they boarded the team bus
headed for NCAA Southeast
Regional In Atlanta (right),
while John Jackson and
Popeye Jones greet Racer fans
before departing (above). The
team received a police escort
out of town. Murray will face
Alabama in first-round action
Friday at 6:36 CST.

NICOSIA:Cypnis (AP) — Sad dam Hasseinls troops blasted their
way into the Shiite Muslim holy
cities of Karbala and Najaf as they
struggled to beat back a nationwide
rebellion, Jraqi opposition leaders
said Tuesday.
Loyal troops also were reported
to have used napalm to try to crush
a rebellion in the southern Iraqi
city of Basra. And rebels were said
to have slowed their advance on
the northern oil city of Kirkuk out
of fear for 5,000 civilians being

BUSINESS
NEW YORK — The final
-holdout.- Daily News pion
reached agreement with British
publisher Robert Maxwell,
clearing the way for a deal to
rescue the 71 -year-old tabloid.

50 CENTS

held as human shields there. •
-The-reports. -none of which could
be confirmed, drew a picture of
Saddam's forces slowly regaining
control over Iraq, portitons of which
have been plunged into rebellion
and chaos since the end of the Gulf
War.
Rebel sources still claim control
of many towns and cities in the
north, but the inconsistency of their
reports indicate that many areas are
(Cont'd on page 2)

New figures show fewer state inmates being paroled
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
percentage of Kentucky prison
inmates ordered to serve out sentences instead of being paroled has
tripled in six years. the Kentucky
Parole Board's annual report
shows.
"This is due, primarily, to the
changing nature of the inmate
population," the report said. "The

board sees many more violent and
sexual offenders, repeat offenders,
multiple offenders and inmates
who have violated their probation
and-or parole."
The report, with statistics
through June 30, 1990, the end of
the last fiscal year, was delivered
recently to members of the General
Ass,:mb.

It said 4,530 inmates had parole
hearings at 13 institutions, various
community centers and county jails
during the year. The board recommended parole for 1,685, or 37 percent. It deferred the cases of 1,732,
some for several years, and ordered
"serve-outs" for 1,113, or 25 percent of the total.
The serve-out total has increased

each year since 1984, when 293
prisoners out of 3,845 who had
parole hearings — 7.6 percent
were ordered to complete their
sentences.
Parole last year was granted less
often to inmates who were eligible
the first time. There were 2,860 in
that category; 618, or 22 percent,
won parole, while 1,327 were

deferred and 915 were given serveouts.

Sex offenders were least likely
to be granted parole,q particularly
on first eligibility. The report said
only one in 20 was approved for
parole on the first try. 11.4 percent
overall, and over half of all sex
(Cont'd on page 2)

Car Wash

House rejects $30 billion
bill to help S&L bailouts

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
through a tax increase would cost
House Tuesday night rejected a bill
taxpayers an average of $330 each.
that would have pumped another
The Democratic proposal was
$30 billion of borrowed taxpayer
defeated 303-121, the Republican
money into the bailout of deposicounterpart lost 235-190 and the
tors in failed savings and loan
Kennedy-Slattery proposal fell
associations.
237-186.
The bill, written by a bipartisan
The agency has said it will have
majority of the House Banking
to suspend operations within a few
Committee and supported by the
days unless more money is forthBush administration, failed on a
coming. The corporation has spent
220-201 vote.
most of S50 billion in taxpayer
Also defeated were two similar
money that was appropriated last
proposals, one from each party.
year. Another $100 billion is being
that would have provided the addiborrowed' directly by the corporational money but reflected congrestion to buy assets of failed S&Ls
sional dissatisfaction with the way
and will be repaid when those
the Resolution Trust Corp. is manproperties are sold.
aging the bailout.
The Senate voted last week to
The House shouted down a subgrant the additional S30 billion,
stitute that likely would have
which the agency said will allow it
required future bailout funds come
to continue shutting down failed
from a tax Increase or by cutting
institutions during the next 61/2
other government programs, rather
months.
than through borrowing. That proHaving rejected its own bills, the
vision, sponsored by Reps. Jim
House may have to turn to the
Slattery, D-Kan., and Joseph KenSenate measure to keep the bailout
nedy, D-Mass., demanded the
going.
administration spell out in advance
Estimates of the final taxpayer Early this morning, the sky was partly cloudy, with a chance of rain, but that did not dampen the spirits
how the money would be raised.
of Fire Chief James Hornbuckle. Pictured above, Hornbuckle was washing a Murray Fire Department
Financing the $30 billion
(Cont'd on page 2)
vehicle in front of the fire station.
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man Pete Williams offered a similar assessment.
Williams said that "government
forces do appear to be gaining
some greater control over the situation, particularly in and around the
Shiite holy cities of Najaf and
Karbala."
Williams said Saddam has concentrated more of his military on
the southern cities than on the
north.
Iran's official media said loyalist
forces had used napalm to try to
crush the rebellion in the southern
port city of Basra.
There also was a report from an
Iranian opposition group that Iran's
military was infiltrating Iraq to
overthrow Saddam.
The Iraq-based group. the People's Islujahedeen, issued a statement in Paris saying Mujahedecn
guerrillas pushed back a "massive
deployment" of Iranians on Sunday in the Iraqi province of Dyallah, north of Baghdad.
Iran has publicly urged the overthrow of Saddam, but has said it
was not assisting the rebels.
Williams said there was no evidence of Iranian military assistance
to the rebellion, "or indeed ify
official Iranian assistance at all."
Much of the news of the. Iraqi
rebellion has come from Iran's
official Islamic Republic News
Agency. On Tuesday. IRNA quoted
an unidentified spokesman of the
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan as
saying the Iraqi government had
threatened to kill 5,000 Kurdish
hostages, mostly women and children, who had reportedly been
rounded up and taken to Kirkuk.

Saddam's troops...
PIP

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1991

.

(Cont'd from page 1)
see-sawing between government
and insurgent control.
At a meeting of opposition leaders in Beirut, Lebanon, speakers
agreed that the rebels will need
better coordination to overcome
Saddam's battered, but still effective, war machine.
Ayatollah Mohammed Baker alHakim, the most influential Shiite
opposition leader, conceded in a
statement that the revolt was "not
an organized act.", He maintained
that "the dictatorShip cannot be
confronted by a popular revolution
but by accurate and organized
underground acts."
,
The Beirut meeting brought
together 325 Iraqi opposition leaders from 23 factions, who tried to
reach unity on the type of government they would like to see in a
post-Saddam Iraq. In his statement.
Hakim said his Shiite followers do
not want a Muslim state like Iran's,
but "believe that Islam should be
respected and applied in Iraq."
Sources at the meeting conceded
that Iraqi troops had retaken Karbala and Najaf, south of Baghdad,
after heavy fighting on Monday.
"Several towns change hands
repeatedly. One day we control
them and the other day Saddam
controls them. Then we attack them
again. There is still some fighting
in Najaf and Karbala, but most of
them are controlled by Saddam's
army," one source said, speaking
on condition of anonymity.
In Washington. Pentagon spokes-

AptIZIAMA
#10027S

1991
DAKOTA

3 9 Liter V-6
Automatic Air Cond. - Tilt AM/FM - Digital Clock
Chrome Bumpers Full Size Spare Body. Side Moldings

Census Bureau looks for
money, changes in 2000

Three-car accident
reported Tuesday
afternoon; minor
injuries reported
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PUK spokesman Barhem Saleh
said in a telephone interview from
London that concern for the hostages was slowing the rebel march
on the city.
Saleh also said as many as
60,000 Iraqi soldiers have defected
or laid down their arms in the last
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
10 days or so, in addition to 29 batCommittee.
Three vehicles were involved in
talions of pro-government Kurdish first burst.. of data from the 1990
"The increasing diversity in
a
wreck
at 3:15 p.m., Tuesday, at
militia. There are several hundred census had barely hit the nation's
ethnic and language groups will
the
corne
r
of S. 16th and Richland
compu
ters
men in an Iraqi battalion.
certainly make data collection in
when the Census Bureau
Dr., leaving the drivers with minor
There were conflicting reports came to Congress on Tuesday seekthe 2000 census more difficult."
injuries.
about a supposed assassination ing money to get ready for the year
she said.
Persons involved were George
2000.
attempt on Saddam.
The first snapshot of America's
A.
Cassity, Route 7, Murray: James
The agency needs S10.1 million
ethnic makeup in 1990, released
Sayan Jabr of the Shiite
L.
Williams, Martin Chapel Road,
in
1992
because it must fundamenonly Sunday, found that number of
Supreme Assembly for the Islamic
Murray and John A. Salter, BrookHispanics and Asians had grown
Revolution in Iraq claimed Monday ;tally change the way it counts the
haven Dr.. Murray'.
rapidly in the 1980s.
in Damascus, Syria, that first nation, Census Director Barbara
Deputy Prime Minister Taha Yas- Bryant told the census and populaSince 1970, Americans have
According to the police report.
sin Ramadan was killed by Sad- tion subcommittee of the House
mostly been counted by mail. The
dam's bodyguards when he shot the Post Office and Civil Service
agency sends a form to every Salter was stopped, preparing to
Iraqi dictator in the right hand in
address it can identify, and people turn onto Richland when North
living there are supposed to fill out _bound Williams came over the hill
an assassination attempt.
and was apparently' unable to stop
the form and mail it back.
But the government newspaper
al-Thawra reported Tuesday that
But in 1990, only two-thirds of on the wet pavement, striking the
Ramadan, a Revolutionary Comthose forms were returned. So the Salter vehicle in the right rear. At
bureau sent people out to conduct a this point, the Cassity vehicle came
mand Council member, was among (Gant'd from page 1)
time
four high-ranking government offi-consuming door-to-door over the hill and was also apparentcosts of the bailout, including
ly unable to stop on the wet paveTials who visited four southern prointerest over the next 30 years, count.
ment,
thus striking the Williams
Bryan
vinces Monday.
t said the bureau is looking
have been put as high as S500
automobile in the rear end, causing
at these changes in the census:
The story' appeared designed to
billion.
—A "user-friendly short ques- the Williams vehicle to strike Sallay' the assassination story to rest.
Rep. Chalmers Wylie of Ohio,
tionn
as well as indicate that the governaire" that would include only ter's car again in the right rear.
senior Republican on the House
the questions needed to redraw votment had retaken control in the
Banking Committee. said each day
The Cassity
ing districts. The agency hopes mobiles came and Williams autosouthern provinces.
that Congress delays giving the
to rest in the yard
more people will fill out the census 9.04--87---Mth
Meanwhile, the slow process of
agency more money raises the bailSt.
—
recovery continued in some parts
out cost by' about $8 million. form if it is shorter.
of the country'. Saddam's govern—Distributing forms at public
"There can be no doubt what has
locations, much as tax returns are,
ment has been trying to make good
to be done," he said.
on its promise of restoring power
Rep. Henry Gonzalez. D-Texas, and using computers to weed out
duplicate mailings.
to all major cities.
chairman of the committee, agreed
— Using new technologies to (Cont'd from page 1)
Some neighborhoods in Baghdad
there were few options left, saying
produce forms in languages other plishmcnts is clear," he noted. "He
now have electricity after weeks of
he could think of nothing "as disblackouts, but only' for a few' hours
tasteful, as politically unpalatable" than English and Spanish.
was the first to transmit voice and
—Allowing people to file their
each night.
as having to pour more money into
music without wires, the first to
census forms by' home computer
Two Red Cross convoys arrived
the bailout.
receive these 'transmissions simuldirectly' into the agency's data
in Baghdad with emergency food
"Rather than gixe- the RTC
taneously' in several locations, and
supplies, medicine and two mobile
another S30 bill:on. the agency
he founded the first school of combanks.
water purification plants.
should be required to sell the assets
munication. We hope that by
—Obt
aini
ng information about
it holds." said Rep. Frank AnnunHoweser, safety problems
people from other government demonstrating Stubblefield's wirezio. Dill., chairman of the finan'delayed the first overland repatriaagencies rather than from the peo- less telephone. WC can revive his
cial institut;:ins subcommittee.
:ion of Iraqi prisoners of war from
work. Then perhaps Nathan B.
ple themselves.
'When do we require the RTC to
Saudi Arabia. a Red Cross spokesStubblefield will receive the credit
use its 'money rather than the
man said.
due him over the past 100•years."
taxpayers'!''
The scheduled return of 14 sets
Dr. Robert McGaughey. chairThe agencv has sold about half
of retains of allied military dead
man of the Department of Journalthe S30() bilLOn of aSSCLS it has
to Saudi Arabia from Baghdad was
ism and Radio/Television, added.
taken from failed S&Ls. • Many (Cont'd from page 1)
also delayed by' at least one day.
"Since Nathan B. Stubblefieid
offenders were given serve-outs.
IT,C77.brs of Congr.e..
C
::ary so::rces sa:d.
demonstrated electronic communi111: the
"With the development of a very
_property
he d.sposed of far
cation technology and taught others
strong institutional sex -offender
more quickl‘.
how to use it on what is now' the
Much of 'Sic dehate luesday cen- treatment program. the board is
camp
us of Murray State University
tered on provis:on.s. in Gonzalez's committed to requiring sex offenII !'.! I '
,Fit% I ,
it is appropriate that our departders
substitiite bill tha:
to
succe
ssfully complete the
have set a
ment should observe this centennial
goal of ;twardmg
ert of the
program," the report said. "We are by' duplicating and demonstrat
ing
bailout agency 's
to comequally committed to denying par- his apparatus."
panies
and
ole to (inmates) who are denied
Lochte and Albert plan to
..„2d pros
admission to the program."
SPECIAL NEEDS
demonstrate the Stubblefield wiresoo
n i7
to make it
ADOPTION PROGRAM
less telephone at several sites
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-Intake -await cells. in state institubecome part of the permanent col. lions. Those with comparatively'
lection of the Wrather West Kenshort sentences frequently spend
tucky Museum on the Murray State
-them entirely in jail.
campus, a building routed just a
The controlled -intake group few hundred feet from the site of
accounted for the largest numbers the 1892 demonstration.
in every' category: 1.062 hearings,
3.10 paroles, 293 deferments and
459 serve-outs. The average deferment was 12 months.
Eighty-four inmates at the KenM-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
tucky
State Penitentiary', the state's
Sun. 1-5 p.m.
-only'
maxi
mum-security prison, had
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380
Shell
first-time parole hearings. Nine
were ,granted parole, ..68 ;Were
deferred an average of 39 months
and seven were given serve -outs
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)
there were 243 total cases at the
— Here are Tuesday's winEcidyville penitentiary, of which 84
ning numbers selected by the
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Ky-SPIN to host
seminar on ADD
at MIIS library
The Murray Parent Resource
Center, in conjunction with the
Kentucky Special Parent Involvement Network (Ky-SPIN) will host
a seminar on the topic of Attention
Deficit Disorder (ADD).Dr. Kurt Klauburg, psychiatrist,
will share his expertise in this field
with a group of interested parents
and professionals, March 20, 6:30
p.m., at the Murray High School
Library.
ADD is ar. neurological disorder
affecting approximately 20 percent
of the population. ADD is most
often characterized by three behaviors: hyperactivity, distractability
and.impulsivity: A child with ADD
may have one or all of these behaviors present which often will hinder his educational progress.
Anyone interested in gaining a
more complete understanding of
ADD may attend this workshop.
KY—SPIN will reimburse those
parents traveling out of the Murray
area for mileage. Please call Cindy
Clemson or Kay Travis, 753-5125
or 753-4363, if you have any questions or need any additional information concerning this seminar.

Hargrove, manager, Murray Office of
Jackson Purchase Agricultural Credit
Association; Dan Hutson II, President,. Hutson Company, Inc.; Jim
Kelly, farmer. President. Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association; Rob McCallon. farmer. Member, Calloway County Extention
Board; Dan McKee,. Vice-President,
McKee! Equipment Company; Mark
Paschall, farmer, President. Calloway

If you are not sure of what to do
during the first Springtime in the
Park Festival...go fly a. kite.
You might win a prize. The
Murray Art Guild is sponsoring a
homemade kite flying contest to be
held during the festival, April 13 in
the city-county park. Kites must be
homemade, and full rules and entry
forms are available from the Chamber of Commerce on N. 12th
Street.
If you are not sure how to make
your own kite, a special set of lessons on kite building are offered at
the public library on March 16 and
23. Mary Anne Halley, Vince Medlock and Ted Dotson are instructors. There is a $2 fee for
materials.
A number of other activities are
scheduled for the city-county park
during the Springtime in the Park
Festival including live entertainment, arts and crafts and a petting
zoo for youngsters.
All proceeds go to the community improvement volunteers to beautify the city and its par4 For more
information about any of the
Springtime in the Park activities,
contact the Commerce Center at
753-5171 in Murray.

Lt. Gov. Jones
rally scheduled
for March 19
A Calloway County rally for Lt.
Gov. Brereton C. Jones, candidate
for governor of Kentucky, will be
held Tuesday, March 19, 7:30 p.m.,
at the National Guard Armory
Building on Highway 121 North
(Mayfield Road).
Everyone is invited. The rally is
sponsored by Calloway Countians
for Jones.

10

2nd Prize $5
First and second place prizes
given in three age groups.

Parents are encouraged to bring
their children and tour the kindergarten facilities when they register
their child. At this time the parents
and children will have the opportunity to meet and talk with the
kindergarten teachers. Parents are
asked to bring a copy of the child's
original birth certificate, if possible
to registration.
Parents of any age child who is
not presently attending the Calloway County School District, but
who would like their child enrolled
in the Calloway County School
District for the 1991-92 school year
should contact the appropriate
school for registration information.
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Watch for your
March 18th
edition of

1st Prize $

3-4 yrs., 5-6-7 yrs
and 8-9-10 yrs. 47,

Mtirray Ledger & Times

and enter
to win!
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Every Bunny
Loves
To Color!

Ross Insurance Agency
hargr
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

6th & Main

753-0489

CUSTOM BORN GARAGES

Co-Cie!e'y erected, rc1Ing concrete ttors Not pre
lab Carpenter built A;1 quality rnatenals
We o"e' yo., FREE est-nates references and
location 0 garages in your area, and written
wa-ar^,,

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

With hardboard siding
1' a car (12:20)
2 Car (18:20)
Large 2 Car (22122)
2' 3 Car (24:24)
Large 2' 7 Car (24:30)

$2,475
$3,175
$3,475
$3,675
$4,175
P'Js Ot'

Deluxe Models
Vinyl sidIng
1'17 Car (12:20)
92,87
2 Car 081,20)
$3,575
Large 2 Car (22:22)
$3,975
2'h Car (24:24)
94,075
Large T'h Car (24:30)
. $4,675

eve

ot & treignt

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

rouR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BETTER ROM GARAGE CO.
Melber, Ky. • (502) 674-5530

`f-

COORS

• LIGHT• REG
• EXTRA GOLD

MILLER
•La•HIGH LIFE
tGENUINE DRAFT
24 12-0Z CANS

CLAN
MACGREGOR
SCOTCH
1 75 LITER

15

BARTLES &
JAYMES

FETZER
SUNDIAL-CHARDONNAY
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
750 ML

E

STOLICHNAYA
FINUNDIA
VODKA
750 ML

99

BACARDI RUM
SILVER • AMBER
175 LITER

PADUCAH
Next to Kentucky
Oaks Mall on
Hinkleville Road
Store Ph: 443-0320

SEBASTIANI
WHITE ZINFANDEL
1 5 LITER

BAILEYS

29

BUSHMILLS
STORE OPEN 7 DAYS
AND 6 EVENINGS A WEEK

IRISH WHISKEY
750 ML

TEN HIGH
FLEISCHMANN'S

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
DEPARTMENT HOURS MAY VARY

Jig
AL.

Alcoholic beverages available only at Phar-Mor
stores with licensed departments Prices sublect
to state and focal taxes We reserve the right to
limit quantities and to correct pricing errors
Rebate dates may vary, void where prohibited
Check store tor details
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Enter Our
Coloring Contest!

Kindergarten registration
begins in Calloway County
Kindergarten registration for
Calloway County Elementary
Schools begins next week. Parents'
of children who will be 5 years old
by Oct. 1, should attend registration at the appropriate elementary
school in the school cafeteria at 9
a.m. on the following dates: North,
Tues., March 19; East, Wed.,
March 20; Southwest, Thurs.,
March 21. Parents should register
their child during the day if
possible.
For those parents who are unable
to attend the provided registrations,
a night registration will be provided March 21, 5 to 7 p.m. at each
elementary school.

„,••ir
•_4'_

•

County and District Farm Bureau;
David Riley, County Executive Director, Agricultural Stabilization
Conservation Service; Dan Shipley,
partner, Murray Insurance Agency;
and Jim Stahler, farmer, Director,
Calloway County Farm Bureau.
The Council meeting was conducted by Agricultural Educators
Larry Gilbert, Jamie Potts and Johnnie Stockdale.

Kite flying one
event planned
for Springtime
in the Park

0

-•
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council meets to discuss reformations

A meeting of the Calloway County
Agricultural Council was held March
4, 1991 in the agriculture department
at Calloway County High School
following a meal at Seven Seas. The
Council is designed to encourage
effective communications between
the agribusiness community and the
high school, agricultural science/
technology program and the young
farmer(YFA)and adult farmer programs operated under the supervision
of the Calloway County School
System.
The meeting agenda highlighted
some of the implications of the Kentucky Education Reform Act of 1990
for the secondary program, the development of one semester classes and
curriculum, an overview of the young
and adult farmer programs, and plans
to expand course offerings in the high
school program.
The Agricultural Council consists
of the following members: Joe Bolin.
President. Ellis Popcorn Company:
Gene and Jo Brandon. owners, Gene
& Jo's Flowers; Dr. Terry Canerdy.
head of Animal Health Technology
Program, Murray State University
and DVM, Murray Animal Hospital:
Mr. William N. Cherry, Mayor. City
of Murray; Dr. James Davis. Chairman. Agriculture Department, Murray State University; Joe Dick, President. Bank of Murray; Harold G.
Doran. Jr., President, Peoples Bank:
Tripp Furches, farmer, Calloway
County Farm Bureau Director; Bob
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PERSPECTIVE
Letter to the editor

Four Rivers complimented
for their `Popularity'goals
Dear Editor:
Four Rivers Productions, a new and aggressive nonprofit production
company in Western Kentucky, is to be complimented for its enthusiasm.
Recently I spoke to Four Rivers' board on behalf of Kentucky's Tourism
Secretary Ron Gentry.
Four Rivers Productions is the production company that was born out
of the two very successful seasons of The Popularity Showboat at Kentucky Dam State Park. Four Rivers Productions has assumed the responsibility of both the Popularity Showboat and The Popularity Gazette.. The
board is comprised of progressive minded volunteers from several counties from throughout Western Kentucky and Western Tennessee. .
As the founder and producer of the state's oldest Statutory theater —
The Pioneer Play-house — in Danville. I feel confident that Four Rivers
Productions will succeed with its goal of developing_ a large scale regional
attraction both for and with the four rivers region.
Sincerely,
Eben C. Henson
Route 2. Box 12
Danville, Kentucky 40422

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March 13, the 72nd day of 1991. There are 293
das sleft _in. _the
Today's Highlight in History.z
On March 13. 1852, a familiar symbol of the United States. "Uncle
Sam.- made his debut as a cartoon character in the New York
"Lantern."
On this date:
In 1980, Ford Motor Chairman Henry Ford II announced he was stepping down.
In 1980. a jury in Winamac. Ind., found Ford Motor Company innocent
Of reckless homicide in the fiery deaths of three young women inside a
Ford Pinto.
In 1985. funeral services were held in Moscow for Soviet leader Konstantin C. Chernenko, after which Vice President Bush met with Chernenko's - successor. Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
Ten sears ago: President Reagan announced that he was giving an additional S1.5 million to the city of Atlanta to help pay for the investigation
into_the .s1ayings .and disappearances of young blacks.
.•
Five years ago: The new government of the Philippines opened to the
public the presidential palace once occupied by deposed President Ferdinand Marcos and his wife. Imelda. The Soviet Union launched a Soyuz
spacecraft with two cosmonauts 'aboard in the first- mIntied space Mission
since America's Challenger disaster.
One sear ago: The Soviet Congress of People's Deputies approved
!stishail S. Gorbachev's proposals for a multiparts political system headed bv a powerful - president President - Bush lifted- trade sanctions against
<.etaragua in a show of support for President-elect Violeta Chamorro.
Today's Birthdays: Opera singer Rosalind Elias is 60. Singersongwriter Neil Sedaka is 52. Actress Deborah Raffin is 38.
Thought for Today: "Die Weltgeschichte ist das ‘Veltgericht.- (The
history of the world is the verdict of the world.) — Friedrich von Schiller,
German authcir59- 1805

An open letter to Mike Royko
(Editor's note: Mike Royko
wrote a bonus column titled: MC
Govern has GOP smiling again.
Former Sen. George McGovern has
written a response to that column.)
As a longtime Royko reader and
admirer, 1 would like to offer a few
observations on your recent column
about the damage I supposedly did
to the Democratic Party with the
reforms associated with me and my
1972 presidential campaign.
Those reforms were recommended by a commission of 28
people representing eve6 shade of
opinion within the Democratic Party. The members were chosen by
the then Democratic National
Chairman. Sen. Fred Harris of
Oklahoma. I reluctantly accepted
the chairmanship at the urging of
my longtime neighbor and friend.
Hubert Humphrey. The reforms
were overwhelmingly approved by
the Democratic National Committee with the strong support of the
late Lawrence O'Brien_ as chairman. Their basic purpose was not
to eliminate party officers and

In 1984, the Democratic Party
changed its reform rules to insure a
stronger voice for party orirwers
and elected officials. I supported
those modifications.
When my friend and colleague,
\Valter Mondale, was nominated
that year, he was the consensus
choice of the party leaders and
officeholders. Yet his results
elected officials from the prcsiden
tial nominating process. but to against .imcumbent Ronald Reagan
were the same as mine against
widen the opportunity' for participaRichard Nixon — 40 states for the
tion in this process to include a
fairer representation of Women, incumbent and one for the
challenger.
minorities and younger voters.
You are right in seeing my
The 1972 McGovern campaign
choice
of Sen. Tom Eagleton as my
coveted and sought the support of
running
mate as politically damagDemocratic officials and officehol-ing. But neither I nor much closer
ders. To the extent that we lacked•
longtime associates of Tom knew
such support. it was due in considof his past emotional illness. I did
erable part to my outspoken oppos- not
have the services of the FBI to
ition tO the Vietnam War. I won
check out my running mate as did
the Democratic nomination in 1972 President
Nixon.
not because of the reforms of that
Yet, a few months after the elecperiod, but largely by the methods
tion. Mr. Nixon's choice. Vice
that John Kennedy used in 1960:
President Spiro Agnew. was forced
defeating the other contenders in
to resign or face prosecution as a
10 primary elections, including the felon:
Nixon himself, resigned a
two largest ones. New York and
few months later in even greater
California.
iisgract. Tom ETU'let;in. \Aould

have been a better vice president
and a better President than either
Agnew or Nixon.
So when recalling the demons of
1972. perhaps your unhappiness
with me should be tempered a little
by the nature of the team that
defeated me.
If I should seek the Democratic
nomination in 1992, it would not
be as a fringe candidate of "political off-brands," nor,did I so see
myself in 1972. It might be worth
noting 'that I was selected to high
office for nearly a quarter of a century by the people of South Dakota
who may know more about me
than some of the political pundits
who have colored my national
image. God knows I have made ms
full share of political mistakes, but
My two central warnings in 1972
against the Vietnam War and the
looming Watergate scandals were
on target. So was my effort to call
America home to the constitutional
ideals that guided us at the
beginning.
George McGovern.
Washington. D.C.
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Sorting things out
_ - - - .1.ENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
x (It WI' 1 1..10 JOHN .sHERMAN COOPER
•

.• A

I v,a, :old that there were two kinds
look _up to, and those you look _
••
2 separate- categories. .John Sherman
•
a man I haYe soueht to emulate.
I ha,.! the 204:3,1 fortune to se-:
I Ye as an intern
He represented the epitome ot the word

zan sp:rit inspired .:andidates and representatiYes
- •
ideolo2. His desire to affe,:t change
repeTcussion.s led to improYements
eeislati‘e rein on the ExecutiYe Branch's
2i

'99 . John Sherman Cooper died at the age
tn home.- This sun* statement issued by
t. not bewin to describe the depth or breadth
nents in and out of public serYi,x.
rr.,rninene in a manner reminiscent or mans •'raes
•artinv out :n the Depression, Cooper worked
Har\.ard La'A
beginning his political
i•:,r.tuk,y House of RepresentatiYes. This ettecti‘eJc
career.
_
( ti per 'son changed to Pulaski Count:. Jude
( oopc:r. ar.c: with the
unaT.ion ot Albert B. "Happ:.- Chandler.
he be,_ I m c: -‘serlaror Cooper. a title
he Ytould retain tor three noncon-e,
term- John Sherman Cooper also represented the United
State, a• jelegate i() the United Nations, and ser‘ed as ambassador
Nepal. and East Germany.
•.)r his ability to listen to diYerse opinions on a range
o :or.( ooper Lon,istentlY represent
ed the state of Kentucky's
n'ere'
h nationall:. and internationall. His eltorts helped open
toreien markets tor the state's burle tobaLw and soybean crops.
\lark T kain once wrote, "Our a,Lomplishments are the sum
ot the pow:F. e things we did less those things we probabl), aren't
that proud of." Operating under this-tenet. John Sherman Cooper's
list ot aornplislitr,ents is both long and admirable. His life should
- ser‘c as a guidepost to those aspiring to the world of polities, or
• .•those merely in nerd Of a role model. John Sherman Cooper was
vreat man.
•(
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WASHINGTON — Sooner or la Soviet -Union — not • to mention
a letdown will come. but at
defense suppliers in the -United States
moment King Euphona reign.
--- must be persuaded to restrain their
George Bush is enjoying the pop_
sales of arms to customers in the area.
of a rock star. Gen. No-'-_What of _Saddam Hussein? He has
,-;hwarzkopf has gained hero'.
taken his place in a pantheon of
1,.s. Some of the troops will soon be
monsters with Attila the Hun. who
_coming home: On Capitol
nolooted Roman cities. and Genghis
body is audibly mad at anyhod..
Khan. the sacker of Samarkand. It is.
It is a good time for sorting things
sobering to. reflect upon the damage
out. to think about. where we are and
1:::'. sma ll ern,irate was said to one man can cause. Saddam Hussein
where v:e want to be. Certain decispent eight years waging war against
t-•s: thtt :';'.1;`70Int..0
sions have to be trade at once: What
Iraq. and wound up with nothing to
natio7.
0::70thCf•
Now
Ara'-'s.
];],es in
reparations must be demanded of
show font. Now he has spent seven
Iraq? What fate should be sought for
- months in his conquest of Kuwait. and,
Iraq m
made ti
in ,4- _1.,,Its
Saddam Hussein? Other decisions
ru‘enJi:s
(h,o,e heen esti- nothing to show . for that either -A!: take time: The question of a
nothing hut his cities ruined and his
mated
a:
'Y.'
h:!,:or.
t:ar A great
Palestinian homeland has to he :inked
soung
men dead.
part of:r s 11! \,e. t'e dediLated to
to a binding, unequivocal recognition
For
the
moment. the best thing to do
t•t`t
. 7.2
K ,:: 1he only
O7. the par: of Arab nations of lsrae: s
with Saddam is to ignore him. Persisc()a.:::on
possesses
;s
s)sereign. legitimate presence.
tent reports filter through the smoke
••ed tign.t e7.hari„).4,
Let take one thing at a lime. In its 't.i
of
propaganda. hinting that the Iraqi
It
io.),
-h-kahie to re% the
Resolution 674 of Oct. 29. the U.N.
people themselves are fed up with
emnareo
ocen1;-L.sond
an
or
Security Council pointedly reminded
their maniacal ruler. If„it developsdiat
Iraq that under international law it is
our
prison6r.s of war have been torOther NCt•:C7'.1C111,tt,:\C t'e
1:attic for any loss, damage or injury
tured. the United States will svarit to
The
Japanese
'7)chr:ct
arising in regard to Kuwait and third
support Kuwait in demanding that
h.,rri,are earin; ;he 'Aj1
tates. and their nationals and corpoSaddam
be tried for his crimes. That
of 77% -7...:',h‘ft".1,, A
rations. as a result of the invasion and
can wan.
shops
has,:
hCC:
boAr
ii:egal occupation of Kuwait by Iraq.'
An opportunits is at hand, at long
Reports from Kuwait during the They depend rieas - , 1..pon
last, for a serious multinational conpast 10 days have carried a consistent ..ern oil. That
ore more is
ference on settlement of Arab-Israeli
strain of disbelief and shock. Sea- assured. and the war has Lost them
antagonisms. A: the risk of sprinkling
oned officers and experienced cord nothing but a few hill:on dollars West on the
. euphoric parade. I have .to
%)spondents describe the devastation Germany also must he told to pay its
express skepticism that any satisfacas -vicious. savage, appalling. point- dues, and both. Germany and the
tory resolution can be found. These

Study
United
Semitic animosities are rooted in
10,000 years of turbulence.
put it is worth a try. Egypt, Saudi
Arabia and the participating emirates
emerge from the conflict with new
status. Syria has been on its best
hehavior. Iraq is Out of it. Jordan is as
hapless as ever. Iry may he ready to
deal. - Whatever became of Yasser
Arafat. the Palestinian leader? He has
Cost the influence he once wielded.
The problem of Jerusalem is intractable. prohahl insoluble, but maybe
Israel's restraint during, the seven
months' war will win respect from its
ancient enemies.

Nation:
/9 a.m.
- Murray
beginnc
p.m./Ell
St. Lec
includ
Deliver,
a.m.; R
Bible
Church
Bible cl
Church

President Bush. in company with
congressional leaders. must agree on a
policy for the foreseeable future. Not
all of our troops can be returned at
once. What U.S. presence in the
Mideast should be maintained? What
role may be played by the horn-again
United Nations'?
Some decisions must be reached
oxiftiv, hut our nation Will benefit
from an hour of pride and satisfaction.
A long winter of discontent has
yielded to the sun of well-earned
success. /Savor it while we may.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Bill Rayburn, swim team president, and Richard Valentine, Community Theatre director, and Margaret Boone, Theatre president
pro-tern, talked about their programs at a meeting of Calloway
County Parks Board.

Twenty years ago
T-Sgt. Shirley Wilburn Underhill. son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Underhill. is now serving at Bien
Hoa 'Air Base, South Vietnam.
In First Regional Boys High
School Basketball Tournament,
Murray High beat St. Mary's and
In First Regional Girls High Carlisle beat Cuba. High team
School Basketball Tournament, scorers were David Alexander for
Murray High beat Hickman Coun- Murray. Bagby for St. Mary's.
ty. High team scorers were Monica Larkin for Carlisle, and McClure
Green for Murray and Kendra Wat- for Cuba.
Births reported include a boy to
son for Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Grady' and a
Miss Annie Willis celebrated her girl to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lamb,
101st birthday on March 1 at Fern March 8.
Terrace Lodge- where she now
Prof. Rex Alexander Of Murray
resides.
State University talked about
Births reported include a boy to "MSU Task Force for Future
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Britt, Feb. Growth and Development of MSU"
16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne at a meeting of Murray Lions Club.
Rowe, Feb. 22; a boy to Mr. and
Thirty years ago
Mrs. Donald Scott, Feb. 26.
High winds and hail hammered

rg

at Calloway' County' last night with
Forty years ago
widespread damage being reported,
Snow covered the area today as
especially in the Morgan's Boat wcII as all over the state. However
Dock area on Kentucky Lake.
all highways arc open, officials
said.
Brenda Cunningham, eighth
James M. Overcast of Hazel has
grader at Kirksey School, was
grand champion of Calloway Coun- joined the United States Marihes
ty Spelling Bee held at CalloWay and is now in training in North
County Courthouse, according to Carolina.
Leon Grogan. chairman of the
Pvt. Joe Pat Anderson and Pvt.
event. Seventh Grade winner was James L. Smith are now stationed
Mary McLeod of Hazel and Sixth at Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
Grade winner was William Ross of
011ie Brown, local manager for
K irksey.
Southern Bell Telephone Company,
North Marshall beat Lowes for said there are now
a total of 2,867
championship of First Regional telephones in service
in the Murray
High School Boy's Basketball area.
Tournament
Delta Department of Murray
Mrs. Clifton Campbell, Mrs.
Woman's Club celebrated its 24th
Gray Roberts, Mrs. Jack Jones and
anniversary with a dinner and progMrs. Ralph Wright presented prog- ram on March 6 at the club house.
rams for Week of Prayer at Poplar
Mrs. &Ina Carter, first department
Spring Baptist Church.
chairman, was speaker.
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MURRAY TODAY
Style shows feature Weath(rly doll collection
The annual Style Shows, sponsored by the Music
Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, will be held at 12 noon
and 7 p.m. on Tuesday,
March 19, at the club house at Vine and South
Seventh Streets.
Using the-doll collection of Louise Weatherly, organiz
ers this year arc
concentrating on the theme of dolls. The club house
will be decorated to
reflect a dressing room full of dolls.
Fifteen stores in the Murray area will show theiate
st in
featuring local models. These stores provide their own spring fashions,
models and show

CALENDAR
Wednesday, March 13
Blankenship Circle/South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church/7
First Christian Church events
include Pastor's Class/4 p.m.;
Wonderful
Wacky
Wednesdays/5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Women Circles: Wesleyan with I.
Jonesf1 p.m.; Ruth Wilson with M.
Dealf7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; Wednesday Night
Fellowship/5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choirf1:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study,
business meeting, Acteens, RAs,
GAS, Mission Friendsf7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.; Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs,
Prayer Meeting, Klaymata
Fellowship/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choirf7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:I5 p.m.;
Youth Bible Study, Adult Bible
Study/Prayer meeting/7 p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meeting/8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Supper/6 p.m.; Prayer
Service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

Thursday, March 14
Certer, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

these fashions as a service to the community and to We Music Department
to provide scholarshlps.
The stores showing spring fashions or footwear are Behr's, Bright's;
Cherry Branch, D.K. Kelley s, Fastuon Bug. JCPenney Co., Mademoiselle, Maurice's, Mister J's and Lady is. Sh6e Shack, Susie Q Shoppe,
The
Place, The Shoe Tree and The Showcase.
The menu for the noon luncheon will be turkey salad with almonds
,
spinach salad with mandarin oranges. fruit compote. roll and drink.
The.
evening dessert will be white chocolate cheesecake and turtle cheesec
ake
and drinks. Door prizes from all stores will he awarded at both noon
and
night shows.
.
- Songs from "Your Favorite Dolls" will be provide
d by a group of
female singers from the Music Department as entertainment.
Luncheon tickets are 57 and evening dessert tickets are 54. These
may
be purchased from any member of the Music Department or from style
show chairpersons, Tamara Outland, Karen Isaacs Or LaUra Miller.
Also
tickets will be available from Annie Nance, at downtown branch of
Peoples Bank.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Young in Hearts Group/Glendale
Road Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.

An Easter Celebration will be at Kenlake State Resort Park
on Sunday.
March 31. An Easter sunrise service will be at 6 a.m. in the
Garden Room.
Special Easter buffet will be seryed from 12 noon to 8 p.m. with
$9.50 for adults and $4.95 for children 10 and under. An Eastercost being
Egg Hunt
will be at 2 p.m. for ages categories: 2-under, 3-5, and 6-12.
Children may
meet the Easter Bunny at the front lawn of the hotel for the breakin
g of the
Easter Pinatas. For more information call 474-2211.

753-4451

,941.4f.444%,:zaz

Group IV of CWF/First Christian
Church/12 noon/church.

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Exercise Class/10 a.m./First
United Methodist Church.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Mothers' Day Out/9:30 a.m./First
Baptist Church.

Glendale at Whitnell
7$3-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7. Sat 9-5:30

The Pearl Harbor Commemorative Association will observe
the 50th
anniversary of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor Dec.
7, 1991, with
activities at Hyatt Regency Convention Center, Lexington. 'We
will pay tribute to all those who were at Pearl Harbor 50 years ago with
a memorial
service, appropriate speeches, film documentaries of the actual
attack, patriotic music and a reception and banquet in the evening. We
invite everyone
to take part in the anniversary activities to remember this
'Day of Infamy'
and America's entrance into World War li,' said-Elks L. McCollu
m, president, Pearl Harbor Commemorative CoMmittee, P.O. Box 12315, Lexingt
on,
Ky. 40582-2315, phone 1-606-277-1629. For more, informat
ion contact
McCollum.

Seniors' program Friday

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

In recognition of 'Famous Women Month,' Susan Dunman
, Periodicals
Librarian at Waterfield Library, Murray State University, wi!I
present
a program on 'Famous American Women" for the Westside Senior
Citizens of Murray and Calloway County on Friday, March 15, at 130 p.m.
in the Senior
Citizens' Center, located in the Weaks Community Center,
Seventh and
Poplar Streets, Murray. Persons are asked to bring names of their
favorite
famous women, and to use the east entrance of the building. The
Westsid
Senior Citizens meet each first and third Fridays of the month at 1:30 p.me
at the center.

(Cont'd on page 6A1

..

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ

Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No. 1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans.will
have its regular meeting on Thursday. March 14, at 7:10 p.m. at the hOiTil
e of
Commander Cletus Murphy, located on Highway 994 across from Jackson
Chapel Church. Members are urged to be present and visitors are welcome
.

THEATRES

Book Fair at Robertson

7:10
9:15
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Peebles of 110 North Ninth St., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Adam Marshall, weighing none polunds 11 ounces, measuring 201/2 inches, born on Monday, March 4, at Murray-Callow
ay County
Hospital. The mother is the former Belinda Dowell. They have one daughter,
Amanda. Grandparents are Ray and Peggy Dowell of Richmond, Va.,
Kaye
Warner of Murray, and Roddie Peebles of Nashville, Tenn.

7:10
9:15

JCStyli
Penn
ey
Salo
ng

n

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8; Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5
No Appointment Necessary or Cali 759-9811

rr,
- 1991 JCPenney Company. c

cifuntarg after Church

Buffet

Take advantage of our
Professional interior
Design Services.

• TURKEY & DRESSING
• FRIED FISH FILLETS
• SOUTHERN FRIED
CHICKEN
• ROAST BEEF CARVED
ON THE LINE

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the following: Kimberly D. Jenkins, Mack Watkins and Carol Lee Simmons,
all of
Puryear, Tenn., and Eleanor Kendal-Tipton of Murray, all from Henry County
Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.; Keeneth Jetton, Donna Rayburn, Rex
Harris,
L.D. Miller and Chnsta Farris, all of Murray, Angela Williams of Hazel,
Grace
Brooks of Farmington and Kenneth Norsworthy of Kirksey, all from
Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah; Patricia Copeland of Almo, Voris Utley of Hardin, Charles Johnson, Walter Phillips and lnetha Rowlett, all
Murray, all from Western Baptist, Paducah.

u!KENLAKE

You & Your Home
Deserve Iti

Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Located at the conjunction
of Highway 94 and 68/80
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Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wayne Rushing of Buchanan. Tenn., are the
parents of a daughter, Nellie Brooke, weighing seven pounds five ounces,
born on Friday, Feb. 22, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn. The
mother is the former Joyce Gayle Scarbrough. Grandparents are Dee
and
Martha Rushing of Clinton and Joe and Jessie Scarbrough of Buc-hanan.
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Hattie Brooke Rushing born

(502) 474-2211
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STATE RESORT PARK

Call For An In-Home
Consultation

Kay Melton Rhodes of 307 North Sixth St., Murray, has recently been
notof her acceptance into the Nurse Anesthesia Program at the Universi
ty
of Tennessee, Knoxville. Upon completion of a 24-month program
, Mrs
Rhodes will be eligible for Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner
Status
and to take board examinations to become a Certified Registered
Nurse
Anethetist (CRNA). She is a graduate of Murray State University. She
previously worked in the Critical Care Unit at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
,
and presently works in the Intensive Care Unit at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. She is married to Eddie Rhodes of Murray and is the daughter of
Dwane and Anna Melton of Murray.

A First Aid and CPR training class at Murray-Calloway Vocational Center
will begin Tuesday, March 19, and end on Tuesday, April 9. Classes
will
meet from 6 to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays. The fee for the class will be
$25 and
students who need books must purchase one at $9. Ms. Sharon Pierceal
l
will be instructor for the class. To register for a class or to obtain more information, call the Vocational Center at 753-1870 between the hours of
7:30
a.m. to 330 p m.

Each buffet includes assorted vegtables, an arra
y
of sdlads & delicious homemade desserts

Mite McCalion & Maryann Cathet

Kay Melton Rhodes accepted

First Aid and CPR Class

noon - 3PM

• BAR-B-QUED RIBS
• FRIED FISH FILLETS
• KY COUNTRY HAM
• SOUTHERN FRIED
CHICKEN
• ROAST BEEF CARVED
ON THE LINE

-

••••••• •••-••••••.••••.-.4i,lw

The Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a
brunch on Saturday, March 16, at 9:30 a.m. at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.
Madelle Talent will be in charge of the program. Opal Giltner is interim
teacher while Roberta Tarry is taking a leave because of the illness of
her
husband, Eugene Tarry. Lula Belle Hodges, class president, urges all members to attend.

Sale price elective

Salurday Night
Couniry Buffet
sPM -EMI

al
"
t
Xg
Paint & Decorating Center
,

4 00-

through Saturday. March 16

100$ Clie%tnut • 753-3311
Open 11:am to 141:pm

Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'

•

7:30

Dorcas Class meeting

NEW SALON HOURS;

and

..#110.00#011#0110•••••••••••

New Jack
City (R)

Reg $55

Rent our mot ies•at the mot les!

Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.

000 +I

Dances with
Wolves (PG)

7:15
9:10

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Tr

White Fang
(PG)

Lion heart
(R)

Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

_1

A 'Book Fair, sponsored by Parent-Teacher Organization, will be at
Robertson School on Tuesday, March 19, from 6 to 7 p.m. At 7 p.m. a business meeting will beheld with Dr. Paul Jones, superintendent of Murray City
Schools, as speaker. Also a special patriotic program will be presented
by
the two first grade classes with Tina Ratterree and Holly Bloodworth
as
teachers. For more information about the Book Fair call Cyndi Hunt, chairman, 753-4532, or Ellie Brown, 759-1389.

Sleeping With
The Enemy (R) 97:
41

Adam Marshall Peebles born

Thursday, March 44
Senior citizens' activitres/10
.a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.

AA

•

Sons of CV will meet

National Scouting Museum/open
/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Murray Food Coop
Delivery/8 a.m.; CREED series/10
a.m.; RCIA/7:30 p.m.

t

Pearl Harbor event

Study Committee/7 p.m./Kirksey
United Methodist Church.

Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:15 p.m./regular/5:30
p.m./Ellis Community Center.

-

Easter Celebration

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women/7 p.m.
Pacers Homemakers Club/I0
a.m./Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.

JO'S DATEBOOK

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Thursda
March 14, for
skating from 7:3010 10 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray. y,
The
per person. Hostess will be Lou. This is a nonprofit support cost will be $4
and social group
for all single adults whether always single, separated,
divorCed Or widowed_
For more information call Pamela, 753-7638,
Jeanne, 753-0224 Mary,
1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.

DAN McNUIT

407 Maple

•

Singles' skating Thursday

Life, Major Medical, Annuities.
Medicare Supplement,.Nursing
Home, Home Health Care.

41.41.
Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt

•'•

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch Masons and Murray Chapter No.
50 Royal and Select Masters will have special meetings on Thursda
y.
March 14, at the Masonic Hall, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road
Glen Brewer, excellent high priest of Chapter No. 92 and coordinator -o1
Area I, said supper will be served at 6:30 p.m. with an inspection of the
chapter to follow. Gary Williams, illustrious master of Chapter No.
50.
said a school of instruction'will be conducted Thursday. All members of
both chapters are urged to attend these special events, Brewer said.

ASK ME ABOUT

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.:
WORD Program/10 a.m.: Picture
Proof Picking/I-8 p.m.; Choir Practice and CREED Series/7 p.m.

••

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

•

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

tiz.r.:),17....44
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Study shows how vitamins may lower risk of cataracts in elderly

•..

By DANIEL 0. HANEY
*
t!

Science Writer

AP

BOSTON — Older people who
get lots of vitamins lower their risk
of cataracts, but a lifetime of
healthy eating may be necessary to
avoid this leading cause of blindness. researchers say.
A new study provides some of,
the strongest support yet for the
benefits of anti-oxidants, nutrients
that counteract the effects of oxygen. Experts believe that just as
oxygen rusts iron. it also can harm
the eye. and some vitamins can
slow or prevent eye damage that
commonly afflicts the elderly.
The researchers found that Nopie' who regularly used multiyitamM sUpplements were 17 percent
less likely to have cataracts of all
types.
The study. directed by Dr. M.
Christina Leske of the State University of New York at Stony

•

"..

Brook. was published in the February' issue of the Archives of Ophthalmology. It was based on 1,380
people treated a two Boston
hospitals.
Cataracts are cloudy areas on the
tlear lens that block light entering
the eye. About 50 million people
around the world are blind because
of cataracts. Surgery is the only
treatment, and in the United Stales
alone doctors do more than
540.000 of these operations annualat a cost of S3.8
.

— PURE
— SUGAR

Letting children
help in kitchen
helps selections

•

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

'•

K

4 LB. BAG

SHOWBOAT

DISH LIQUID

14 OZ.
CAN

—LIMIT TWO PLEASE—

C.

SUNLIGHT

1%;IMigil
k
. PORK 6 BEANS

BOLT

PAPER TOWELS

VELVECI

_
Lart

22 OZ.
BoTTLE

WITH ONE FILLED
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SMART SHOPPER CARD

12 OZ.
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GRADE A MEDIUM

FLAV-O-RICH

DIET PEPSI. CAFFEINE FREE.
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between these findings and public
health recommendations." he said.
"The risk of taking vitamin supplements is low. Is there any harm?
Probably not. But we can't say
there is any real benefit yet."
Researchers hope to answer that
question with a study in Boston
and the English cities of Oxford
and Bradford. In that study, 280
people with early cataracts will
take daily vitamins or dummy
placebos to see if the treatment
slows or stops their disease.

Food Giant

MMM.
•••••••••

Letting kids help out in the
kitchen encourages them to try new
foods — especially those they help
to make. Here's how to get them
started.
OFF TO A GOOD START
— Encourage kids to help plan
menus.- When vou include their
favorite
chances are your
Kids
to help with the
cooking.
—
Children as
young as 3 y
:Ige can participate
Let them
their
n

mins or change what they eat until
more research is done.
While the study clearly shows an
association between vitamins and
fewer cataracts, the authors cautioned that they cannot be sure that
vitamin pills or a healthy diet will
actually ward of this eye disease.
"We know that taking vitamin
supplements decreases the risk,"
said Dr. Leo T. Chylack, a coauthor of the study at Brigham and
Women's Hospital in Boston.
"We really cant make the jump

••••••••

Better Homes Magazine Food Editor

.7

University.
He also said people will probably need to start while young to prevent a lifelong accumulation of eye
damage.
"My bet is that these are longterm effects," said Taylor. "You
cannot enjoy the benefits of a
multivitamin just at the end of the
line. You should follow a prudent
diet early' in life."
However, authors of the latest
study said they were unwilling to
recommend that people take vita-

Storey's

Mum..

By NANCY BYAL

.

"The general message will be
that one can diminish the risk of
developing cataracts by the use of
relatively elevated levels of some
of the anti-oxidant nutrients," said
Dr. Allen Taylor.
"The public health ramifications
are considerable."
Taylor. a biochemist, has been a
leading researcher in the field as
head of the Laboratory for Nutrition and Vision Research at the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's
Nutrition Research Center at Tults

2°h MILK

EGGS
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CASE
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Your Cost
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LOUIS RICH'S

DEL MONTE

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE.
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KRAFT WRAPPED
AMERICAN

'KRAFT PARKAY
PANTRY PRIDE

MARGARINE

using the proper
WHAT TO MAKE
- Saiads and sar.d..vianes
things ',-or k:ds :o make E..
:ear
and nave fun tossir.g :he

SINGLES

BREAD

I LB. QTRS.

ARMOUR

GREEN GIANT WHOLE
KERNEL, CREAM STYLE OR

1.0e- SUNFLOWER SELF-RISING

CHILI W/BEANSse—

CORN MEAL

riots
•

1

ikar

i

SLB.BAG

FRIED DAP
ARMOUR
to

BEEF
STEW

Thursday, March 14
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m.,Homeplace-1850/LBL.

7-777j PAPER TOWELS

24 OZ.

Murray Alliance for the Mentally
III/6-8 p.m./private dining room/
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/436-2518.

GOO

LA1TICE APPI

CEREAL

BEANS OR PEAS
IP

,

PIE

all.

PHILADELPHIA
CREAM cNEEU

BRYAN

.,

PIP LOAF

Administrati%e offices and Clara
M. Eagle Gallery/Murray State
University/closed.

ORE IDA
GOLDEN CRINKLE

ALL JERSEY

COTTAGE
CHEESE

-;.•"
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•
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TOTAL BREMIFAST

AGREE?! GIANT COT GREEN

14 OZ.

v
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HOMEBEST

CORN BEEF
HASH
15 OZ.

National Scouting !Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

,

STEAK RO

4o
,12 OZ.

1

..0041

Cont'd from page 5,1,
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DEL MONTE

TOMATO JUICE

NIBLETS CORN

%••••

CALENDAR

••

39 OZ. CAN

_

1502.

•

BOLEI

COFFEE

12 OZ. 16 SLICE

16 OZ. LOAF

Snacrk dips go together easily.
tne same time. you can show
your children how to cut up and
enjoy vegetable ad fruit dippers.
— Kids 5 years of age and under
enjoy stirring up a batter while
you measure ingredients. so recipes
for one-bowl cakes. muffins, cookies or brownies work well. Later.
you can teach such techniques as
separating eggs or kneading bread
dough.

TOWERS

FRENCH
FRIES

24 OZ.

BABY SWI

2 LB. BAG
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Meeting a challenge is something I've always tackled with
great relish.
My brother instilled this trait
within me. Being 18 months older,
he constantly taunted me with
keeping up with his knowledge. I
can remember spending hours tying
my shoes until I could do it right
every time, just because brother
said I couldn't.
He used this to his advantage,

i
...101111.
PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East
Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Patches," a female spayed
Aussie Shepherd mix, 10 months old:
"Raphael," a mak Red Dog mix,6 months old; "Fluffy," a male neutered DSH white cat mix, 11/2
years old, also declawed; "Missy," a female
spayed black and tan Shepherd mix, 21/2 years old. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed.
Hours of the shelter, open to the
public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society
is a member of United Way of Murray
and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

Your Locally
Owned And
Operated
Supermarket

g

GOOD WED., MARCH 13TH THRU TUES., MARCH
Open 1 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

KRAFT

We Accept
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
Reserved
food Stamps

19TH

0-7*

VELVEETA E SHELLS

LS

FARM FRESH
GRADE A MEDIUM

FRESH LIKE

VEG-ALL

-

ve

12 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

-

EGGS
irk ell)

A...,•
10,00N-tea
Oh

16 OZ. CAN

DOZ. 4.140
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

$444
44.
7
14
WHOLE
(SLICED INTO PORK STEAKS)

4441

AXTRA LEAN BOSTON ib
BUTT
4It

BOSTON
BUTTS

PORK
ROAST

IC

DAVID S

r
gti

DAVID'S
ORBEEF
ROUNDS

CORNED BEEF g
BRISKETS _
17A
LB.
$
1159
\

LOUIS RICH S
VARIETY PACK..12

OZ.

G T

M SLICES

FLANAGAN

KRAUT

OHSE BAR-BAUED

EL MONTREY

RIB PATTIES

LB

IiHSE CHICKEN FRIED

STEAK

OHSE

TURKEY PAITIES A.B. $2

BURRITOS

LB.

REELFOOT HOT OR MILD

SAUSAGE

LB

2 LB. BAG
40

BACON

I LB.

LB.

CHESTNUT

oz.

OHSE DINNER

LB. s139 FRANKS

SLICED SLAB

4
89

BOLOGNA

LB.

FAMILY PACK

c
99

PORK STEAK

LB.

.1
4 11
9

OHSE

WIENERS

BOLOGNA
4.0
LB

WITH I FILLED SMART
SHOPPER CARD
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CALIFORNIA

KIWI FRUIT.

7Pc
3/spo
FRIED DANISH..

STEAK ROLLS..4 Cr.

LAITICE APPLE

PIE

26 oz.

$259
olip

FRESH BUNCH

WASHINGTON STATE

BROCCOLI

PEARS

BRYAN

LB
11* LB.

$
FRESH BUNCH

BABY SWISS

$409

MIRE FARMS

$109

a

POTATO SALAD .Le.

GREEN ONIONS

3/9100

GRANNY SMITH

APPLES

FRESH CRISP

FLORIDA WHITE

CELERY

GRAPEFRUIT

TENDER FRESH

$139

ASPARAGUS

24 OZ. CAN SUNSWEET

PITTED PRUNES

L. 79
'
3/$100
.169
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"
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Glamour Sauce
6 oz. currant jelly
4 Tbls. Dijon Mustard
Whisk together until well
blended, allow to sit 5 minutes for
jelly to dissolve, whisk again.
Serve as a dip with raw veggies,
over meats, on sandwiches or over
hot cooked vegetables (especially
good over carrots, broccoli or
cauliflower).
• • • •
Yogurt Fool
Plain yogurt
Brown sugar
Fresh fruit
To each 1 cup yogurt, add 2-4
Tbls. brown sugar, to desired
sweetness. Layer with fresh sliced
fruit in clear glasses for a low -fat
parfait.

DELI

POP LOAF

too. He would coerce me up into
the treehouse, then jump down and
pull away the ladder, which left an
eight-foot drop as the only means
of escape. He'd stand below, daring me to jump or be a 'chicken'. I
would squawk for a few minutes,
pleading and threatening, and then
drop down, just in order to strut
indignantly past his look of
disappointment.
Not all challenges are enjoyable.
Feeding a family of four on S50 or
trying to stretch two dollars to do
the work of 10 is particularly 'unfun'.
One memorable unpleasant challenge was brought about by a lingering head cold and 2 barn-burner
basketball game. Just as I was
finally recovering from the annual
spring cold, I spent an exciting
Saturday evening screaming in
Racer Arena. The next day I was
hoarse, and by Monday morning, I
couldn't even whisper. The doctor's exam proved the cold had
settled in my throat and the only
cure besides antibiotics was complete silence, until the end of the
week. No talking,
Now, for some people this
wouldn't be a real problem. Their
life style would be slightly altered
but not so convoluted as to appear
to be running counter-clockwise.
For me, being sentenced to a week
of silence was like six years in the
Gulag. Of course, my husband
thought it was hysterically funny
and obligingly called all our
friends to share the "sad" news.
(He also talked with the doctor and
tried to convince him to make this
an annual event.)
The first two-days were the hardest, but since not a peep would
come forth, there wasn't much
recourse but to use hand signals,
and go stir crazy.
Then I realized what a challenge
this- was, as no one thought I could
go a, week without talking. I
decided they were wrong and not
only succeeded, but put my loose
ends to work and wallpapered my
entire kitchen.
The first sign of recovery was
that I could laugh aloud, which I
did when my husband discovered
that after years of saying he
"couldn't get a word in edgewise"
found that once he had the opportunity, he didn't have anything to
say! My latest challenge came- from
Donna Herndon at Mars Alumni
Affairs office. Anyone that knows
Donna, knows how busy she is, so
therefore, I could appreciate her
comments when she said she hadn't
tried any of my recipes, but really
enjoyed reading the column. Then
came the challenge, "When you
come up with a recipe that has only
about 3 ingredients, I might have
time to fix that."
Since then, I've been on the
prowl for super simple recipes just
made for those of us 'working
girls' (and guys) who can't ever
find enough hours in the day. So
another challenge is tackled and
met, and Donna, here you go, now
let's see if she tries these. (Is that a
challeng?)
• • • •
Margaret's Chicken
4-6 skinless boneless chicken
breasts
Durkee's Famous Sandiwch and
Salad Sauce
Lay chicken in baking pan, pour
2-4 TB1s. sauce over each piece.
Bake uncovered in a 350 degree
over 30 minutes or until chicken is
done. Serve alone or over rice.
• • • •
Seasoned Rice
Rice (amount depends upon
servings desired, see package
instructions)
Chicken bouillon
Green onions and/or grated
carrots
For each 2 cups of rice,
uncooked, add 1 Tbls. instant
chicken bouillon, 3 green onions,
thinly sliced or 1 medium carrot
grated (or both onion and carrot).
Cook according to package
directions.

t?•••
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Celebrates fifth 17

Bush gets award

I••,,
.•

ti/t./71/

Troutman and Lilly vows solemnized

PIIII ADELPHIA (AP), — Barbara
h said "46 years of traveling throlgh life with George Bush
has prepared me for just about any:like .'as she accepted 4..'Tommu,..
nic.o.or of the Year" award from
Philadelphia women in
broadcasting.
••\Irs. Bush is a shining example
oi a woman's power to achieve,
and at the same time manage an
....aye personal and professional
id Dava Guerin, president, of 11:;:. Philadelphia chapter of
Women _in Radio and
icievision
Bush was honored at a
Tuesday.
among her accomplish.
a nationally televised.
Jng project. "Mrs. Bush's •
;me."
1

IIE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING
Oriered t•

•.
I, r•shoon & Ann. William,
•:rued in Helping YOil Choose.
• •
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•t
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• . • • ...i
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I OT Appointment
••,1,d. -SS 7O27 or 753-4408 After I p in

Ashley Elizabeth Shropshire celebrated her fifth birthday with a party at McDonald's on Saturday, March 9. Her birthday was March 7.
She is the daughter of Jim and Linda Shropshire of Murray. Children
attending the party were Nikaguel Dunnaway, Bryan Preston, Brett
Preston, Sherri Sexton, Kelly Goad, Kristin Wilford and Katlin Wilford. Ashley is the sister of Tammie Nance and Mrs. Tim (Marisa)
Bradshaw. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Shropshire and the late William and Mary Majors; and the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. May Belle Langdon of Long Term Care Unit
of Murray -Calloway County Hospital.

-DINNER SPECIALS-

After 4 p.m.,

Mon. - Salisbury Steak
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Wed. - 11 01 Co Fried Steak ___
Thurs.- Baked Va Harn
17.th &
Fn - Country Ham
s•‘camore Sat
- Fried Chicken
)PFN
Sun - Chicken Liver
m.- 10 p.m.
• ..• .
Dairy
=

3.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
2.95

-kx.1
Ca bit')

• "•...•

tom
woe

A FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON

trib
sikak

For car. home. business and tam,iy
qua
insurance protection
specific needs_ Plus.attrac
• -_:
s
and closeby independent agency
ce

PURDOM, THURMAN
cNUTT
Lir 407 Maplele St
M
.
St.
753-4451

Si."•

State /Lir° insurance
ACw•-•.:

Waylon Jennings
to perform-at prison

Take An Additional

The woman enlisted the help of
some store customers, too, ."Obviously she was filling baskets faster
than we could check them out,"
Pearl said.
Volunteers of America returned
an estimated S10.000 worth of merchandise, store empl-oyees said..

Carey and Hammer winners of awards
Los- ANGlihs AP) -.- New- and‘best rhythm and blues comer

Carey and rapper
lwar, three awards
eah at the t.t:h armaal Soul Train
Awards
Miss Cares as honored as best
new artist, und v. 07: for best rhythm
and blues,:c.,ntem:porary album for
her debut Z2_77. and best single for
the son . "N..:sin of Love."
'Hammer vs;,ii rest .rhythrn and
blue,-comerr.porary. song - of the
year for "L; Can't Touch This"
and best rap a.bum for "Please
Hammer Don't Burt 'Ern." The
flashy rapper also received the.
Sammy Davis Jr. A'A
fnr enter-

of

yca.-

-

-•

Johnny Gill won best thy ffm •ati'd
bl,.:,:s-,;omernporary $ingle by a
th his
'My. \l. My

contemporary anurri•by a male.
En-- Vogue's- "Hol-ti On" was
honored as best sin2le by a group
or duo,
Bell Bis. DeVoe's "Poison" was
named hest rhythm and bluescontemporary album by a group or
duo.
The fainily. groiJp The Winans
took home the best. gospel album
award for - — Return." and Najee
won best jazz album- for his
"Tokyo Blue:* met JackSon's "Alright"— was
ramcd. best. music video.
Smoke). RobirOon was honored
_for three- dercadct-s of- hits, among
them Second That Emotion" and
"Tears of a Clown." recorded with
the Miracles.

Sewing Centers of America Education Department placed
orders in anticipation of previous year's
sales. Due to budget cuts, these sales are unclaimed, These
NECCHI Sew N' Serge Sewing Machines
must be sold! All sewing machines sew on all fabrics.
Levis, canvas upholstery, nylon, stretch, v iny I,
silk. These NECCHI Sew N'Serge sewing Machines
are made special to sew the seams,over lock the
edge, and cut excess fabric. EVEN SEWS ON LEATH
ER! These NECCHI Sew N' Serge Sewing
Machines are new with a 25-YEAR WARRANTY. With
the 1990 N1CC111 Sew N' Serge Sewing
Machine, you just set the dial and see magic happen'
straight sewing, figtag, buttonholes (any site),
invisible blindhem, Monogram, satin stitch embroidery,
applique, sew on buttons and snaps. VOL R
PRICE WITH THIS Al)$188.00 WITHOIT THIS Al).
$529.00. These are some of the finest sewing
machines on the market. Trades accepted. Layawa
y welcome.

Take An Additional

20% Off
Spring collection of2-Piece
Dressing in flora's. prints
& solids. Choosefrom
jackets, tops, blouses,
sweaters & pants.
Junior & kfisses sizes.

Nationally Advertised

NATIONWIDE SERVICE

Alfred Dunner
Coordinates

TRADES ACCEPTED
LAYAWAYS WELCOME
MANUFACTURER'S PRICE '529"

Take -An Additional

25% Off

SPECIAL PRICE '188"

Great new styles offamous
name Alfred Diviner Coordinates.
ChooseIkon blazers,, blouses, j
tops, skirts & pants. Misses sizes.

Your checks are welcome.
VISA. MasterCard. Accepted
10 a.m.-5 p.m. Below Location Only 10 a.m.-5 p.m

NECCHI

Spritsg SpWswear * Spring partswear
•.

"She offered to buy me,clotho
too and a bicycle if I v.anta one.'•
NIcNiel said. "She said she just
wanted to help people out.'•

UNCLAIMED SCHOOL ORDERS
NECCHI Sew N' Serge Sewing Machines

2-Piece Dressing
(Related Separates)

10.88

Central Shopping Center - Murray

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

3 DAYS ONLY
Thursday
March 14

Lycra Leggins * Knit Tops * Novelty Shirts
Your Choice:
Reg. 16.99

" Iv •

totallr4t
Employees and
said
the oman told,
she wanted to
help reedy eh]ldren have a good
Easter The store's Easier section
and other .aisles -sere stripped hare.
Vollinteers of Anierlea„ as
and arrived with a truck. It
•'led and driven away. Keith
' Volunteers of America
• SiiVt some people Icaid
in clothing and
off.

• NOTICE

Tli.t).—"4•°""

Beautiful selection of
Spring Dresses, including
a great assortment of
Party pants in colorful
florals & patients.
Junior. Misses & Halfsizes.

"0-

Assisting at the reception were
Mary Jo Snyder. Melisa Lilly, Lisa
Hanberry. Kathy Jones and Crystal
Stallons.

Woman buys merchandise but can't pay

By then.• a security guard who
wauld LideMity tittiseif tir4 -as
lark held 4 cash-register tape
more than 30 feet long with purch-

20% Off

••• .„:1'6
. ;
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Mr. and Mrs. Terry Wayne Lilly

EVERETT, Wash. (AP) — A
woman bought nearly $20,000
worth of merchandise in more than
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -six hours of shopping that left
Country singer Vas Ion Jennings
entire aisles at a Kmart bare, and
sass he'll perform at the prison
gave it all away to the poor.
where a friend, former Sheriff Fate
Then store - officials, who had
Thomas. is serving five _years for
called the woman's bank repeatedcorr.:ption.
ly and been assured that her checks
"We're going down there and
were OK, learned she couldn't covsir.g for his b-uddies. We love, Fate.
er the bill after all.
He's our friend always," Jennings
The unidentified woman
as
said.. The C'oncert at the Fort Worth.
hospitalized for psychiatric obserTexas. federal prison is scheduled
vation, police sait Tuesday.
for -April 12. '
The incident began Monday
Jennings, known for such songs
morning when the woman pushed
as "LueLenbach. Texas" and - her
first shopping cart up to a cash
Dorr't - Let Your Babies
register.
Go W Up. -10 be cOwboys.— per"When it was just two or three
med at many of'Thomas' Wm carts, I figured. all right. It's OK."
fund-raisers.
assistant manager Fred Pearl said.
Thomas pleaded guilty in July to
"When she brought three more 14).
theft. fraud and conspiracy stemstarted calling" her bank.
ming from his use of government
When store officials called after
employees and materials in the
the total hit S10.000, the bank's
renovation of his condominium. compute
rs were down. The bank
lakefront cabin and boat.
then contacted the 'woman's
husband. He called the -store to say his ,
wife only had about S3,000 in her
checking account and demanded
that the store cut his wifeoff. II

Fresh Spring Looks
I At Super Savings!

Spring Dresses

Miss Anglia Jane Troutman and
Terry Wayne Lilly were married in
a candlelight ceremony on Thursday, Feb. 14, at Pleasant Hill Pentecostal Church.
The bride is the daughter of Mi.
and Mrs. Don Troutman of Blue
Springs Estates.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Lilly of Linton Road,
Cadiz.
The Rev. Roger Robertson officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Nuptial music was provided by
Russ Calhoun of Canton and Ginna
Patterson of Paducah.
The church was decorated with a
six piece candelabrum including
the unity candle, red roses and
white ribbons.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a white satin gown
with attached white satin roses at
the neckline. The puffed sleeves
fitted to the hand were adorned
with lace and sequins. The long
flowing train featured appliqued
lace roses.
Her lace veil was adorned with
tiny roses and beads. She carried a
cascading silk bouquet of white
and red roses and rose buds with
ribbon sprays of iridescent lace and
white and red knotted ribbons.
The bride's honor attendant was
Tina Lilly, sister of the groom. She
wore a full length red satin gown
and carried a cascading bouquet of
red and white open roses and rose
buds with sprays of iridescent lace
and knotted red and white ribbons.
Shana Snyder, niece of the bride.
was flower girl. She wore a ruffled
white chiffon dress with red trim.
best Man
;he groom. Usher.
She carried a white basket of red
were .Jerry Lilly and Ralph Lilly.
silk roses.
A reception followed in the felRuss Calhoun of Canton was
lowship hall of the church.

753-7991

MANUFACTURING
OUALITY SINCE
1935

Friday
March 15

NECCHI

Saturday
March 16

BEST WESTERN MOTEL
1297 E. Woods St. Paris, TN.

MANUFACTURING
QUALITY SINCE
1935

These machines are designed for home use, professi
onal use and school use.
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Children from two day care
facilities in Calloway County are
hard at work asking people to
sponsor them in the Hop-A-Thon 10
benefit the Muscular Dystiopny
Association (MDA).
Sponsors are being asked to
make their pledge based upon the
number of hops each child will
complete in two minutes.
"We are pleased with the
response we are getting from the
community," stated Ken Lucy of
MDA. "Our goal is to surpass the
S23,000 that was raised by hopping
children in the Twiri Rivers Chap-
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ter in 1990."
Calloway County is one of 38
counties in western Kentucky,
southern Illinois and southeast Missouri included in the Twin Rivers
Chapter of MDA.
Tbe,..two day care facilities conducting the Hop-A-Thon for MDA
arei Apple Tree Day Care and
Kid's Korner Child Care Center in
Murray.
Proceeds from the Hop-A-Thon
program will be used by MDA to
provide comprehensive patient care
for children and adults affected by
40 different neuromuscular disor-

ders. The funds will also be used :o
research the cauwg-a-and--eventtmi
cures for these diseases.
"The medical care we proviJe. Is
done at no cost to the patient their family," the MDA spokespk,son stated. "This includes
such as manual wheelchairs
$1,500 and battery-powered whet
chairs at S7,500 to S1,000 '.sra:,
and hospital beds."
Anyone wanting more intur7tion about MDA should
them toll free in Cape
1-800-455-1234.
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Low-dose x-rays causing cancer studied
CHICAGO (AP) ---- Low-dose
diagnostic X-rays do not appear to
be a major cause of leukemia and
other cancers of the blood and
lymph systems. scientist said.
The scientists, led by
John
D. Boice Jr. of the Nation' Cancer
Institute. examined X-ray' records
for 1,091 adults with leukemia,
lymphorria and multiple myeloma
and compared them a. control group
of subjects without cancer.
The findings "confirm that diagnostic X-ray procedures are unlikely to be a major cause of leukemia,
lymphoma, or myeloma in our society," the authors wrote in March
13th edition of the Journal of the
American Medical Association.
Dr. Eugene Saenger, professo:
emeritus of radiology at the University of Cincinnati Medical Center, said the findings support previous studies.
Because radiation in large doses
is known to cause cancer. the
authors cautioned that despite ther
fin-dings,. -the potential hazards
from radiologic examinations

minor, has been freelance writing
Charles D. Chapman, public
relations director for the Murray since October 1990. His previous
State Chapter of the Public Rela- articles were sold to Western
tions Student Society of America. Horseman, Midwest Hunterrecently sold articles to two nation- Sport Horse. and Horseman's
al equine publications.
Yankee Pedlar.
His articles' will appear in The
Chapman said he enjoys freePaint Horse Journal and The lance work. "It's a great way to
gain writing experience, not to
Backstretch.,
Chapman,' a senior public rela- mention extra income." Chapman
tions major with an equine science .said.

Alpha Mu has inectiuN

should be weighed against the
increase with the nemkemedical benefits."
rays," byt only in the •A
The scientists examined an averied, he said.
age of 10 years of X-ray records
Women who ha
for the patients, whose cancers
35 to 40 X-rays o‘,.
were diagnosed between 1956 and
— considered a high
1982.
faced nearly a f,m-f•H
Only X-rays before the diagnomyeloma, Boice
sis. and only diagnostic procedures.
But he said resez.'
such as chest X-rays and those
consider the risk
used to identify broken bones, were
because other fac: ,
examined. Therapeutic X-rays —
been involved.
much larger doses of radiation used.
Multiple myelorn,1.
to treat tumors — were not
bone marrow, is
involved.
leukemia — cance7. , •
from the bone ma'i-7
The cancer patients each
received an average of 11.6 X-rays Hodgkins lympho:::a.
during the 10-year period, said lymphatic system.
Hodgkins disease. u
Boice. chief of the institute's radia.
tion epidemiology branch in aible form ofbeen linked io Bethesda. Md.
'researcher said.
"We did not find a meaningful
association ... for leukemia or nonHodgkins lymphoma with frequent
exposure to diagnostic X-rays," he
said in a telephone interview.
"For multiple myeloma, there
did appear to be a risk that did
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Helen Campbell, right, shows Margaret Terhune, left, the disaster
fund drawing gift which was won by Kathie Gentry at a recent business meeting of Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha Internatio
nal,
held at the Campbell home. DOnations were made as follows: Food
and check for $25 to Need Line; $20 to ESA World Center Foundation; $25 to Kentucky Association for Retarded Citizens; $30 to Literacy Council; $25 to Easter Seals; $32.05 to ESA International Disaster Fund, Literacy; $30 to Spouse Abuse; $25 to Project Graduation;
$1,114 to St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.
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OF BLAZING DLAMONDS

SALE

Friday, March 8 - Sunday, March 17
Just Arrired 7,000 Yards of
First Quality Assorted Fabrics.
*Linen *Cotton *Wool *Denim and Much More

Paris Landing Fabric Shop
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Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Holloway
of 1526 Oxford Dr., Murray,
announce the marriage of their
daughter, Marion to David A. Dillard, son of Mr. and Mrs. B.F. Dillard of Williams, Calif.
The vows were solemnized on
Thursday, Feb. 14, in Carson City.
Nev.
The bride is a 1975 graduate of
Murray) High School. She graduated from the University of Texas in 1979 with a degree in
Communications.
The groom is a 1967 graduate of
Williams High School. He graduated with a degree in Theater
Arts from San Francisco State University in 1971.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Dillard
are now residing in San Bruno.
Calif.

Nere
Lisa
vstal

, , .•
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Holloway-Dillard vows s6lemnized

DEAR DR. GOTT I think I've swallowed my bottom false plate. which is
;or was; smaller than ordinary false
teeth. My local emergency room took
X-rays and couldn't find any foreign
matter, but the facto remains, M4
teeth are missing following a snack Of
raisins, and they're nowhere to be
found
DEAR READER . Most dental prostheses. such as false teeth, are radioopaque, meaning they can be seen in
an X-ray. Therefore, either you didn't
swallow yours — or you did and
they're slowly working their way
through your intestinal tract, having
not appeared on the X-ray exam.
I favor the first hypothesis because
it's quite a trick to swallow an entire
dental plate, the prosthesis is so large
that it would be extremely uncomfortable — or even impossible to
swallow.
If I'm wrong. sooner or later you
will have difficulty passing the dental
plate in your bowel movement. Then
the problems really will begin, because you'll need a surgeon to remove
the choppers from your rectum For
the time being, sit tight and see what
happens. Nothing can be done unless
you experience abdominal pain or a
feeling of urgency. At that point,
you'll need medical assistance
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there any- connection betweerrheumatOid'arthritiS
and lupus' One doctor indicated my
RA was dormant after blood testing.
and he prescribed Naprosyn. Another
said after testing that my lupus count
was low, the RA higher and gave me
samples of Ansaid. After any use of
.! my wrist, my tendons become very
painful. A nurse has thrown in a third
diagnosis of tendinitis. What do I
have?
_DEAR READER: Rheumatoid arthritis and lupus are autoimmune thseases, two of the many conditions
marked by self-allergy. when the
body mistakenly identifies normal tissue as foreign and tries to destroy it
There is some overlap between these
two conditioni. Patients with RA may
occasionally show weakly positive
blood tests for lupus. and vice-versa
However, both afflictions affect
Joints, causing stiffness, swelling.
pain and limited motion
,
From your description, I suspect
you have rheumatoid arthritis. Higher doses of Naprosyn or Ansa id. antiinflammatory medications,should relieve your symptoms As another
option, you might consider using alternative therapy. such as Feldene.
Motrin or Voltaren, drugs that resemble Naprosyn and Ansaid but are
sometimes more effective
Tendinitis(tendon inflammation; is
related to RA, and is treated with the
same medicines
Because your diagnosis is in doubt.
I suggest you request a referral to a
rheumatologist, a specialist in autoimmune diseases, who'can offer further advice, after clarifying the diagnosis with additional blood tests.
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Sixth-graders urge Anderson's release
COARSEGOLD, Calif. (AP) —
Sally Marshall never even heard of
Terry Anderson until her sixthgrade teacher described the plight
of the Associated Press correspondent taken hostage in Beirut six
years ago Saturday.
But Sally knows what she thinks
about him now:
"Few things are 'free in this
world, but Terry Anderson should
be one of them."
Teacher Rick Cano asked Sally
and the rest of her class at Coarsegold School about 250 miles southeast of San Francisco to write to
Beirut newspapers telling why
Anderson — the longest-held hostage in Lebanon — should be

freed.
Their letters showed the simple
honesty of children 11 and 12 years
old, and sometimes their poignancy
and innocent humor.
"This whole thing is unfair,
painful and stressful for his family," wrote Aleena Scott. "In the
Bible, it says. Do unto others as
you would them do unto you."
"His family is in need, his
health is terrible, and why are they
doing this?" asked Melissa Pung.
"I wish someone would stop them
from doing this. Terry Anderson is
suffering. He needs help."
Sophie Frost advised the Beirut
editor that although many may
have forgotten Anderson, "well,

— Investigators rule out Sudafed as
cause of cyanide poison death
SEATTLE (AP) — Federal
investigators ruled out a link
between the death of a man with
cyanide in his blood and the deaths
of two people killed by cyanidelaced Sudafed cold capsules.
Jack Durham, 30, of Everett,
died _ Monday - hours after telling
hospital officials he had taken
Sudafed.
FBI spokesman Dick Thurston
said Durham may have 'committed
suicide. Everett police spokesman
Mark Sigfrinius said Durham had
suffered from depression and had
attempted suicide recently.
Durham had access to cyanide at
a machine shop where he worked,

and a search of his home.turned up
no Sudafed, the FBI said Tuesday.
Results were expected today
from tests to determine whether
Sudafed was in Durham's body,
said Sigfrinius. The cause of death
has not been determined.
Sudafed 12 Hour capsules were
implicated in three poisonings in
Washington last month, two of
them fatal. The manufacturer, Burroughs Wellcome Co. of North
Carolina, recalled the capsules
nationally on March 3.
Cyanide since has been found in
three other Sudafed capsules in
Washington, the FBI has said.

!
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Mr. Cano's class hasn't. ... Our
class doesn't- even -knoo-, him. but
we are concerned. We all want him
home. He needs a real life, real
food. He needs his family."
Other letters touched on normal
aspects of daily living.
"A human shouldn't have to
wear dirtyclothes for six years,'
wrote Jarrod Unruh.
"It's not good for a person to go
for days on 'end without a good
shave or bath." Amber Nemeth
said.
"He needs to nercise and have
a proper diet to survive." Doug
Lesconlie wrote. "He needs to
keep dry and warm."
Josh Oughtun said Anderson
needs solid food "and a good candy bar for some sugar."
The students also were sad that
Anderson has never ,_scen his
6-year-old daughter, Sulome.
"His daughter needs her father
because fathers mean a lot to their
children," wrote Ian Ilatlell.
Anderson's sister Pegg!, Say
lives in Cadit. Kentucky.
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PADUCAH'S MOST INTERESTING STORE

The Party Mart
509 Lon,Ook Rd
Shopping Plato
A.M. to 10
—
& Sot.'6111 P.M.
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List
Peppers Disc.

1.5 LITER NIP!
4 Speed Trans.
Air Conditioning Aisif/FM Radio Bucket Seats 'Finial GlaN.s.- ---

$8,325:00
355.27
73

Sale Price $79969
.
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j
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1991 1wWw" -I
ACCLAIM
Liter: EFI Automatic - Tilt Cruise - Rear Def.- 50/50 Split Seat Air Cond: Flix)r Mats
Dm .'rs Air Bag

THEY'RE EVEN MORE IMPRESSIVE
WHEN YOU DISCOVER
THEY COST 40%. LESS THAN WINSTON:

#100190
List
$1.119-3•H*
Peppers Disc.
594.65
Fact. Rebate
1,000.00

Sale Price $11933635
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1991 NEW YORKER SALON
3.3 later - V-6 MPI List
$49;448100
Automatic - A/(' Peppers Disc.
1,871.95
Power Windows - Power
e
Fact.
Rebate
500.00
Door Locks - Power Scat Tilt/Cruise - Floor Mats Sak Price
Drivers Air Bag
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1991
VOYAGER

#100216

2.5 Liter - EFI Automatic - A/C AM/FM Stereo Rear Defroster Roof Rack Pwr..Liftgate Release

List Peppers Disc.
Fact. Rebate

With a blend of three of the world's finest tobaccos,
the flavor of Pyramid can rival any brand. Including Winston.
It's when you discover(he price that you realize there's no comparison.

$15454:00
1,020.40
500.04

'1399336°

Sale Price

All prices are plus tax, title and license.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car and truck company'

The average retail price per pack of Pyramid was40% less than Winston for the four weekperiod ending December
29. 1990,
an independent national retail ••urvey **Winston is a registeneotrademark.•, ,t-n;s a.. determined tn,
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Lights: Kings 11 mg. "tar", 1.0 mg. nicotine; 100's 12
mg. "tar", 1.1 mg. nicotine; Ultra Lights:6 mg. "tar",
0.6 rug. nicotine; Non-filters: 23 mg. "tar", 1.5 mg.
nicotine; Full Flavor: Kings 16 mg. "tar", 13 mg.
nicotine; 100's 17 mg. "tar", 14 mg. nicotine ay. per
cigarette by FTC Method.
C 1991 Liggett Group Inc

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

2400 East Wood Street Pails, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Herndon serving as co-chairman of state conference
are scheduled on "Kentucky Democracy
Open for Business?":
"Improving DerhoCiacY in Kentucky — Part 2: Idea and Genera-

Murray State University Alumni
Affairs Director Donna Herndon is
ervitrgaothairman of the Ken- lucky Center for Public Issues'
1991 conference March 28-29 in
Lexifigton.
The 1991 issues- conference.
titled "Our Common Wealth: Making Democ-racy Work," will be
headquartered at the Marriott Griffin Gate Resort. Among the featured speakers will be David Broder. Washington Post political columnist; Harrison Hickman, national
campaign consultant; and Charlie
McDov.ell. "Washington Week in
Review" panelist and Washington
.-,irrespcinde.nt of The Richmond
1:hie-Dispatch.
Se-v:7g as - conference co ::h Herndon is Dr
.president ol
t.i..dge. The Kentucky
fur Public Issues is an inde:
- ,,.:itdent body de‘oted to increasing
Kentucky citizens to
issues facing the
•
,77:1 ;1.4...j,7:SS their rights and
as
citizens.
Or.
March 28. the
discussions
•
"I-I.,. 7N Democracy Doing..
•"I:hproving Demo- Part 1: Issue
Identification": and
i(o.e. Should Newspapers
• -1-..',:\,:s]ort Play in Strer.g:.-27.

•

Prices Good
March 13 thru
March 19

lion and Strategy Development":
and "How Can We. Implove polo:
cracy in Kentucky Pan 3:
Synthesis."

The registration fee for KCPI
members is. $95 and S125 -for Ronmembers. The registration fee covers all sessions, including lunch

and dinner on March 28, and
breakfast and lunch on March 29:
Registrations must be received by
March 14.

For more information, contact
Donna- Herndon -at 762:3737 at the
Alumni Affairs Office on Wednesday or at 753-7784 on Thursday.

COVIn01%1'

IF'cooa 11'I

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

%4d —

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

rk1

'WW2

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

etele(1

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve Te Rigmt To limit
Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
City Farms Whole

Owens Best Family Pack

Extra L.ean Family Pk

S Choice Boneless

ountry Ham
1 69
Pork

Bee
f
Chuck Roast Ground Chuck Gro3-4und
Lu Pkg.
59
1
Pork
Chuck $1 69
Shoulder
Lt
Cutlets
Steak
Roast
US Choice
Boneless

$1
• 79
Lo

2-J sessions

Lt. Gov. Jones
outlines plan
at Hazard visit

$ 99

$ 199
I Lb

Holiaay T,me Gram A

Extra Lean

99Lb

Lb

b

Emge Dry Cured

Leg Quarters

99

Ocean Spray

Merit Saltine

Cranberry
Sauce
lO oz

Crackers

69'

59'

Lb.
Sliced Free

Steak
$ 59

:ry,ng Chicken

Turkey Breast

AP , — LL Go‘
Dern2cratic can- •'
•'

U.S.Choice
Boneless

Extra Lean

Pork Roast

39?

Smoked Picnic
Dole 64 oz
Refrigerated

Hyde Park

Apple
Juice

1 Lti-,

64 oz
$1

1 39

9
9
,
99'

Pineapple
Juice

29

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roil Pkg.

os §

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew,
Dr. Pepper

CBS Newsman
Mike Wallace
is hospitalized

SPorkle Single Ron

$189

1% Milk
RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
Sundrop
A

Dill, Spears

89
159

Freshilike

o.yger.
hospila.

.: fr",77
plane
Danncl Free:u[:c!-- obserN•atior.
s-td ,d.d 70: know why
fd.rtied
;tad, come to Los
ds fur Mr)p.day'night's "Peos Choice Awards."
Cronkite presented W lace with the trOphy for fa‘orite
ne s.-oriemed information shov.
Wallace. who also is a co-editor
of "60 Minutes," has been with
the newsmagazine sinte its premiere or, Sept. 24. 1968

eli
Owen s Best
Oven Baked

Turkey Breast

.' '!'''
'..
400
"1Vi
, .. '

- -"v

.• .

z

Pineapple
Beans

•

Pepsi, Dr. Pepper,
Mt. Dew

Owen s Best
Boneless Pit

NO Chicken

$ 1 79

Baked Ham
$459
Lb
•

$2

Lb

East Main St. 753-4461

Lb

•
••It- ••■•••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••404••••••••1111111111.

1.••••••V
”.
:

•

•

•

'

••

•

Bonnet

Margarine

2/89

1 Lb

Broccoli

Grapes

Mushrooms

.

oloir

Onions

BBQ Chicken
19

...•.

15 oz
Doe Yellow Cling 1 12 o' &ices

Red or White
Seedless

Cheese
$289

•

Peas

Fresh
California

Sno White

.:•.• • , *
. •-•

Kitchen-Kraft Blackeyed

Zeste Green

Owen s Best

•

99'

Corn Meal Mix

Plocksee

Owens

•

Sunflower 5 Lb. S.R.

hes
2/$ 100 Peac
29 oz. 0
1..-- Better Self-Rising or Pan
5 Lb. 89'
2/89' Flour

Ernge
American

Daily & Weekly
Rates

• e
.1# 1 — •
•

Corn

Red or Black
Rind Ci)eddar

A&A
Auto Rental

•••,'
172,.- :
'7•
- -

I

$459

AN=4

11;

59'
2/79'

Paper Towels

89
$3
Lb

•.,

2/79'
3/$1 19

Green Beans
camp
Pork -N-Beans

-x)0

Order Your
Pit Baked Hams 8c
BBQ Shoulders
For Easter!

$ °9
Prairie Farms

•

99

4P1 99
8 oz

US

1 Red

Pot5aLtoes

39
New Crop
White

Onions

99° 99° 39Lb
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At the retirement breakfast, Poston presented Sills ith a Seth Thomas mantel clock on behalf of the
hospital. Choppi presented Sills
with a money tree from her coworkers. She also received the
traditional blue, gold and white
retirement cake from the hospital
adorned with the N1CCH logo.

•

•

PAGE III

"Thank you for everything. I
love you all.'and ill be back to
visit often," said Sills.
She and her husband Lloyd have
two children, James Sills and
Martha Covey, both of Murray.
They also have two grandchildren,
Stacey Sills and Alisa Gooch, both
of Murray.

MORE
GOOD WAYS TO
SAVE.
2 Medium Pizzas

2 Large Pizzas

$15.99

1
IN1111 11

11

NMI

NMI =IN

30th Birthday Special

1MI

30c Coca-Cola
_ d it i oke
• Coca-Cola cla.i(

Murray Calloway County Hospital Administrator, Stuart Poston
(far
left) and MCCH Director of Housekeeping, Joe Choppi (far
right)
assist Margaret Sills with a mantel clock she receked from
the hospital upon her recent retirement.
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We Reserve The
FOODS
* Right To Limit
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Quantities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7
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Gas prices
rise for first
time in weeks
NEW YORK (AP) --- The
Of gasoline at the pump has risen
for the first time in seven week,
according to an American Autom,bile Association, survey released
Tuesday.
The national average price o:
gallon of .self-.ser.ve re-gar
unleaded a Sl.(03 per gallon,. up
1.3 cenls from the previous week.
the auto club said.
Gasoline is still N!ighlly cheaper
than it Aas before Irug's
of Kuwait in August, if higher feteral and state taxes are taken out.
On the day before the invasion, the
price was S1.075. but taxes have
since gone up a_litt!e..more than 5
e. tS a eallon.
Gasoline pri,es rose for
we;:k in-. all reg.or.s exec:
England and the Nlid-11
-:•ates, the AAA
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Sills retires from MCCH after 11 years of service
Margaret Sills. 62, of Route 8.
Murray, has retired from MurrayCalloyvay County Hospital. She
was recently honored at a retirement breakfast at the hospital for
•her 11 years of service as an aide
in the hospital's laundry
department.
Sills started working in the
MCCH laundry department in
1979. "I helped take care of ironing.".she said. "We ironed mostly
5ed linens and surgical greens
before thi:y were sorted and deliv-•
ered to floors.
"We wish Margaret well and
miss her,." said Director of
Hou-sekeeping. Joe Choppi. "She
v.as 3 good worker, well respected
by her co-workers and could
always be counted on."
"We appreciate Margaret's hard
1.kork." said Administrator Stuart
Poston. "I also appreciate her honesty. You alv.ays knew where Margaret stood on an isue. She's also
known for her jovial nature; always
having a \mule and a fun comment
for her co-workers," he said.
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Lady Marshals win 1 1th straight regional title
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Sure, the Lady Marshals had been beaten twice this year by
the Graves County Lady Eagles. Sure. the Lady Marshals had
been upset in the Fourth District finals by Calloway County.
Sure, Graves County was hosting the regional tournament and
Tuesday night's championship game. So who won their 11th
straight First Region championship?
Sure - the Lady Marshals.
Marshall County basically opened and closed its decadelong defense of First Region honors in the first quarter, sinking nine of 12 shots from the field in a pace which quickly
withered Graves County's hopes of unseating the Lady
Orange from the regional throne.
Missy Lee hit three straight jump shots in front of Graves
County's 1-3-1 zone to spur Marshall County's torrid start,
and the Lady Marshals were in control of i 22-15 lead at the
end of the first quarter.
With Jennifer Burkeen hitting all six of her shots from the

floor in the first half, Marshall Count \printed out to a
13-point bulge by halftime, 43-30.
Graves County, picking up 2.c points from Christ!, Henry.,
fought back in the third quarter. A 6-0 run peeled the Orange
lead to 48-42, but a Marshall timeout was followed by an 8-2
Lady Marshal surge that swept momentum from the Graves
side of the floor.
The Lady Marshals led 5644 going into the fourth qiiurter
and Graves County made their final charge, cutting the ieud to
60-50 behind three straight Henry scores.
Marshall point guard Mary' Nell Roberts then found Lee for
a layup to stop the Lady Eagle run, and after a Graves miss.
Rechelle Cadwell hit two free throws. drew a charging foul
from Henry, and sank a short jumper for a 16-point lead.
Graves missed again and Shannon GOssurn put back a .
blocked shot for a 68-50 bulge with under fourminutmleft m effectively erase all hopes of a Lady Eagle comeback right.
Cadsk•ell. who hit 8 of 14 shots from the field and nine of
11 free throws, shared game-high honors with Henry *at 2$
each.

GRAVES COUNTY
MARSHALL COUNTY
Co
- Henry 25. Crawford 16. Healh 6,
3 Rice
Ptocitei', Coitharp, D..&.n, Jones. Buchanan, K

RF

rotiai;s:776,, (73)- cack.ed 25. Gossam
ra,i,en, Hatt. FG
Records - Graves 27-5, Marshan

is 30 44 61
22 43 56 73
ran 5. Payne 5. Drake
Hayden FG 2450,

15, Burkeen 13, lee 10 Drown 8, 1.112 2
FT 1519

Alabama's Wimp Sanderson likes
'ugly'jackets
and Steve Newton
other." .
Newton won some. Sanderson won,
others. But the two developed a friendship ,
ThCfy are buddies ,and they are friends. but
despite their different public personas.
Steve Newton and Wimp Sanderson will
It starts with the wardrobe. Newton is
have to put their friendship behind them
known for a conservative blue suit which is
when Newton's Murray State Racers meet
always neat and paired with a sharp tic.
Sanderson's Alabama Crimson Tide in the
Immaculate is the way' to describe his
NCAA Tournament's Southeast Regional
appearance and his presence on the bench.
Friday night in Atlanta.
He rarely raises his voice, and rarely shows
Newton says that Sanderson is one of his
emotion.
'.:losest friends in the coaching profession.
Sanderson. on the other hand, wears loud
has been . some talk that Sanderson_
plaid jackets with a tie that is usually
bring Alabama to Murray for the openloosened. He is also known for a grimace on
rig game of Murray. State's new special
the bench. and will stomp his feet and wave
events center.
his hands as the fortunes of the Tide roll up
The two have the same shoe company
and down.
.Reebok).corzact. and spend a lot of time
"I haven't been able to develop my game
together at clinics during the off-season.
face like he has," Newton said. "But I'm
• They also spend a lot of time talking on
working on my grimace. I'm trying to get it
the phone. and their wives and families are
down before we get to Atlanta."
also -close.
While traveling together. Newton and
"It's kind of like playing your 'ma
Sanderson are prone to go shopping, where
mater," Newton said. "It's difficult because
the' different tastes collide. Newton recalled
you have a great deal of respect for each
the last time the two got together.'
"Last summer, we were at a basketball •
The two met in 1969, when Newton was
outing up in Boston," Newton said. "We
In assistant coach at New OrieanS and Sanwent shopping and bought sweaters in Cape..
:Jew:I v.aS.at Alabama. Recruiting brought.
Cod. Wimp is one, of the all-lime great
them together. and when Newton moved on
shoppers. He's a shopoholic. He really looks
to Mississippi State in 1973, the recruiting • for bargains."
"attic's started in earnest.
But the sweaters that Newton brought
-We-hat.- a great deal- of time-rern:"'-g- tro-mie and"rn-077dTS-Sah-dersofi to& v.:th.Ent
together.- Newton said. "Sometime in the 'io Tuscaloosa looked a 1.1:le different.
Alabama's head coach Wimp Sanderson autographed this photo, IA hich hangs
in Mur•.same homes. We had 'a good time in the
ray State head -coach Steve Newton's office. "To Steke," the inscription reads,
"He likes the vest-type sweaters with
"A great
7ecruiting process competing against each
friend
- Keep up the v,,od work. '\ imp."
iCont'd on page 313)
By DAVID RAMEY

Ledger & Times Asst Sports Editor

Sanderson phones home to scout Popeye

/Alabama

88-70. the Racers' only loss on
their home court this season.
Sanderson. whose squad won the
Southeastern Conference tournament Sunday at Nashville. Tenn..
wanted to know how North Alabama, a Division 11 school, handled
Murray State. so he got a tape of
:he -gaine irOm- Ell-iott and chatted
with him.
The Lions held Ronald "Popeye" Jones, twice Ohio Valley' Conference player of the_year,-to under
10 points for the.ortly; time in two
seasons., 'WeInew we had to stop Jones
inside or we had no chance lo

w:n:' Elliott said.
did -not-;
- North Al-abarnarcountered Jonac
t.
4‘;:th.:71. "ht.:
with a variety of defenses
.
harL.:
ing him to 8 points. Elliot;
- the !s/CAA
.man-to-man defense with
help vvai; it.e.moSt effective.
A.uhama's
"They have other good
ch.sc
_ers,- Elliott ..sakd, but wbcn. oc
4'4.s./:;
, • -11 171_
were in trouble --aginst ----us.- --they'-- St-ate
really started looking for Jones..
t..k:\I to :he NCAA
who averages 20.5 points and
the M.ir7av State
second in the nation in rebotrid
at 14.4. behind luouisiaha Stu::
,
the
Shaquille O'Neal, who has
"1 feel when
get the_,
inside. I can take anybody ore- •
assistant.
one," Jones said.
the

most respected men n the profession and is a very 'good friend,"
Newton said. "Our families are
very chose."
''Obviously. Alabama is a
talented team. winning the SEC
tournament on a neutral. court,"
Newton said.-''They- are a veryathletle team with good guard play
and they are deep inside." Newton, who is taking Murray'
State to the NCAA tournament for
the third time in four years. said,
'.Once you get to the big dance.
anything can happen. If it's a
David and Goliath thing. we'll by
to pack our sling,hiq.-

Fairdale's `Dunkin' Dogs' ready to defend state title

ment. Louisvilie Male was the iast
team to do it with titles in 1970
and 1971.
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Louisville, • The Sixth Region champs are
Fairdale is ready to defend its Ken- loaded with three all-state players
tucky boys state basketball title.
in its lineup - forwards lermaine
"We feel confident we can do Brown (17.4 ppg) and Carlos Turit," said Fairdale coach Stan Hard- ner (16.8) and guard Maurice Morin. whose team was ranked No. 1
ris (19.0).
in the final Associated Press poll.
Fairdale (33-4) meets Laurel
-We feel good about our chances. County (29-3) on Thursday at 8
-The players have been talking p.m. CST. the final first-round
about it since the first game in the game in Rupp Arena.
district tournament, and it's been in
Hardin isn't worried that his
the back of their minds since the team will have to play four games
beginning of the season to get in 48 hours to win the title.
back. It has really motivated
"I think it's a mental thing." he
them."
said. "We've just got to play when
Fairdale seeks to become the we play. The only thing is that the
first school in 20 years to repeat as upper bracket gets a day off."
champions of the Kentucky High
While Hardin said -he believes
School Boys Basketball Tourna- his team can win it all, he knows it
By MIKE EMBRY

Associated Press Sports Writer
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Call me about...
*Automobile
*Homeowners or
*Business Insurance

Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance
754415

Lindy T. Suiter

211 S. 12th St.

won't be an easy task.
'1 think you've got to win
close games and then
luck.- he said.
Fairdale is the on:y rarit.:d
in the lower bracket.
No. 2 Tates Creek (30-5! and
No. 4 Scott County (32-3) were to
get the tourney under Way' today
noon.

Tates Creek. led . by all-state
guard Darrin Horn, was making the
school's first appearance in the

CO - .-iistures
toe
loh.dest
s:neak int() th: 1,......rney with 15
straight stctcres

. .
senior

•
.

'•H rth
ns
Cook (2.0

I hird-ranked P••
• h 1 ilgrirrian
(31-3). which was to face Louisville Ballard (27-8) in today •s second
game, features a balanced squad
ied by Brent Kmtaid and Paul

NI,Krilgtti. both akeraging 15
points a game.
Ballard,otate champion in 1977
and 1988. is fed by Dion Lee (17.1
ppgi and DuJiiac Wheat (16.1).
Another key upper -bracket
matchup has No. 8 North . Hardin
(29-4) taking On Christian County
(23-8) in the first game tonight.
North Hardin, one of five teams
making return trips. has two outstanding offensise threats in Lamont Duckett (23.3 ppg) and Gary'
'-?•1 ?).

Baseball's best not necessarily the most
By RONALD BLUM
Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK - You want ti.e
most expensive lineup in baseball?
It'll cost you 529.608,333.
You want the best team money'
can buy?
That goes for a very reasonable
519 million.
The salaries of the most expensive players at each position
'increased $8 million over last
year's top-dollar batting order. The
38 percent increase shows just how
much salaries have soared in the
past 12 months. While just one
player made $3 million last year.
seven of the nine reached that mark
on this year's list.

,I
•

•

By STEP!!EN HAWKINS

Marshall, which ended the game with a 29-of-46 (63%)
grade from the field and 15 of 19 free throws, also recorded
double figure scoring from Gossum (5-of-6, 5-of-6, 15
points). Burkeen (6-6, 1-2, 13 points) and Lee (5-of-11, 0-0.
10).
Graves County's Janet Crawford supported Henry's 25
points with 16 of her own as the only other Lady Eagle in
double figures. Graves hit 24 of 50 (48 percent) tries from the
field and 11 of 17 free throws.
For Marshall County. their I Ith straight regional championship boosts their overall season record to 28-5. The
Lady
Marshals will meet Conner of the Ninth Region in the opening round of the KHSAA Girls' State Tournament next Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in Frankfort.

Friend and foe

TUSCALOOSA. Ala. (AP) Wimp Sanderson didn't hesitate
making] a telephone call 10 the
\orth Alabama basketball coach.
After all, Sanderson graduated
:-70Tri North Alabama in 1959 and
the Lions' current coach. Gary
Elliott, played at Alabama from
1967-69- vv hen Sand.ersor svas in
assistant on the Crimson Tide staff.
Now, as the coach at
(21-9). Sanderson is preparing his
team to face Murray State (24-8) in
the first round of the NCAA Southeast Regional tournament at Atlanta on Friday night. North Alabama
managed to defeat Murray State

Sports Writer

-lopping the chart is Los Angeles
Dodgers outfielder Darryl Strawberry, the the highest-paid player in
na\ehall this year at 53.8 million.
Next are two San Francisco Giants
at S3.75 million, first baseman Will
Clark and outfielder Kevin
Mitchell.
Toronto outfielder Joe Carter
follows at $3.666.667, and Kansas'
City reliever Mark Davis - just
2-7 with six saves last year --- is
the 'highest-paid pitcher at
53,625,000.
In contrast. the best team money'
can buy' costs $19 million, using
the 1990 Associated Press All-Stars
to determine the players. And no
one from the highest-paid team
made the All-Star list.

The pitcher is Bob Welch of
Oakland (53.45 million), and the
catcher is Carlton Fisk of the Chicago White Sox ($1.25 million).
Cecil Fielder of Detroit (S1 million) is at first. Rync Sandberg of
the Chicago Cubs (52.65 million)
is at second and Barry Larkin of
Cincinnati MI million) is at
shortstop.
San Francisco third baseman
Matt Williams is the team's bargain at 5600.000.
The outfielders are Rickey Henderson of Oakland ($3.25 million)
and Bobby Bonilla (52.4 million)
and Barry Bonds ($2.3 million) of
Pittsburgh. This year's All-Star
lineup costs 23 percent more than
last year's figure of S15,391,333.

Associated Press Writer
STARKVILLE, Miss. - There's
no sneaking out of town or state
officials going to court to try' to
stop No. 21 Mississippi State from
playing in the NCAA tournament.
That wasn't the case 28 years ago.
"It was like writing a script for
a James Bond movie. It was catand-mouse, cloak-and-dagger,"
recalls former State sports information director Bob Hartley. "It was
kind of exciting that night."
It was March 13, 1963, in a
segregated Mississippi. The Bulldogs. who had won the Southeastern Conference title for the fourth
time in five years, were to leave
the next morning for East Lansing.,
Mich., to play Loyola of Chicago,
a team with four black starters.
Although State had qualified for
the NCAAs in 1959, 1961 and
1962 by winning or sharing the
SEC title, it stayed home. The
"unwritten law" then was that
white state -supported schools
didn't play against teams with
black athletes.
''We were disappointed we
couldn't go. but as for why we .
didn't go, we never had any problem playing against black players,"
said Bobby' Shows, a Bulldog player from 1961-63. "We never
labored on the fact of
going
until coach (Babe) Meekthy told
us after our junior year (1962) we
were going next time. It was exciting for us - a motivation to go."
In a politically dangerous move.
State president Dean W. Colvard
announced that the Bulldogs (22-6)
would accept the NCAA bid after
clinching -the 1963 SEC title on
March 2.
"I just dared anybody to touch
the team. Public relations would
have accrued to me if they would
have tried to stop the team or arrest
them,- said Colvard, now' president emeritus at the University of
North Carolina -Charlotte.
Gov, Ross Barnett, -who a year
before tried to bar James Meredith
from attending the University of
Mississippi, began expressing his
opposition. The College Board voted 8-3 to let the Bulldogs play, but
three day's before the game, two
state legislators got an injunction
prohibiting the team from leaving
the state.
,
'I remember quite vividly'
everything that happened -v that
night," Hartley said. "Early that
evening after a number of secret
meetings, the dectision was made
for Colvard, McCarthy, athletic
director Wade Walker and assistant
A.D. Ralph Brown to leave town.",
Hartley said the idea was that if
a school official could not be,
found, the injunction couldn't be
served. Hartley hid out in Starkville and the injunction was never
served, even though a sheriff's
deputy made several attempts.

"Trainer Dutch Luchsinger was
to go to the airport with the substitute players that morning," Hartley
said. "If they' were not stopped.
which they' weren't, assistant coach
Jerry Simmons and the rest of the
team would head to the airport."
The plane left Starkville with no
problems and then flew to Nashville. Tenn., to pick up McCarthy.
Walker and Brown. They then flew
to East Lansing where they were
greeted by about 2(X) people.
"It was almost a hero's welcome," Hartley said. "They were
aware of the problems Mississippi
State had getting to the NCAAs.
We were like a 'Cinderella' team
and had a lot of crowd supporC
Prior to tipoff. State captain Joe
Don Gold came to center court and
'shook hands with Loyola. captain
Jerry Harkness.: a black. It was
front-page -news in parts of the
country.
Although it jumped to a 7-0 lead,
State lost 61-51 to Loyola. which
went on to win the national championship. The Bulldogs returned
home March 17 with no incident.
"We don't use the way we had
to leave town as an excuse for losing," said W.D. "Red" Stroud, a
Bulldog guard from 1961-63.
"Even at our best, the game could
have gone either way. But we wonder what it might have been like if
we had been allowed to go all three
years. I think our best team (24-1)
was my junior year. We might have
won it all."
This season - with four black
starters and 10 blacks on the
13-player squad - the Bulldogs
(20-8) earned a share of the SEC
title for the first time since that
infamous 1963 season and the
school's second -ever NCAA bid.
They will fly out of Starkville on
Wednesday with the support of an
entire state.
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Friend.andfoe...

Actions& Reactions
Central Divi•ion
45 15
Dorms
39 24
reveraukas
38 25
Atlanta
35 28
ino.ake
29 33
Cleveland
22 40
Cnanorts
18 43
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
w L
San Antonio
40 19
Lhan
43 21
Houston .
37 24
Oates
22 38
Onando
21 40
lAnnosota
19 41
Owner
17 44
Pecrt.c Division
.iPortiena
46 15
.1,A Lakeril
45 111
Ptxmln,z
42 19
Golden Slats
33 28
swathe
30 31
LA Ceis
21 41
Sacramento
17 43
(-ctiritheo ;kayo" berm
.
Wednesday• Games
Charlotte at Donal 6 30 Dm
New von( at Prioacktiona 630 P m
Soave at Dallas 7 30 p rn
Chicago at kelwaukee. 730 Dm
Boston at Lnan e pm
Portland at Phoeniv. 8 30 pm
San Antonio at LA Clippers 933 P nt

MSU basketball

er

.c.aeo

A Race( Reception wool be heid at 4 30 pm Fri •
day afternoon at line Caony Square Hotel in
Atismta in oraer 10 igive the Murray State
baskefoait team 'a rousing senoofr to its NCAA
first -round game with Arabarna The reception
is coisponsorect by the MSU Alumni Associaor, tlie amietic department and the MSU
FoundaliOn
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SARASOTA, Fla - A day after Ns first appearance ,n Seven years. Jim Palmer retired again
One 45 year oldHail of Earner abandoned his
Comeback attempt, citing the hamstring injury
he aggravated before Monday's exhibition
game against the Boston Red Sox. Palmer was
POunded by the Red Sox, giving up five hits and
two runs in two innings He threw 38 pitches none over 75 mph And Of 19 strikes, Boston
batters swung and missed only once Paimer
was 268- 152 in a 19-year career Mal ended
*€•^ Ba • -ore -e eased h.rr in May 1984
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sport jackets,

"1 help him pick out his jackets,"
Newton said. "Most people think
it's Ray Charles. He picks out my

4
18 ,

sweaters, but I'm embarrassed to
wear some of the things he's

714 2
689 4
541 13
492 16
339 25 i
283 28 .

..c
„St.cago

LAS. XEGAS - G•eg Haugen has been fined
$25,030 and oroered to undergo clrug counsel,,g ahe• test ng pos.live for mariluana when he
*0" 7ne '40
,
d BC4,ng 0,gan•Ze!,Or lunior welewe ;"t :i: ie las' n'On7r Ha.:rer 0,..!PC "led
llec't, Camacho in the r tit:e ''tout Feb 23
Hagen. 30 appeared before :he Nevada State
A:hie: c Corn-iissior and adm tted to the prob'ern. say •- g he 'lac had a mar;L.ara hat for
'0 •0 •5 yea's ' T-e WBO directed that :me
,. e
vacated and has o'dered a rematch

v-Los Angelis
..calgary
Edmonton
winnipeg
vanotover
r,
-r hrred Dia•ort Conn

Smyth* Division
41 21

41
32
24
25

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Office Bloomington, Minas

Jane Rogers 753-9627

watched them play on television the other night," Sanderson
said. "They've got a great team.

West ..10c,k, NI

I'm thankful that we are playing
close to home, but Murray State is
the only thing on my mind right
now."

sion, he's a very nice guy and he's
also a great basketball coach."

Eighth Region
East 5C Coral, Co 4?
Ninth Region
60 inorioaroarce Smcn ivan'or

cart Co st Pans 29 '
11th Region
_e• ra--v 3.0 66 Park ort West*
,-.

Marsnall Co 73 Graves C.o 6'
Second Region
67 Caioweil Co 36
Third RtglOO
OwarsOoro lipoid 46 Broccrndge Co 33
Fourth Region
Taco Conua. 71 Warm.* Easi 69

"I

1111/1il."9
44

10Ih Region

GIRLS
First Region

Tide.

-Coach Sanderson is a very congenial guy," Newton said. "Disregarding -how he appears, on teleyi-

-6„,,,1

Regional championships

ton will have his 24-8 Racers ready
for the SEC tournament champion

screen is a lot different from the
person he knows,

•

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

while we were down there," New ton said. "Wimp hates these types
of games. Dave Odom at Wake
Forest also is part of our group. We
all go way back together and we'll
get together in Atlanta sometime."
And Sanderson knows that New-

picked out for me."
Newton says the Sanderson that
is portrayed over the television

o

121/1 Rowe,
'

Ct 51 Russell Co 41
13111 Region
Car Co 66 awa
56
14111 Region
An.testm; Si _evil) Co 5•
1511, Region
Sheldir.r Can, F5 B.6:hr1 4S

Filth Region

Central Partin 73 Green Cc ao

Jane Rogers Insurance
Read the want ads daily

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 733-9627

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Auto(
1
F3

Life
.,...4r2
Health
Business
Annuities
A tradition in service
Home \

since 1981
(502
1
Tracy D. McKinney

Jim Fain

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

W L T Pt. GE GA
34 25 12 80 267 227
3E 30 5 77 301 269
31 31 9 71 231 230
31 33 6 68 223 238
28 30 12 68 243 232
23 39 9 55 203 260
Adams Division
„Boston
39 22 9 87 260 234
rmontrea,
16 26 10 82 250 223
.iHartford
29 33 9 67 210 239
.13urtato
25 28 17 67 246 246
Quebec
14 45 12 40 199 34
cAmP8ELL CONFERENCE
.
Norris Division
w L T Pie CF GA
42 22 6 40 242 183
ic....s
43 ?0 10 90 278 228
it-Detroit
31 33 8 70 249 266
lAnnesota
25 33 13 63 233 235
Toronto
20 42 9 49 214 290

Boxing

"See me for all your family insurance needs."

tougher. They've talked about it
over the telephone this week.- "Basically, I wanted to know if
we could get together socially

'

23
33
38
40

9
7
5
11
8

91.302
89 305
69 217
59 242
58 220

219
229
238
263
289

NCAA pairings

EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Al Cole Fieldhouse
College Park, Md.
COLUMBIA, S C - Pe-- State sophomore
Thursday, March 14
-ose lacoile Cnris Ma7tOk was recuperating at
Oklahoma State (22-7) vs New Mexico (20-9).
R criard klertor'a Fltspi•a; atter being shot six
11.20 a.m., North Carolina State (19-10) vs.
! -nes Mazyck, 20, "ad ee,-1,r1 intensive care.
Southern Mississippi (21-7), 30 minutes after
::•..1 was 'ransteL-ed aro stab in favor-at* condor. hos;'Si 'sttkeswomar 'NG,
comp. of first game
/ McKelvey
Purdue (17-11) vs. Temple (21-9), 6.35 p.m.;
sad Mazyc« -was shot Friday at aboutI ant
Syracuse (26-5) vs Richmond (21-9), 30
ahe• pL,i,ing into a pa;king iol with car probminutes after comp. of first game
'ems Mazyck was "IT sla 'Imes in the stomach,
QrOn eqC egs He was St II able to go across
At the Carrier Dome
1-e street D..• cc apseo n the prking 'tit of a
.
Syracuse, N.Y.
,
conyer e-:e s'ore R-04.n said A passerby
Friday, Marck15 ,
Mississippi State (20-8) vs. Eastern Mtchtgarr-.Anvil Mazy:. '3 3 ^cs0-a*-(24-6). 11:25 am., UCLA (23-8) vs. Penn State
(20-10), 30 minutes after comp. of first game
North Carolina (25-5) vs Northeastern (22-14
.
- 6 32 p tn.; Princeton (24-2) vs. - Villanova
(16-14), 30 minutes after comp of first game
TORONTO - Tre Olymp.c hockey programs of
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
Canaoa tart t.,e Un i ted States got a windlall
At Freedom Hall
Tuesday when each receved a Si noon fund.•g cry.-- tr• er! 1-Orn the NHL
Louisville, Ky.
!or the 1992 and
Thursday, March 14
1994 Wr:er Games The Iwo Qympc
i learns
P
(20-11)
ragitsbu h
vs. Georgia (17-12), 11.15
aiso *. ge7 :0 :est :hernse:4es against NHL
am , Kansas (22-7) vs. New Orleans (23-7), 30
cor,pc T ,0" Canacais Olympic team will play
minutes after compa o first
the Seven Canad'an based NHL teams between
Florida. State (20 1 ) vs
sSouthee
g rn California
October and January in preparatiin for the
,
(19-9).
6.40 p.M...Indiana (27-4) vS. Coastal .
1992. W.r.:er Garnes ,r.- France. and the .S
:24.7):
Carolina
30
u
minutes
comp. of first
after
souad w v s • •-e'F A-- can based teams
, gatne
At the Omni
Atlanta
Friday, March 15
Arkansas (31-3) vs Georgia State (16-14),
..- '-'50" Sasays"-e key to success r ores,
11:15 am .:- Arizona State (19-9) vs Rutgers
ohs is confidence and knowing
(19-9),
30 minutes after comp. of first game
,,... , ii-i. ^.Jr1 I think its lust a matter of
kabema (21-9) vs MURF1AY STATE (24-8).
• e'en the game is on the line." said
6 36 pm, Wake Forest (18-10) vs. Louisiana ,
,
• - Anderson., whose 3-point basket tied the game Tech (21-9), '30 Minutes alter camp. of first
' ,
7 1 regolanon before ne scored seven points Ill
game
true last
22 seconat of eMI
the second overtime
to
til
DWE
ST REGIONAL
Pnitadelpt 76ers a 133-129 victory
give
First Round
over the Atlanta Hawks Tuesday night. "Ana
At the 'Astrodome
m.
roe gota great deal of confidence as far as that
Minneapolis
goes," Anderson said. ' You've got to have
Thursday,
March
14
some guts to want to take the last shot when
Duke (26-7) vs Northeast LOuisiana (25-71,
its tight Sortie guys run from that. I don't " The
11'35 a m . Iowa (20.10) vs East Tennessee
Hawks seemed to have thrs game in hand when
State (28-4). 30 minutes after comp of first
game
John Bartas basket gave them a 106-102 lead
with 18 Seconds remaining in regulation 'A
Louisiana State 120-9) vs Connecticut (18-10).
3ipo.nt basket by Charles Barkley with 5 Sok7 tO p m . Nebraska (26,7) vs Xavier. Ohio
onds left pulled the 76ers within a point Ater
121-9). 30 minutes after comp of first game
Dormr1K4L.e Wilkins' two free throws gave the
At Dayton Arena
Hawks another 3-point lead with 4 seconds left,
Dayton, Ohio
Anderson's 3-pointer t ted the score at 108 with
Friday, March 15
1 second to go Barkley had a chance to w-ri
St JOhn'S (2011 vs Nonhern knots 125-5 .
the game with 2 sec.oncis remaining in the frrst
1115 am . Texas (22-8) vs St Peter's (24-6).
overtime. but- missed the first of two tree
ClSlOfl Filtfr FiltAB''r
minutes after comp. of first game
_30
:1
throws His second tied it at 116, bringing on
State
Ohio
(251) YS Towson State (19-10).
the second overtime
7 35 p.m . Georgia Tech (16-12) vs. DePaul
•Eisewhere in the NBA, it was Washington 103,
(20-8), 30 minutes after comp of first game
Charlotte 100, the Los Angeles Lakers 102,
WEST REGIONAL
Miami 95, Chicago 131, Minnesota 99: Houston
First Round
93, Seattle 91, the Los Angeles Clippers 126,
Al the Jon M. Huntsman Center
AC, Motorcratt
Denver 123 in overtime. Gotten Stale 129.
Salt Lake City
tndiana 117, and Boston 110, Sacramento 95
or Deutsch
All Ott Filters
Thursday,
March
14
• •.•
Up To $297
Precision
Sewn
(22-8)
vs
Hail
(221).
PePPerdlne
1
30
NEW YORK - Detroit's Dennis Roo-an was
pm , New Mexico State (23-5) vs. Creighton
Oil
Filters
$
lined $5.000 and Milwaukee Dan Schayes
._
30 mines
art comp of first game
uafter3-7).
2
c,
was fined $2,500 by the NBA tor their roies in
All OthersVirginia (21-11) vs Brigham Young 120-121.
an altercation in a game Monday night Rod
$1x Off
7 05 p m , Anzona (26-6) vs St Francis, Pa
man was lined tor flagrantly elbowing Schayes
Purchase of 2
(24.7), 30 minutes after comp. ot first game
in the lace with 3 21 remaining in Milwaukee's
At the McKale Center
96-85 victory at Detroit Schayes was lined for
Tucson, Ariz.
retaliating by elbow-f'; Rodman in the face
Friday, March 15
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Michigan State (18-10) vs. Wisconsin-Green
Atlantic Division
Bay (24-6). 1 30 p m . Utah (28-3) VS South
w I. Pet GB
47 16 746 • Boston
Alabama (221), 30 minutes alter comp of first
Ph•LecleS*4
34 27
557 12
re
hew Yorii
30 32 484 16 .
eorgelown (18-12) vs Vanderbilt (17-12),
23 39 371 23-,
Washington
7 10 p m ,Nevada-Las Vegas(30G) vs Monte70 42 323 213'.
Mar•
'943 306 27',
re (23-7). 30 minutes after comp of first game
New Jonah
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And Newton is partially responsible for Sanderson's collection of
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and fish and stuff like
that," Newton said. "I'm more conservative. I go with the basic colors
and the bland."
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SCOREBOARD

That respect and their friendship
makes Friday's encounter even

reindeer

The Los Angeies Kings are trying to hod of'
Calgary tor 're Smythe Division lead arid both
learns are in a five-team scramble tor the overall NHL lead But the race for the rights to draft
Eric Ltndros is all but over While the Kings and
Flames were winning Tuesday night. the
Quebec Northques virtually assured themselves
the right to draft the most famous Junior player
since Mario Lemieux by losing 4-3 at home to
Toronto The Leafs, 20th in the overall stand ings, are the only team with a shot at "catch- '
,rig" Quebec, but now lead the Nordiques by
nine points with nine games left. Lindros can
start taking French lessons and measuring non sell for a blue-and-white uniform, because
there's almost no way the Nordiques can avoid
a third straight fast-place finish - and the No. 1
overall pick that goes with it.
•Los Angeles moved on top of the heap as goai
he Kelly Hrudey rang up his second straight
shutout in a 6-0 victory over Phiiadelphta Cali
gary stayed two points behind the Kings by Out.
lasitrig Winnipeg 5-3. In other NHL games, it
was Hanford 3. Washington 2; Montreal 4.
Pittsburgh 4 and Minnesota 5, Buffalo 2.
WALES CONFERENCE

NEW YORK - The Federal Trade Commission
is ,rivestigatirg the PGA Tour in an apparent
et•ort to delermlne if o ayers are larled in their
at. ity to earn money, The National sports daily
regared.„1,1C spokesman Don Eder cleaned
to ccrilmr or deny the report, but three tour
payers conf•rmed they nad received a memo
from commissioner Deane Bernan telling them
that tre agency was conducting interviews The
payers declared to orscuss it further arid spoke
On cOndi'ion !hey not be identited According to
tre newspaper. Beman'S memo was Sent TO
500 players on the regular seniors and Ben
Hogan tours and said the FTC was studying
vari-Ous rules and regu!ations of the tour. It
c ted four areas of in'eteSt -rules that require
foreign p aye's to play in 1 tournaments to
'fear their pletrg ncntS; 9ileS mat forbid the
acceptance of appearae money, limas on
a00eatances ,11 eve'
con-c with tour
to.rna-ents, and PGA rules on the distribution
0' pr.2e money
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Pro hockey

COLLEGE STATION, Texas - Texas A&M
coach Ke--1 Day s Jr wilt be asked to resign,
act.0,,Ing to a high-plaCed source, but was
given •ivo days 'a review an investigative report
on rtA recru.ting practices The source, who
spoke on y or condition or anonymity, told The
Associa•ed Pess,
r
It s not good for Davis He
,v , te a owed an opoonunity to resign 11 not,
we i have to let n,r• go" Texas AS M spokesmar Lane Ste:Tensor said Davis was g yen a
copy of the completed report at a meeting. Texas A&Ms probe began ,n December after a
Put' shed re:drt sad Davis violated NCAA
rues in the ,ecri..itrnen: of Syracuse t‘ans'er
Tory Scott

.
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MURRAY-OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
S. 12th St. in Southside Center
753-8971
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MAYFIELD-OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171
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WEDNFS1)%1

%1 1-41 11 13.

1001

:

,

SAVE•A•LOT

Tropicana

Twister
Asst. 46 oz.

Pomp Ammer,

t; itiner

-

4-st

'

•IMLAY az, ILX
111.

Ralston
Saltine

Crackers

FOOD STORES

16 oz.

494

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
, Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps
Prairie Farms

the, -

;Cottage Cheese
24 oz

KA\

Coke

$

$109

LiblA

2 Liter Products

Ubbe
Ubbw,

09

11111P

Prairie Farms

Coke

Yogurt
oifif;be"

$349

Cheese Loaf
Margarine Spread

32 oz
79c
2 Lb

12 oz

$1 29

7-1 2.2

C
22

Pork Sausage
Thick Sliced Bacon

16 or

Sliced Ham

'6 or
'
2
"

Turkey Franks

C

$299

8 oz.

American Cheese Singles
Buttermilk Biscuits

•

12 Pk. Can Products

/ r

---1
s COO:

Dole

Libby's

Bananas

Pineapple
20 oz.

39'

65'

Lb

Hard Pretzels

16 or

J. Higgs Potato Chips
Cheese Bits

79c

B or

69c

Si 19

J. Higgs Nacho Chips

'6 or

I

'2 oz

99c

Red or Yellow Del. Apples
Carrots

Yellow Onions
Russet Potatoes

3 lb Bag $1

79

oz 3/1°°
99c

3 lb Bag

20 lb

'279

Fruit Cocktail

16 or

Peach Slices
Fancy Applesauce

50 or

Purple Plums

16 or

16 or

59C
59c
$125
39c
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99c
- 6 oz

sl
"

'2 or 65c

Country Brand Meat Hot Dogs
Hillshire Smoked Sausage
Country Brand Thick Bologna •
Country Brand Pickle Loaf

69c

sl

Turkey Franks
Country Brand Beef Hot Dogs
TAV Sliced Bacon
TAV Turkey Ham

3 lb

$2
"

12 oz $1

19

16 oz $1 79
'6 or s229

Country Brand Combo Pak Bologna 16'oz
Country Brand Beef Bologna , 16 oz
Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage
Sliced Pepperoni.

16 oz

3 or

51 19
$1 59
$199

'1 19

/
EN
Sea Maid In Water

Lemon Juice
Gatorade Drink
Cranberry Juice Cocktail
Prune Juice
Pineapple Juice

99C
32 or

5402

48 oz

40 oz

46 or

$1
"

$1 39
$1 19
$1 °9

S1 7

Pink Salmon
Vienna Sausage

r

Beef Stew

49c

7112 s1 2"1

Luncheon Meat
Beef Tantales

Tomato Catsup
Barbecue Sauce
Whole Dill Pickles

79c
32 oz

28 or $1 09

32 or

99c

19
'2 or

5

$1

69c

Salad Mustard
Steak Sauce'

59c
24 oz

$129

Martha White Corn Meal
Pancake Syrup
Powdered Sugar
Cherry Pie Filling
Seedless Raisins

5 lb

24 or

2 lb

21 or

15 oz

$125

89c
99c
89c
99c
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Kentucky News in Brief

;9c
1 25
c

9

STANFORD Ky. (AP) — A
man accused of capital murder in
the fatal shooting of a Stanford
police officer was deni,:d bond
Tuesday.
During a hearing in Lincoln Circuit Court, a Kentucky State Police
detective testified that Thomas
Wade Watkins, 32, of Lincoln
County. was known to hate police
officers. .
Detective Phillip Ball also testified that a state police, ballistics
expert had matched the bullet that
killed Officer Gary Kidwell with a
.357 Magnum pistol found -inWatkins' possession.
Police say Watkins shot Kidwell

PAGE 5B

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — State
Auditor Bob Babbage said Tuesday
that hell try to - restore voter confidence in Kentucky government if
elected secretary of state.
There is at least a "perception of
wrongdoing" by state government
in many people's eyes, the Democrat said during a campaign stop in
Pikeville. And he said he would
push for a code of ethics for state
employees, something several candidates in the upcoming statewide
elections have proposed.
Employees in his office, for
instance, can accept only S25 in
gifts a year.
Babbage also talked of election
reform: including lowering the legal limit for campaign contributions
from the current S4.000. He did not
say how low he would make the
limit.
But Babbage, also said that part
of election reform "is getting people registered in Kentucky." He
noted that only one in three Kentuckians over the age of 18 is
registered to vote.
During his stop, Babbage also
commented on his office's probe
into the escalating costs of school
construction projects in Pike and
Floyd counties.
Babbage said he could not discuss 'the probe, -except to Say it
would be finished this month and
that it probably will affect the way
the state handles such projects. He
said he would hand his findings
over to the new office of education
accountability: e

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1991
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WE GUARANTEE TO HAVE A LOWER GAS PRICE
/S`;.

a--441W

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
_
Why pay rent and more per gallon for
gas when you can own your tank and
buy from us at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE.
MO00000DOD00000000 El0DOOL1L]

Region Propane Gas

Lake

are particular! good ck ith

Imancial figures

UNIROYAL

Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

Read the
want ads daily

LANZ-BOY

SAVE BIC

1 19

1 59

Fields 1 Lb

Field

1 99

Classic Weiners or
Dinner
Franks
Field

CLASSIC

N i:E.NERs

119
•

..e
8111
7

../••••1

DINNER
FRANKS
1 59
Fields Finest

WORLD'S
GREATEST
RECLINER
VALVE!

25

lc

)c

Reg. or Thick
Field

1/2 or Whole

2
39 Lb
Bonus Pack
12 1/2 Oz. Free
Reg or Thick

Fields 6 Oz.
Smoked or

Cooked
Ham

Vac Pac
Bacon

Introducing

the new "Crusader
Reclina-Rocker" recliner
from La-Z-Boy. Featuring
all the comfort and style you
expect in a La-Z-Boy* recliner
at a surprisingly low price. But
hurry, with these special savings
'they won't last long!

Kentuckian
Ham

299"

SLICED BACON

••••••

69

Thurman's

CM/1M
1F-cocodell

FURNITURE

1407 Main
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75,146821
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THRIFTY SAVER

Pepsi Products...
l

D

no

I

6 3 4444

Sandwich
Bread

Maxwell House 26 oz. Can

j

Coffee

-.41116/1t141iit4
- ,I

I(X)TEA K(

THRI

Lipton 100 Count

Tea
Bags

1..- BeLcant.

IC

2139t 2.99 1.99

12 Pack Cans

ri

Lipton

4001j

Bum BUNNY'

k

saga-

Bunny 24 oz. Loaf

11f/a

2 Liter

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

pfp9

WITH I FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

141/i

7-7-

WITH I FILLED THRIFTY SAVER 7,ARD

WITH'FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH FILLE

24 Pack Cans

6.09

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

•

(
)

4tailable 4t Four
.SupermarAet

Solttng the

Campbells

VU

•

tin

rpu

10,4 oz Cream of

Mushroom Soup

3/1.00

41 ushroc'
"••111our•-•'

Hersheys Bonus Bottle
Paramount 15 oz.

I.

Chili IN/Beans

•

Always 1 6-24 ct

Pads...........
Always 20-24 ct

Pantiliners
jif 18 OZ.

\Peanut Butter

Grape Jelly
age

Corn Meal Mix

99°
3/89°
1.59
1.99
99°

Maxwell House Instant Peg or Fresh

-

Ronco Wide 5 oz.

-

Idahoan Instant 13.75 oz.

Potatoes
Hershey 8 oz.
Piggly Wiggly 64 oz.

Apple Juice

Charmin 4 Pk.

Surf

Bath Tissue

Dog Food
Cycle 14 oz can

Dog Food
20 Lb

\Kibbles 'n Bits

7.99
2/1.00
8.99

3.79
1.99
1.99
89°
2/1.00

Coffee
Hi-C 9 Pk

Drink Box
Heinz 40 oz. Squeeze

Catsup
Piggly Wiggly 1 Lb.

Crackers
Carnation Evaporated 12 OZ

Milk

•

Hunt's 18 oz

BBC) Sauce
Mighty Dog 6 oz.

•

Dog Food
Hunt's 8 oz

Tomato Sauce
Green Beans
Fitti

Diapers

eafood
40-

•

Sh

,

•41

Deli Made 12" Single Topping
Ham. Beef. Pepperoni, Sausage

Pizzas
69°
79°,
69° .2/

Towels
Dove 22 oz

Catfish Nugclets

5.99

Dish Liquid
Putts Facial 175 ct

Tissue

34

Pride of Illinois 16 oz. Cut.,
,

••
•

AO Al 41.
• .0
4/0
•
111

sac

Bounty

RO8S1

Pizza Parlor

Laundry Detergent 136 oz

5.99

Armour 15

99°

Value Priced Groceries

Purina 25 lb.

Bakery
753-0265

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO SERI

From now on, your groceries will be handle
Wiggly Food Stores. Each gualitieri employd by a stockho
ee now owns
company through participating In our
Ownership Plan). As owners, we ll giIva you ES.O.P. (Emt
desire. Our attitude is positive bout the personal se
the future of o

Sunflower 5 Lb. Bag

Wheat Bread
Noodles

641 South-Murray
753-9616

Piggly Wiggly 2 lb.

Country Hearth Stone Ground 20 oz

1.79
59°
2.69
69°
2.29

Chocolate Syrup

Prices Good Thru March 19

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

Orange

Roughy Fillets
Pond Raised

lets

Fresh Produc
Pillsbury 4 Pk

Prairie Farms Gal.

Biscuits

r

3.29

Praine Farms 1 2 Gal.
Prairie Farms 16 oz.

Sour Cream
Light 'n Lively 8 oz.

Yogurt
Country Delight 24 oz.

Cottage Cheese

99'
1.19
3/1.19
1.19

89'
1.79
99'
3.99

Orange Juice
Budget 10 oz

Gourmet Entrees
Mrs Paul's 5.1 oz

Fish Sticks
Tombstone

"New"

Special Order Pizzas

err-lb

U.S D A D'Anjou

Large Fresh Bui

6W
2.59
1.99
99°

Pears

Broccoli..

lb

Ranch or Dill 16 oz

Marzetti Dips
20 lb

Potting Soil
Delicious 6 Oz. Bag

Dried Apples

Medium 3 Lb.

Yellow 01
Garden Fresh S

Cabbage.
Great For Cass

Sweet Po

•
• •••• •

•

99°

Texsun 12 oz

-•
•

Peaches or Nectarines

Ice Cream

at
Orange Juice

imported Large Tasty

•

•

•

FREE Always PantiNners
Up To 99 Refund Offer By Mail

•
•1

Wrier 71. Buy 0we Dockage
loop Ponsioirs (co say ONO AWNS* Alittlii•11
1

•
In
f44 i2 G•I''
i4 Up To ISO V444
0004 eggh ,
1 014
.TOdraw So deft*, Woo
Sul art ••• 01 P..Noble= Iowan pi
2 W1°
'
•
c 1-111•0 G"' • opeond I/ pion of we
FREE
m*"
4,100 CITPC4TS U44$ 401 4 '0.
M4,0,0(0.I4,0,0(0.01000M

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

Otto woo Ara
•Or Law
•••• iff, nom. wawa
C•rsiana
•••••••1/.• ••••• ••••
Slows •••••• /. NM./ Oft
'ammo•Oa iimmma AmamiCow APC ••••
Ps•
t•••••0.1'.••• •• al".
Yoga•••••••L goo so,mega,.1E0000 In pies P••••• ••
0441 mg 94'moue WAN* 1:••• •••
P.O..'.wee
••▪•••
POt
CR"
111.18
p• Com
▪ •11.00•••••im IMMO* Wool
•
•
•
Wm ma law maw. 11•••
Amp •••••••w MOW Mb
•sl
•
C ILA
O11 po NNW
/
%ft warm,
•
gm •••••••• ••••••O0
••••• t7 1111•11014
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•
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•
0. 401 0. 41•• I 11111.•
I Ono 4011 opla
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• for l5 oz or smaller

•
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•

Grade A Dozen

unt

48 oz

Large
Eggs

435•11.1,1

Salmon
-

99*

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

• ,

Wesson
Oil

Libby's 151/2 oz. Pink

11,

Crystal Lake Boneless & Skinless

Chicken Breast

•

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER'CARD

IlY wiggly

1.99

VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third

FREE!

is Good Thru March 19

fEES ARE PROUD TO SERVE YOU
•ocerles wIll

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

be handled by a stockholder of Piggly
Each qualifiel employee now owns
a part of the
)articipating in our ES.O.P. (Employee
Stock
)wners, we II give you the personal service
that you
is positive ilbout the future
of our company.

Lb.

WESTERN
UNION

Ware a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
Armour 15 oz. With Beans

Quarter Pork Loin Cut Into Chops

Flanders 5 Lb. Box

Kneip Brand

Chili

Pork Chops

Beef Patties

Corn Beef Brisket

1•3111

3.99

•

5r

j

i•77**;

Lb

02

79°
2/8W
3/1.00
3/1.00_
4•9W)

Sauce
g 6 oz

ood
)z
:o Sauce

Ilinois 16 oz. Cut
,

I Beans.

cs

Lean & Tender

Spare Ribs
Fischer Boneless

Pork Chops
Fischer Festival Fully Cooked

Boneless Ham

Shrimp

5.99,„
2.99
lb 5.99
ib 4.49
Jb

hy Fillets

ised

;h Fillets

.

Jb

Small & Lean

40-50 Ct.

sh Nugqets

1.49
lb. 1.99
lb 3.99
2.29

Pork Steak

Jb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck Roast

Jb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

T-Bone Steak

lb.

Eckrich Red Label Sliced

2.29
5.99

Bologna

lb. 1.99

1.99

Bologna

Eckrich Original or Polish

Reelfoot or Old Fashioned 12 oz. pkg.

Smoked Sausage

Bacon
SLICE0111131-1-11

Cheese

lb

Frozen Steaks

1.99

Sliced Bacon

Catfish
Breaded Cod Portions

Partin's 1 Lb. Roll

lb. 1.39

I\

lb

Emge Chief

Sliced Bacon

Fish Sticks

Corn Dogs

lb

Eckrich

Jumbo Franks

lb

Franks

lb

Sausage

Lb.

1.49
1.79
1.3
9
59.

lb
Ecknch Slender Sliced All Varieties 2' 2 oz.

Lunch Meat

Quality Foods

round Chicken

c
99

1.59

Ohse Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

American Sliced

Happy Home

Reelfoot Red Label

Seitz Cracker 24 oz.

1.49 Lb.

1
0139

1.39
1.89
1.89

Maple Leaf Patties. Nuggets, Strips 10.5 oz.

Chicken Quick
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Shoulder Roast

lb.

Boneless

Quarter Loin

Jb.

lb

1.89
2.49
3.79

pS

sh Produce
,•14 •

ines

Celery

•

;f'

"
••

Field

•••441w,„•._

Field's Hickory Pit

,,, .

Sesame or Plain French

Bologna

Bread

1.69

C

?.?

Large Fresh Bunch

B9c
.59
•99
99c

Field's Jumbo

Jumbo Crisp Stalk

Broccoli
Medium 3 Lb.

Yellow Onions
Garden Fresh Solid Head

Cabbage

Ham or Turkey

89c
8W
19
990

Corn or Peppered Beef
Irish

Swiss Cheese

Sweet Potatoes

3 lbs.

lb.

Jb.

Dell 8 Piece

lb

Great For Casserole

3.99
4.99
3.99
4.99
2/1.49
lb.

Wilson "Llte"

C

99°

Fried Chicken
Egg Rolls

3/99'
1.19
1.29
2.99
1.39

Brownies
Baked Fresh Daily 16 oz. Loaf

Garlic Bread
Baked Fresh Daily Dozen

Dinner Rolls
Mix or Match Dozen

Donuts
Garlic, Plain, Sesame 6 CL

Kaiser Rolls

o Mb on iiM Gm ew
2 G81.
'
Ilil

Up To i 30 V.

"" '4' •'""i• lardam

In OHMS' below
'
00.
1 I.
.
1 Plobsto lowerilso sod milk
e a' UMW) C
''' a second ti ISSOM Of Wet ME!
1 mom a 'er

"
ale 1.
MOO
Nom
Moe 0•1 ••••1/

SAVE 60c on

any box of
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Cereal

11.••••••••••••••14 Buy WS Ivy •2eole•••41rgerte•Oe..
w

y• Irv,/
"•••••promiter••••••••••••••••••
I% •0 Go Pai Mew ANN

•
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▪

lam

•••
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Not

Sa.a.NaI-••wil cww 'yaw; w•
NW. la a Et•
•■•••

If For Any Reason, You Have
A Question or Comment About
Our Store, Please Call 1-800-464-7166

Ctn....ow. Required puretooe noceseery Coupe.,may not bat:6W or
innelernd No dor c000n may to sued to wellies Met NM
pockapinc Pleterly
Fieleton Puma Canto," P 0 lot 17174,
liescoulnh I WD as redeem tile coupon pm sue Coupon
Reeeeepee. Ponce theist* upon MINPIPL Cceteuntet
moot pet, Well
ili Good Sly ii USA, APO, FPO•
Vond whine pron.booll COO OW
110'
0401 Ftweton Pero Convene
0 IOW *rev Studios

4wwwl

Is

wwwl NNON Plow elm II••••

Good Only at Piggly Wiggly, Murray thru March 19
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Horse barn burns

How scents stimulate the brain

For the second time in less than
Tuesday's fire was discovered
ten years, a horse barn at the shortly after
4 a.m. The fire
Purchase District Fairgrounds has
burned, this time kllingi1.8 _horses_ appeared to have tartecl_in one cor-.
bY-61- the -bu-ilding, and may have
according to .a published report.
l'he earlier fire involving the been of electrical orgin. Arson is
deaths of five horses, occurred in not suspected thus far. A state fire
1982 and the structure was rebuilt a marshal is investigating the fire.
A h!Ch left the barn gutted.
Year later.

-

;

•Smells, such as from a flower, travel up the rose to cells found at
the top of the nasal passageways
-O The motecutes from The- SrlieTT Cause the celfs to give off signals
▪ These signals travel to a spot just above, which is a smell center
in the brain
III Here the signals are processed and
sent on to the brain's information
center, where the smell is identified
le It was. found in research that mental
activity was increased with fragrance
stimulation

SPRING SPECIAL
Buy this double granite
monument for only '695
Save '155

Eddyville-inmate faces 20 years for
assault on state corrections officer

0•40.4,

EDDIV1LLE. K.(AP) — — A
2- ear-old inmate at Kentucky
Pemtemiary faces a 20 year
after/ being convicted of
,ng ut-ir,e and feces on a state
ttons officer.
Lyon . Circuit Court jury
:r.mended the sentene Lefor Le•lie Pope after cons tetalt on U. James

••••••••••

Comparable Savings On Other Monuments
* FREE Lettering
. FREE Choice of Design
• SHOP & Compare Our
_3 ty & Prices

* FREE Installation
t GUARANTEED Foundations
* WRITTEN Warranty

or L.7%71

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

ah:c

on a

as a
General
',,sen-lbiy approved last .ear consc‘erill olner 7r.son-related
• -,
Sa,:71

U S 641 North
Murray KY

759-1333

:hie ;or
..t..ty retirement
beneflts, which
them to retire
after work:ng. 20 years
Castle
•

ik.)%cred A Ith the
sie. but he had it in his
;:‘ OS. ear•, nose and mOuth.
He sa.d he had to A as.h his uniform
u71,1 t;I'Ke two showers to
I; ;;;ok
three minutes to
• dc P,To. N.;A as guilty and four
ra;ornmend punishment
;he maximum allowed
7..'r•:stent felony. offender
.aw.
a7,1e7. Bid Seahold said the
reducing previously
---`
..,rrover and ,the
;
against guards.
new law and
:nlended to protect
o!fi;:ers. Any inmate
.harged 'Aith throwing human
,aste a:st) ,:an be charged with
•
7! rer•:stent felony' offender.

Cargo plane crashes, burns
le
Parts

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

NEW
Aa.: idled f
7
a ca-. plane full of
..K.dded '
L' ' .
interna::
"The -,,tah.c
there

Charles Jenkins
641 South

'OJ• ,-•
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Specials Good
Through
I
March 27

I

A

ir

•

lv
ig
s,
is
i
/DIN A J N• t's
,

SUPERAMERICA -

ei

I.
,

-3

Atialal

PEPSI,7 $ UP, DR PEPPER COUNTRY FRESH
2% MILK
Gallon

,

1

09

I ilEP9'

$
199
,0 ISAVE

-,..

SAVE
30C

I SUPERMOM'S
POPCORN

7• UP

The

n'sn .0.17i.: the Air
r: International DC-8
kroken cockpit
.2y •_ .....red bumps and
medical ueatcadent

SUPERMOM'S
j. PEG CANDY

Mrs. Ruth Elizabeth Holley, 85,
She is survived by one son. HenPuryear, Tenn., died Tuesday at 12 ry Jones Holley, Birmingham. Ala.:
noon at Henry County Medical one brother. Cooper Jones.
Center, Paris, Tenn.
She was the widow of W. Calvin Puryear; one grandson.
Services will be Thursday at l
Holley.
p.m.
in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Mrs. Holley was a member of
North Fork Baptist Church and of Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
the Women's Missionary Union of
Burial will follow in Walker
the church. Cemetery,' Paris.

Majority of Senate support bill to
restore fully deductible IRA accounts
WASHINGTON (AP) — Nearly
three-fourths of the Senate lined up
Tuesday behind a bill restoring fully deductible Individual Retirement
Accounts for all workers, but the
Bush administration immediately
rebuffed the legislation.
"It makes good sense for our
economic future," Senate Finance
Chairman Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas.

Agencies band together
to combat illegal mining

WE FILL ALL A
(0\ YO
UR NEEDS ti

• riendiv. Knowledgeable Prescr
iption Service
*First Aid Supplies *Vitamins *Gift Items
• 'Non-prescription Medication 'Greeting Cards

HOLLAND DRUGS i
109 S.

/21_411114'

SAVE
''ZV°,1V-,--.
SAVE 30C 39C
SUPERMOM'S
SUPERMOM'S
SAUSAGE & EGG
MEATBALL HOAGIE
BISCUIT
i ;- _:,.
$

4th St.

753-1462 r

SAVE 30C
,
SUPERMOM'S
GRILL DOGS

Each

.
-6

••••••-•• •-

rr..•• • •

I

I

Views On
Dental Health®

SAVE
20C MI

2
9
„..„.......,....,

\f$9

SAVE 40C

Each

SAVE 50C
801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray,KY

F
o
r
9

219

P
Cuarrcdhsas
MeasyEBxc
eluUdstendq WE ACCEPT
THESE
Lottery And Money Orders CREDIT CARDS -III
We Reserve The Right
„
)
To Limit Quantities

SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL. INC.

said in announcing that he and 71
other senators
a prospectively
veto-proof majority — were 'introducing the bill.
It would allow all workers,
regardless of income and whether
they have a company pension plan.
to make a tax-deductible IRA contribution of up-to S2,000 a year.
Or, they could choose a new type
of IRA that, instead of an immediate deduction. would generate..exempt interest if held for fie
years or longer. A third option:
split $2,000 between the two types
of accounts.
In -addition, the bill would permit •
penalty -free withdrawafs • from an' IRA to make the down payment on
a first home, pay catastrophic medical expenses or finance a college
education.

PAROLE REVIEW
The name of Randall Green.
1990, is being considered for parole, according to Commonwealth
Attorney Michael D. Ward, 42nd
judicial district for Calloway and
Marshall counties
Anyone with input regarding this
action should contact, Ward at P.O.
Box 359. Benton,- Kentucky
41015.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM

Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

FACIAL PAIN IN MOTORCYCLISTS
With the onset of cooler
.,eather,- dentists4 around the
- especially in colder
• arnates - usually have an in "ix of young adult patients
•,rnplaining of severe facial
A little research will find
'',at most of these patients are
-!lotorcyclists who had recently
,(Iden their cycles without any
'.Ice protection from the wind.
can drop the effective
•emperature by many degrees
.,s a combination of cold and
'.creased ,
.vind against the face.
The pain usually involves
:0th sides of the face and sets in
about two hours after the motor(ycle ride. It will be a constant,
rather than intermittent pain.
It will be located in the tooth
area of the face which is why

these patients usually make a
bee-line to the dentist.
The cause has nothing to do
with the teeth but rather the
sensitivity of the branches of
the trigeminal nerve. The pain
will be severe enough for many
patients to ask to have some
teeth extracted. However, the
symptoms are easily treated in
the office. The best therapy,
however, is for motorcyclists to
wear face protection during cold
weather.
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Additional Information Available
Upon Request
cr.
'
•
ci
C7
414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
;((;
:_2
753-3366

WARD
/.0tL HI
-LYONS
1)

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.
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Mrs. Barbara Lucey arid husband,
Robert, Arcadia, Calif.; one sister,
Mildred K. Ellis, Logan, W.Va.;
one brother, Thurmon Ellis and
wife, Lorraine, Ravenswood.
W.Va.; five grandchildren; four
great-grandchildren.
Graveside rites A ill be Thursday
at 11 a.m. at New Providence
Cemetery in Calloway County.
John Dale and Ewing Stubblefield
will officiate.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
today (Wednesday) at BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The family requesis that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to favorite charities._

Mrs. Ruth Elizabeth Holley
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Three
federal agencies are joining forces
to better coordinate efforts to combat illegal coal mining activities in
Kentuckv.
The Labor Department's Mine
.:.e Na::oriarTransportation Safety and Health Administration.
and the Justice and Interior departa:d.
ments will make up the interdepart7 • "
mental task force.
.+ )
.
:).‘tc:r2
as,(h10(j
ed
'111gal mines that are not regisberm
tered with MSHA and evade strict
' 7:1
federal safety and health inspec'• Inyev.:gating the
of which is tions and regulations place their
workers at risk of death or serious
• injury,' said William Tattersall,
assistant secretary Of labor for
mine safety and health.
He said formation of the task
force "should significantly aid in
r roars.
Alark•t Sews •ernst %larch 1.3, 199
reducing potentially hazardous conPurchase Are liog Market Report litcludes 4
P *Mg
ditions that could cause fires.
U•re Ref •;P'•• 4ct c26. Val NO Narrows& CalLs
$1 00 I 54 htar.• • s•s steads to SIN lower
explosions, falls of mine roof.
' • I 2 2_9'12.50 hs
'• I 2 210234 lb•
..
harmful gases an other serious
• 3 239-2.••
3.93.00-ROO acciden
• 1.4 21.4.ra
ts."
._$49 00.50.00
U.S. Attorney Louis DeFalaise
• :
$40 0011 N
, 1 tois-Stir
said David Sledd of Lexington has
00-42-50
•.I. S.4441414-194•
542.5043.50 -been appointed assistant U.S.
attor'21 and w
546.041-44.110
•:
ere :pa
ney in his office to coordinate all
$,99 00.4099
a^. S14 00
task force operations.
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Mrs. Hazel E. Hart

1-1d plane.
-.Is heading
_l ast after 9 a.m.
v..:; airborne when
-tee 1.,kcof. Alan Yur-

753-2617

I
A.

1,4

Mrs. Hazel E. Hart, 78, formerly
of Murray, died Tuesday at 2:20
p.m. at Heritage Manor Health
Care Center, Mayfield.
She was a member of Glendale
Road Church of Christ, Murray.
Mrs. Hart was preceded in death
by her husband. Wilford Hart; one
daughter, Patsy Ann Hart; and two
great-grandchildren, Jennifer Valentine and Amy Valentine.
Born March 14, 1912, in Logan.
W.Va., she was the daughter of the
late L.E. Ellis and Margaret Godby
Ellis.
Mrs. Hart is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Sallie Valentine
and husband,, J.T., Murray, and

SOURCE Chicago Tribune,
'Atlas of Anatomy.: The
Random House Encycloped.a.
The Arnencan Med;oal
Assoc;at.on Encyc;opedia of
Mectc;re news feools

MASTERS

OBITUARIES

Research has found that pleasant odors apparently make worker
s
more productive on the job.
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DEAR ABBY

Lexington Marine reported killed in action
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Rep. Larry Hopkins said initial
reports indicating a Lexington Marme died when his jet crashed the
' firial day of the Persian Gulf war
may be incorrect.
Hopkins said Capt. Reginald
Underwood, 33, "bailed out of the
plane over Kuwait. Reports ... are
still sketchy, but apparently it's
reported that a wingman did see the
parachute go down."
The Pentagon on Monday
changed Underwood's status from
missing in action to killed in action

after announcing that his body had
been recovered.
He was reported missing when
his Harrier jump jet crashed on
Feb. 27.
Stephanie Collins, Hopkins'
press secretary, said Tuesday the
6th District Republican received
his information by conferring with
military officials.
She said that preliminary information indicates the military found
Underwood's seat, helmet and
some personal items, but no body.
According to an unconfirmed

report, she said, an F-I6 pilot
picked up a distress call.
That would indicate that he had
survived an ejection, Collins said.
She added that she did not know
where his body was found. "That
has not been made public by the
military."
Marine Maj. Doreen Burger said
the only information the military
had was that Underwood's plane
had been shot down. And Underwood's family referred all questions to Marine officials.
Underwood was the fourth Kentuckian reported killed in the war.

-! ‘
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The other three deaths were classy
fled as non-combat.
His mother, Patricia Underwood,
lives in Lexington. His wife, Donda, and 5-month-old daughter, Ann.
live in Cherry Hill, N.C., where
Underwood was stationed. Underwood had never met his daughter.
He was a graduate of Tates
Creek High School and the University of Kentucky.
Services for Underwood will be
held at 1 p.m. EST Monday in Lexington at the Episcopal Church of
the Good Shepherd. There will be
no visitation.

.

Drought continues in California after rains
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Recent storms that drenched northern California brought substantial
runoff to local reservoirs, enough
in some cases to ease the threat of
more stringent water restrictions.
But water officials remain cau-

tious in the fifth year of a drought.
Reservoirs in Mann County,
across the Golden Gate Bridge
from San Francisco, were up to 44
percent of capacity Tuesday, a big
jump from the 31 percent recorded
only two weeks ago. Santa Clara

California doctors want ban
on smoking in public places
RENO. Nev. (AP) — California's doctors want their state's
already strict smoking laws
expanded to prohibit smoking in
almost all indoor public places.
The California Medical Association's house of delegates passed a
resolution Monday urging California legislators to ban smoking in
places like bars, restaurants, malls
and bank lobbies.
The 450 delegates, holding their
annual meeting here, set policy for
the 38,000-member association.
"Tobacco is a killer," said
CMA president Dr. Howard Lang.
"We must do everything we can to
protect people from secondhand
smoke and keep minors from ever
starting the habit."
The resolution was . written by
doctors from the Los Angeles
County Medical Association. It
noted that tobacco is -linked to
400.000 deaths annually.
Lang said the association would
lobby for legislation to enact the
proposed ban, which he called a
step toward the group's goal of .a
smoke-free society by the year
2000.
The -original resolution by the
Los Angeles - County group had
focused on bars and restaurants,
but it was expanded to all indoor

public areas to gain the support of
the California Restaurant Association, which had said it would
oppose the measure because it
unfairly singled out restaurants and
bars, said Dr. David Chernoff,
county president.
The Washington-based Tobacco
Institute, which represents cigarette
manufacturers, said last week that
it would fight any legislation to
expand a smoking ban.

THE FAR SIDE

County's reservoirs were at 16.6
percent, up from 10 percent in the
same period.
"We've gotten almost 16,000
acre-feet of new water since our
last storm," said Juana Guevara of
the Santa Clara Valley Water District. "Once the ground gets saturated, then we get the good runoff."
Guevara wasn't ready to declare
an end to the drought, but said the
runoff could mean officials won't
have to implement stricter rationing
guidelines.
-We could stay at 25 to 30 percent rationing and not have to go to
40 percent," she said.
Heavy weekend rain, boosted the
level of San Francisco's Hetch
Hetchy reservoir from 7 percent of
capacity to 11 percent. Even the
huge Central Valley Water Project
has gone from 49 percent to 52
percent of capacity.
Storms were stacked up off the
coast and forecasters hope they'll
bring more badly needed rain to the

region this week.
Rain and snow fell over much of
northern California on Tuesday but
the latest storm brought lighter precipitation than forecasters had
expected.
Another storm system was
expected to roll through Thursday.
followed by another over the
weekend and possibly more next
week.
Dee Davis of Gov. Pete Wilson's
Drought Action . Team said the
recent rain helped but wasn't
enough to reduce state-mandated
conservation efforts.
But state hydrologist
Helms
had some good news.
"We've put 1977 behind us,"
said Helms. "If we get the runoff
we think we will, it'll be the
fourth -driest year on record, not the
first."
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Woman denied
a new trial
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Warren Circuit Judge J. David
Francis denied a request for a new
trial for Rebecca McStoots, who
was convicted of assault in the
March 1990 shooting of a Bowling
Green doctor.
Francis denied defense attorney
Kelly Thompson's motion that a
complete competency hearing had
not been conducted for Mrs.
McStoots, 39, of Leitchfield,
before her trial in the shooting of
Dr. John Tapp, 49.
Tapp was shot once in the neck
with a .25-caliber pistol at his
office after a disagreement about a
disability form.
Thompson claimed during the
trial that side effects of the drug
Prozac, an anti-depressant, caused
Mrs. McStoots to shoot the doctor.
The drug has been blamed as a
triggering agent in violent acts
nationwide.
Thompson argued Monday that
hearings on the competency of
Mrs. McStoots to stand trial were
delayed and improperly conducted.
The state was to arrange a
deposition in July 1990 with Dr.
Madelene Chandler, a LifeSkills
Inc. psychologist, to discuss Mrs.
McStoots' competency to stand
trial, Thompson said.
But because of the resignation of
Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney John Dceb, who was serving as
prosecutor in the case, and the
retirement of Commonwealth's
Attorney Morris Lowe, Ms. Chandler was not deposed, Thompson
said.
Thompson said he requested on
five occasions the deposition be
taken.
A competency report prepared
by Dr. Victoria Skelton, a psychiatrist with the state Corrections
Cabinet, said Mrs. McStoots was
able to stand trial.
But Thompson said Ms.-Chandler had examined Mrs. McStoots
immediately after her arrest and
also had information on her mental
stability.
Mrs. McStoots was found guilty
Dec. 14 but has not been sentenced
because of appeals.

"Wait, Morrison! ......s OK — those are
Jungle triangles!"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Burst
4 Blaze.
9 Tiny
12 Go astray
13 Artist's
stand
14 Kind
15 Looked
fixedly
17 Move from
side to side
19 Shouts
21 Scold
22 At what time?
24 Consume
26 Conspiracy
29 Rabbits
31 Metal
fastener
33 Summer Fr
34 River in
Siberia
35 Small lump
37 Crony
39 Tantalum
syrTIW

40 Brim
42 Plunge
44 Peels
46 Kind of
collar
48 Catch
collog
50 Withered
51 Oolong
53 Crucifix
55 Stick to
58 Be in great
number
61 Poem
62 Angry
64 Pasture cry
65 Armed
conflict
66 "Driving
Miss
67 Female sheep
DOWN
1 Footlike part
2 Morsel
3 Supplication
4 Perceive by

a...
4

'

'
"

.4

touch
5 Dipper
6 Equally
7 Cage for
hawks
8 Verve
9 Squirm
10 Cloth

40

iuui

crossword puzzle.
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MEM EMMEN Mm ill
MEM MEM= MEM
HEMMEN EMMINIM
MEOW MEM
MN= MEM MINIM
MEW MEM MEM
MR OEM WM Mil
ME MUM MUM=
MEM MEM 'MUM
MEM MEM=
MMINIMM
WM MEM= MEM
MOM WEE= MEM
DIAL-A-WORD"
Clues for today's

ri

Is! I CAN'T 516•N
CAN'T SIGN rt,
UP FOR VIDEO
UP FOR VIDEO
DATING! I HAVE DATING! I Doll'T /
A BOVRIEND •rr_L .• BELIEVE IN ivr

-

Answer to Previous Puzzle
H ALF
C
P A
SPA
ALAI
L O I R ECA
D-A-WOL E
E
E S
- •
DE A
ENSE
DECLAR E D
MI
A R
RNCo
sr"
A
NE ERE •
N
A
A C E
IN
E V 0, L T E
✓ A L OR
SAR A
AL L
ON ST YLES
L E1E
T OR EllEHRiE
SiEiR
EW ES•D_E NT
measure
11 Piece out
16 Renovate
18 Opening
20 Weaken
23
2 Entire
Nuns outfit
27
2
5 Gratuity
Aquatic
mammal
28 Fluff the
hair
30 Mournful
32 Short sleep
36 NoiSe
38
1 B
L aursitalet
4
fuss
43 Moccasin
45 Begin again
47 Born
49 Unruly
children
52 Dry
54 Respond to
orders
55 It lumped
he moon
the
56 Harem room
57 Period of
time
59 At present
60 Female deer
63 Three-toed
sloth
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PEANUTS
NO, HE'S DOWN
AT OUR DAD'S
BARBER SHOP
GETTING 1.415
HAIR CUT

GUESS WHAT I WANT
TO ASK YOU IS DO YOU
KNOW ANYTNINE ASZJT
(

3

NO, I LNOERSTANC...`101.1
(A)ERE FRET1/
TOEFT
IN BARBER SCHOOL..
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

150

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

INVITATION TO BID
Sealed bids will he received by the Board of
Directors of the George H. Weaks Comn,unit Center
in the office of the JudgetExecutisi.• George H
Weaks. Calloway County' Courthouse in Murrav.
Kentucky, until 1:00 p.m. on the 2htfeciav ot March,
1991 for a twenty-five hundred pound capacity
hydraulic elevator, operational between the first and
third floors of the George H. %%c.o.. Community
Center Buildine
For conditioes and specifications 6,7 :ho ahioNe.
contact the Cal1oway Counts Judge 1 ‘;‘,..:!..e's otflee in the couhhouse
The Board of Directors of the Cefiee•
:As
Community Center reser% es the riga!:'-'e,: any and
all bids or to accept the lowest and ••..•,-1. ,ii:iatc'cj hid.
George' H
eaks. Juiee Esecutice
Calloway Counta !slue is. KentuckyFor the Board ot Durcy:i,ry of the
George H. lik:eak. Cc•FIIP1IN• Centera

INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved Charges
(many policies pay
only 200!o). We even
pay On office calls
and other Out of hospital expenses For
'Fee information
Call:
Jerry McConnell

Insurance
753-4199
-free local
claim service"

LPN for private M D office
Mon Fri 32hrs per week
Limited benefits Send resume photo, and refer
ences by Fri . March 15 to
PO Box 1040B Murray Ky
42071
MANAGER wanted Regional retail tire store chain
seeks a professional and
personable individual to
manage and over see tire
sales 'Management experience a must 'The experience a plus 'Must work
well with the public Health
benefits vacation program
vehicle allowance and sal
ary based on experience
Send resume or apply in
person No phone calls
please Space Tire Inc co
Rob Richey 1406 Main St
Murray. Ky 42071

••=mmr..

OFFICE SPICE
FOR RENT

INVITATION TO BID
The Housing Authority of
- requesting bids on a new :
a
nickup truck
ith long NA heel base.
.ergine, standard poecr f's7diCS, sea :.,
,- teering, automatic transm:ssion. sae-lee
side mirrors, standard rear s•k‘,71.• ."1.^",•.`r
!Ut‘ snocks and springs.:5n h ae.e
e. •
eariaard color to he se!e,ted
- !cr
.•!
Too' 6•oxes to he irte
fe:s spealleatIon snaald b,
Aitharita (Wee '••••
" • •10,1
r'e,t•
:(-0,4: a: the Afata,- •
af en Dzi‘c, !0,77.1\ . K.:"
•
eee
r.•;• +V' rTric- • The Housing Aatafeaa.
\Lee riga,
. to 7ejt:••.. • V ' : al.

••.•

Close to
Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

KUT &
KURL
now does fiberglass nail extensions and nail
strengthening.

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job/ A
GED/ Hope for the future/
You may qualify it 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded oy the
Western Kentucky Prrvate
Industry Council- JTP A
Call JTPA Out Of Sctiool
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
8a m 11 30a m

JOIN MET. IT PIS.
‘ssets under management
no% over 5110 Bullion

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Silveraclo Pickup,
loaded 8109474 $305.91 Inc.'
Cal Gene m 753-2617
'Plus Tic, Title & License.
411 lb. Closed End team

Wedne,
,nth
Author
...ate(•.• a:
•
:)-• • .2
•

44-X01; PER YEAR Nations
whAesele Jc•Acln, Cu Seek
rep f.'r loci; area No direct
sales. Arils only 4O-OK pe
year 7Ii-71S2 9868

ACT NOW' Excellent
wages' Spare time asserete -Easy work at
'-zrie No experience Call
ev
S
a
a)
'534-641-7778 Ext 2329
.0. /• •
t.17. •
•
Opee 24 hours including
•••71.:.'2'
E'33
wpst
a: ou...tion S.nday
;•-•
Soi
a' •
-,
BE on TV many needed
ond
rires at •awest or,
Biee for commercials Now hir
,,ree•-ee.....r.eaa eat, -J•aeferie
trig all ages for casting info
reaea, Sae.: eae Sat;
Cali 615 779 7111 Ext
T-'173
339 95
- „zee' ere.
;ant Saa eea -: • ags •BONUS INCOME '91Earn $200$500 weekly
5';
nra rg Easter cards and.
s;ei• -; s ..u;
y
efts For more information
S.-.'-':-ca
SEX
send a stamped addressed
A.
o•es a. a .31: e _eataer envelope to T&J s cards
arid g fts P0 Box 430780
ta.
eaaved
eae Sea-, s•cots South Miarri FL. 3.3143
at a a.5 _ea- er
fa-sacs CRAFTY people wanted
J•".,
• a- c sr- dee Experienced painters
s•
azzes:ce as rat please Cali for information
baaas neat straas Pace
753,0888
es a geeee eaaea neer
e ;o•ea . •-•.; ‘r.r ge0 HOSPITAL JOBS Starr
Sti aaer, your area 7a0 exp
aceet- ea- •
al:igers
•reetrea :a- Post necessary 1-or info call
ez- a ae:
jer 'st 1 91.0-991, 9399 ext 644
6am-8rm 7 eay s Sla
ez
zeif
5 - 2335 pa Tale ?ire
aand 'steak hiring'. Pate's Ind Mr
ISili's Restaurint Pan and
5453
f ullf- tare ;Tepee ces, fur ail
S
e a a positions 502-31)2-8
/V44 uur
aa•

•

‘D%1ERTISENIENT
FOR BIDS
France a7.• :msuaLor Ca"inet, Deran-r.
for Ficeuc Mar.a.errer. :•••
kr.z.
• krror-.111', \er
Ca••••.•.n. Anrcx
;T.*. K.
44.•:
:N.-VT-TA
\
!•77-

:
•
K't
FOR 4,DDITIO\
\FORM‘TION \
BID 1XX:t.
‘1.1 .502 564-3050

Ricrarc Jonnstor an'- no
ionger responsible for any
debts other than my own
020
Notice
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INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILEP
c•.p•••

-

fee aell,

NOW hiring day shitt Full
and parteime position
avaiiabie Apply in person
at kitcDonalds

ate

ffieTRTIONIST III The
Purchase District Health
Department is seeking
applicants for a Nutritionist
All Brands
Primary responsibilities
riclude providing Maternal
end Child Health nutrition
Services, in the counties
cernprieng the Purchase
area Minimum qualifications ere a Bachelor s de9 ft. 'Multicolor Patio
gree witn a minimum of 18
oars in dietetics food and/
m hrella.49"
or nutrition and have curBu v one pair of
rent registered dietitian states OR a Master's degree
hoots get second
.sti a minimum of 18 hours
price
in dietetics, food and,or
Bus a Diet*. of
nutrition arid eligible for registered dietitian status
jevielrv or clothine
Th;s is a challenging posisi ri
tion involving staff coordiget ..econd of equal
nation with nurses physicians and social workers.
‘ialue or less
providing preventive arid
1;2 price
remedial health services to
women arid children at risk
iCR repair now offered
of health and nutrition problems Opportunities for professional growth Local
area travel is required
Starting salary $10 99/hr
or $824 25 biweekly A
10% salary increase will
occur within the first year of
employment Good fringe
benefit package
Non-Smoking
Applications may be picked
up at any area health de
Woman
partrnent Applications arid
Wid sit for sick
a copy of a transcript
should be mailed to Purchor elderly. Have
ase District Health Departgreat references.
ment, PO Box 2357. Paducah. KY 42002-2357 For
Call 753-2355 more information call
or 753-2048
(5021444-9625 Applications will be accepted until
If not home, leave
the position is filled Re
message. I 2are- sumes do not substitute for
formal applications Equal
turn your call.
Opportunity Employer

VCR Service

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

Dick &
Margaret
Happy
48th

1/2

From AL Yrur
Kids, Grand Kids,
Grea! Crane! K:r1,

sNAptiii

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

ICEM•IKX,
CARNET FON

•/11411.130UOCES

e a'
•
sa • '

FOR SALE

•

3 bedroom
house in
country. 2.2
acres.'28.500.
•

Call (618)
548-2846

rrs'
-•-f

I will sit with elderly.
437 3044

houses

11arshAl loup Outlet
321 \, 'lain
Benton, Kt, 42025

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
Family business available
in Murray area Part time
possible Income to
$51 000 with parent oorn
pany subsidy Sell for
$25 000 CASH Serious in
quires only call Corporate
1-800-277-5650 01 800-733-5650

,7.4•1447e

ru- Ce

4-4,7T•e4C

•••er.cf...*-• pa:A age
Jrarn Baiter. il2-443''.f5v ...reserve our race or
.1.r...ervi.e.
et Metropolitan Life
•• Oj..•

LOCAL vending route for.
sale Wont Last' Ca
now' 1-800274 • 4* 4

4- ay.. ••••_.,r,,. gapar••2
C

M•rocriarc

r.de

r
'fl ••,•••

OUR rapid natiOng'grOwth
is creating career opportunities in your area for
energetic customer skilled
Auto Parts sales people. like
prefer expeneneed full time
pan sales people and/or sales
person •ithan automous e
bai_kground Here is a LhanLe
to put your career on the
muse In addition to a pas
chekk, •re offer 'free life
insuranse 'paid sailation
•uaripany funded retirement
plan •medical/dental plan
•wmpany matched casings
plan 'employee disceunis
•holisia? pay •adsanccrnem
opportunities and more
Apply at your Murray Store
FOE Auto 7Aine
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES NEEDED at Ken tacky State Penitentiary
Dentist Optometrist Ra
drologist PsychotoeiSt
Pharmacist From Jae 1
1991 through June 30
1992 Contact Kentucky
State Penitentiary PO Box
128 Eddyville, Kentucky
42C38 call 502-388 2211
Ext 204 for job specifica
tions DEADLINE March
22 1ee1

TAKE THE
ROAD TO

SUCCESS
For a uo-time overthe-road driving jOb.
COME VISIT OUR
REPRESENTATIVE
AT THIS SPECIAL
HIRING SEMINAR
Be prepared to compete an application if
• No experience
• Driving school
graduate
• Expenenceddreer
Wednesday
March 20 1991
Seminar time
5 pm to 7 p m
Holiday Inn meeting rocHwy 45 Bypass
State Route 121
Mayfield. KY
Experienced drivers
call 1-800-237-4642
Inexperienced
applicants call

1-800-242-7364

155
Appliances
l9ci,jft RE.FRiGERATOR
frostfree side by side
753-4167 after 12 00pm

WILL keep and care for a
ady or husband and wife in
my home in Hazel Experienced and good refer
ences 492-8510

ANTIQUES by tee piece or
coilections Ca- "53 ;433
after Spn•
A ro,,n;•..•
436 2689

ray

ta

CASH for mobile no,ne
ores 57-512 eacr Wr.• '• •
remove 527 2532
JUNK cars and trazks. Aa
for Larry 753 3632
0,LD Wechester
€,r
single action Colt pistois
cell war artifacts Guns
savoros etc Ask for La-,
753-3633 - •

1981 HOea- i1, Oce--•
good aond•tion
- • ••
rear tires 15e - AC do-:
harrow duai wneeis excei
lent condition 492 8425
19' EXCEL 100 ooior
and remote with Emerson
VCR $350 16' Steil chain
saw with 3 chains Cuts lee
new $150 Ashley wood
$10Ya With o!pes and darn
per $5C 492 8254

Homo
Furnishings
3 PIECE bedroom furniture dresser with mirror.
chest full size bed. 1 awel
couch shades of green and
cranberry 1 off white living
room couch Call 753-3895
after 4pm
1940 BR saae refrigerator
couch 'sleeper) end tables
and coffee table record
p•a,
i ur ad dining room
sete rocker table lamps
-aided

Rae: Fergason ea:ear
- palate:1y.,
tN
tires 12V electric sister?,
$1600 Calf days 753 e998,
nights 436 2902 ,
PLOW and doe for a 12hp
garden tractor $75 each or
Slot for pa r
Call
753 7e05 8 to noon or
after 4prri

KENWOOD home stereo 7
component- system Multiple CD player 155 warts
per channel Cerwin Vega
speakers $1800 OBO
Serious inquiries only Call
Karen 762-6831, 8 4pm

ORDER tee spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
SATELLITE dish and con
trol $700 Call 435 4640

MURRAY Manor Limited
now accepting applications
for HUD 236 apts 1br min
$150, max $202 2br, min
$176 max $237 Based on
your income Equal Oppor
tinily Housing Apply at
office 9-12 or 1 3pm Mon
Fri

240
lieseellanocus

120

1990 MURRAY 12hp riding
mower, 18tt above ground
swimming pool with dome
filter, and LP water heater
Trane gas furnace with
400$ LP tank HO guage
model train layout and
more Day 753-4748 night
753 0680
BASEBALL card collection
early 60 s 80s Reasonable 759-1954

LAWN chairs of unusual
wooden design Also snake
bone earrings 759 4401 to
order
MOWER blades Over 400
sizes in stock Snapper 30'
blade $6 99 Snapper
drive disc $4 49 Snapper
68' belt $5 99 Wallin Hardware Downtown Paris Tn
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques
Hazel), Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
Also--mail-order service
Send for free price fist and
'Collection A' 15 deferent
U S coins, 'Collections B
21 different foreign coins.
$695 each, $1295 both
Post paid. 2-wk satisfaction guaranteed Free gift
with every inquiry Chnsto
pher's Coins. 1605 West
Main. Murray, Kentucky
42071 We buy coins and
appraise estates
753-4161

12.60 ATLANTIC (needs
some repair) only $1 495
This week' Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427
12•65 2br with double lot
474 0124
1978 14x70 Fleetwood 2br
2 bath with appliances
753 9674
1983 MOBILE home 17
.acres of land Sell or trade
for house and 5-6 acres of
land 753-6853
1991 16x70 3br 2 bath
Frostfree refrigerator car
pet and fireplace Reduced
10 516 900 with free micro
wave Gateway Mobile
Homes 527-1427

GOCD 10 Delta table saw
with stand and extra blade
16' McCulloch chain saw
Call evenings 759-4675

'MILLIONAIRES MIL•
LIONAIRES PANG•
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy.

SHOP on Andrus Dr
759-4782 days or
489 2255 nights

Apartments
For Rent
2BR 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished with
microwave 1008A North
wood Dr No pets Now
available S450 mo
753-2905
2BR 2 bath central heat/
air W D hookup Stove,
refrigerator, water turn shed Reference and deposit required No pets
753-3949
28R house or 2br apartment near downtown
753-4109

NEW 1000sq ft apartment
Gas heaalow utilities Near
college
Extra nice
$395,mo 753-8828
NEW 2br duplex Appliances, energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 75.3-7457
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502-437-4113 EHO

2BR duplex in Northwood
Appliances furnished
$285.mo 759 4406
LARGE 2br w d hook up
garage mini blinds 1602
Main $275 Coleman RE
753-9898
2 or 3BR duplex Washer,
dryer hookup Appliances
Central heat-air Fireplace
$350 mo plus deposit
753-3940 after 5 30pm
3BR duplex
435 4214

753-9400

3BR family room fireplace
living and dining room
Central H A stove and re-.
frigerator
No pets
492 8634
A BRAND new brick duplex 2br a c gas heat, all
appliances No pets
753 7688 or 759 4703
nights

340
Houses
For Rent
2 BEDROOM brick 1 mile
past Graves Co line Hwy
121N Stove refrigerator
Deposit and references required No pets $275
489 2440, leave message
3B

CANCEL HA
84

4BR 2bath with utility room
Lease deposit No pets
753 0932 753-5898
5 bedroom 2 bath 302 N
8th Murray 492 8225
AVAILABLE April 1 Nice
2br country home 5 miles
out $300 rno 753'3187 af
ter 4pm

CHEST type freezer, antiLivestock
que ale cabinet wall unit.
& Supplies
Boston rocker Queen
ONE yearling purebred
Anne chair, beds, tables,. TANNING beds for sale
DUPLEX 2br Central gas simmeratal Butt (extra nice)
storage shelves and much Wolff, and others New and
heat air Appliances
$1000 Also one yearling
more Day 753 4748 night used Sale, service and
Ridgewood $300erno
purebred simmental Heifer
753 D660
supplies Financing avail•
753-8096 or 753-2633
$6 5 0 489 2998 or
able
Suntanni
ng
Unlimited
FA(-IORN 1)11iF.('T Ft R-•
489-2704 alter 5pm
753-9274
EFFICIENCY apartment
\FIURE lu,irs overruns
for rent in lakefront house in
REGISTERED poll here
cloneuusitY. !irst
WOODEN storage buildford bulls for sale 8 11mo
c.h.arljise rudd sofas. Sealy ings 8x16 starts at $1095. Panorama Shores Fire
place with insert Apold Open and bred here
and ,,rrniii.vric rT•altrtsies. see10)(16 $142450, 12x24
pliances furnished Year fords Steven Paschall
tionali
furr.iture. 52395 Other sizes availlease, deposit references 901 247 3303
some 41, ej- Is •1..tr!..144:d \
able Acree Portable Buildrequired
No pets
peLts r' nut 'me V. rvitraf- ings 5.02-247-7831
436-24B4
ter,
Ky ',eat to
Kr-Am
FURNISHED apartments
efficiency 182 bedropm
ONE wet° trac tonal sofa
and sleeping rooms Also
AKC Golden Retriever pup$75 1 S era ors green
renting for May Zimmerpies $150 shots &
hide a nea, $75 antique PRIVATE Investigato
man Apts S 16th St
wormed
eaocen teefet 2 roe ners. C BA Confidential.Inveaa
753 6609
901 644 1850
"SC fa•fl tare pieces Day gatons Southede Shop
753 671e -.eat 4
. 36 5810
pang Center. Suite *102
Murray. 753-2641
ONE year old 4. piece bedDON'T BUY JUST ANOTHER BULL!
racerasuite Ca •i after 5pm. SHARP copiers AuthorKentucky On-Farm Tested Bull Sale
7539552
ized dealer tor sales, serFriday,
March 15, 1991 • 12 Noon CST
vice, supplies parts and
SOLID are-, ehtertafn
11.K.
Research
& Education Center • Pnnceton, KY
rental.
units
corn
Local
men! wa..t oy American
;Deny Call 1 800 248 4319'
Draw $250 After 5prn
SELLING 49 BULLS
75a5.3-33
WANT a faster refund"
Angus Po cc HereforC
-'
Why pay more for elecMos E.. are '8 'a 24 Mc"-'
•!•
tronic filinga Our prices
Auctioneer: Tom Gammon
start at $20 00' Call Hodge
For
More Information Contact.
Noel and A_sSociates. the
fncorre tax professionals at
KENTUCKY BEEF CATTLE ASSOCIATION
OLP ORIENTAL RUGS Z53-6069 or 759 1425
606-233-3722
Wanted trIr 5:ze or -condi
bon Calr • 800 443 7740
Mobile
Homes For Sale

EASTER Sale 25% off on
doll houses 10% ce on doll
furniture Discounts coop
the month of March Wood
N Crate Cuba Road May
field Ky 247 5936

MARTIN houses 6 room
$2699 12 room $39 99 18
room 557 99 24 room
$69 99 Telescoping pole
extends to 15ft $34 99
Waller Hardware Downtown Paris Open all day
Saturdays

UPRIGHT Knabe brand
curly maple piano
436-5540 after 6pm

LARGE Catfish Fingerlings
5-Bin farm fresh Top quality Murray Bait Co 94E
753-5693

30in ELECTRIC stove and
20cu tt refrigerator Both
for $250 Phone 753-7777

WILL sit with elderly or oc
housekeeping days
759-4183

ai.ee. Bes:

WATER heaters round
electric double heating ele
ments Syr glass lined
tanks 30 or 40gal
$14999, 50gal $15999
Wallen Hardware Downtown Paris Open all day
Saturdays

START $6 80 hr your
area No exp necessary
For
info
call
1 900 990-9399 ext 644
earn 8pm 7 days $1295
phone fee

WILL mow yards
436-5269 753-5464

•

TWO wooded lots for sale
in Sherwood Forest $6000
each 1984 Cutlass Supreme Loaded good condition 54,000 miles
759-1084

SALESMAN needed to sell
asphalt material around
Murray area Serious in
ceurtes only 901-642-6927

WILL clean
753-5499

7:00 p.m.
leiteutee Inn
Me;za,

Apartments
For Rent

OAK twin bed with box
sprung and mattress $125
recliner $30, weight bench
weights $25 753 3297

RN LPN Lab Tech or med
ical assistant needed full
time in physicians office
Send resume to Rt 2 Box
39 Murray Ky 42071

Career Seminar
Thurs., March 21. 1991

PUBLIC 7%()TICE
Hous:ng
Kor.:k%
..iaaouraes that the rag
,aareeeeting data
the
Beard of Come fec: •-.

--

NEED substitute sales
manager Pays $4/hr Sub
on days off and vacation
periods as needed Could
work into full time position
No experience needed
May bring kids to work
753-4239 days 442 5528
nights

WILL babysa in my home
full time days References
759-4490

2 for 1 Special
753-1682

I

120

Articles
For Sale

Notice

Par 3 Goff Course
Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones

753-1152
MURRAY. KY

24tt PERRY travel trailer
self contained skirted in
seatecl underpinned Ex
ceilent condition brick pa
tic prrvacy fence See at
Gregans Trailer Court 94E

MUST sell 14.70 3br
1/, bath, 1985 mobile
home Unfurnished avail
able immediately Asking
$10 200 but will consider
any offer 759 1552 before
8pm
USED 14 wide remodeled
and ready to go Only
55 995 Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking de
tance to college 753 5209

210

SUNTAN booth 753 3488

Firewood

TILLERS Front Tine 5hp
Boggs and Stratton engine
chain drrve $299 99 rear
tine tillers 3 forward speeds
and reverse 5hp $649 99
Bhp 5749 99 Wallen Hardware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays

FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753 9808 474 8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
WOOD for sale 753 9745

YOU" pay for most nursing home cost
• Medicare pays less than 2e0

TRAILER for rent No pets
Northwind Mobile Home
Park 753-9866
2%1
Heating
And Cooing
USED 2'A ton gas package
unit $150 753-8825,
753 4443

I444

▪ Medicaresupplement policies pay even
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In our area, costs average over- S18.000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of -The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

24x60 ALL American 3br 2
bath Only $13900 Free
delivery Gateway Mobile
Home 527 1427

MobM
Homes For Rent

••

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

SUPERAMERICA •

ASSISTANT MANAGERS
SuperAmerica is rapidly expanding in the
gasoltneiquick service food store business and
offers real ground floor opportunities for am
bilious individuals seeking qiowth oriented
careers
Responsibilities include recruiting, hiring and
training store personnel, planning work
schedules, salary administration, employee
performance appraisals, record keeping and
supervision of general store maintenance
Several years retail experience preferred Must
be willing to relocate For immediate con.
sideration. send resume or write to

SUPERAMERICA
801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY
ATTN: Rod Blanton
SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND Oil INC
Equal Opportunity Employer M/FilliV
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CLASSIFIEDS
36171

PCs
Ix Supplies
miter/
bons

AKC Sheltie Collie puppies
Sable and white 8 weeks
489 2676

ir min
r min
ad on

HAVE an obedient, well
mannered, safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified trainers serving Murray for over
12 years 436-2858

1PPor
ly at
Mon

ment
Near
lice

PURE bred German She
paid (no'- 4 Arno old
Spay'
us all
shot,
....)gnouse
$5C
after 5pm

Ap
oent
1821
7457

REGISTERED Lab pup
pies 4 black 435 4481
759-1958

for
dized
bedApts
call

6 ACRES on S 4th St
Murray Nice home big
street frontage potential
unlimited $79,500 Terms
759 1922 owner
COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753 0521 or
436 2165 after 5pm
AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Estate 753-3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753-5086 or Dan
Miller 435 4144

s

Peg s Dog
753-2915

Real
Estate
FULLY

Ii

operating lakefron

resort features 7 cottages,
ownertaretaker home 32
slip boat dock and 6 2 acres
of prime lakefront MLS
2967 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

mile
Hwy
f9t°T

?s re
6275
sage

KOPPERLJD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1-800 251 -HOME Ext
711L

HA
1584

oorn
pets
)2 N
5
-N,ce

PROPERTY for sale Loin Coles Campground Penny and Kirksey
community Small acreage
or mini farm Call 4892161,
after 6pm
cated

mIes
37 g'

LOTS for sale Gatesboro
753-0800 759-4577

area

Homes
For Salo
311R 2 bath, newly rtmod
eled. Nest of Murray
489-2926 after 6:30pm.

7 WOODED acres with 3br
1*/2 bath home Between
and Murray
$29900 362 4825
Mayfield

II

Shopping Center

Phone 753-982s

APPLIANCE REPAIR

pups &

Service on all brands: window air conditiont, r,refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers -gas & electric range,

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs' Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Altritten, Inc.
Sanding and Finishing
Bodeau Floor Co.

••••••116

2BR with appliances, ceiling fan, carport, fenced
yard outbuilding Priced in
Coleman RE
$20 s
753-9898
3BR 17, bath brick Panorama Shores 2 car garage
many extras 753 6339

EVERYTHING looks new
in this 3br 2 bath redecor-

ated home Located on
17, acre lot Offered at
$46250 This includes
satellite dish antenna MLS
2671 Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222

paint

carpet, linoleum,
bedroom 2 bath

brick

Bob

$58,900 city
Perrin RE 759-1881
753-3509 evenings

days

NICE 3br cabin on lake big
lot A bargain at $29 900
Call 753-9586 before 5pm
753 0292 after 5pm
PRICE reduced 2br brick.
large rooms remodeled
Stain Master carpet low

utilities

Coleman

RE

Oak Sales & Instidlation

753-9898

Stained & Bleached Floors Our Specialty!
Modern Dustless Equipment

WATERFRONT Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354-6006

Since 1954

"Call Don":

•

362-0160

Gilberts.liille, NY 42044
Seruing the Entire Purchase Area

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

753-0375
505 S. 12th St.

12TH ST COMMF.RCIA1.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, March 16th - 10 a.m., 1991
Rain or Shine

Lunch Available

Pur•ear, Tennessee
Auction will be field on the farm 6 miles east of
Purear,Tennessee. Turn east off o1641 11w. in
Purear onto 140E towards Buchanan. tio 4.1
miles and turn left at Corbin's Corner Grocer.
(;o I mile and turn right onto Herschel Sikes
Road, go I miles to farm on left and right.
SELLING FOR DIVISION:: ‘lexander Auctions &
Real Estate has been commissioned by Thiima:,
Blanton and Linda Elliott to sell this farm and
equipment to the highest bidder.
101 ACRES OFFERED 15 3 TRACTS & AS A 351101.E.
Thu choice to gently Wiling farm is located on both sides of blacitetroad and has a blacktop road along the east boundary
TRACT I: 41 Acres on north tide of blacktop Improved with a
dwelling a a mason Ile side home with large combination
rooriand kitchen. 3 bedrooms and I bath Horne has been vacated for a
period of months and needs decoraung and some renovation Other
improvements include a storage building and tobacco barn Has
approximately 20 acres of tillable land This farm is a rectangular tract
of ground gently rolling to level. suitable for livestock and rowcropping
TR Ail 2& 3:60 Acre tract south of blacktop road Offered in 2 tracts
& as a whole
TRACT 2: 27 acres in curve of road Improved with well, septic tank.
sun-age building & stock barn Ilas a nice home site where a residence
has burned This gently rolling tract has blacktop frontage on two sides
rod elevation and almost all unable land with outside and some cross
fencing
TRACT 3: 12 acres South of Tract 2 with long frontage on blacktop
_pad This tract has some rolling land on the north aid and flat, level
land on the south end Approximately 905i tillable Excellent for home
site and row -crop
Base 1990 Corn 17 47 Acres • I990 Tobacco 19 Acres
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: This choice farm is conveniently located to
Paris, Puryear. Paris Landing. Buchanan or Miirray
sites, long road frontage and good terrain If you are looking for a
for cattle. livestock or cropping, then inspect this farm Be prepare.,
buy pet or all Possession upon delivery of deed
TERMS, 20% dews day of sectioe. Balsas, due within 30 days.
FARMING F,QUIPM ENT SELLSFIRST: Mauey Ferguson 282
Tractor (941 tIn m Good condition/spin out wheels/cylinder hookup/
I -owner. Ford 4-row planter. Ford 2-row cultivator. Ford front end
loader wibucies. new Holland tobacco soar, post hole digger, Ford
bon plow,4-wheel wagon. Gleanor F combine md '63. Ford 10 who,
Case 330 hay haler, new Holland 256 hay rah. Ford 6 cy,e
mower. Lily sprayer, electric 4-wheel trailer, 5 blade, Case 10 whee
disc
TERMS:Cash.cashier's chock,certified check or current bank law of
credit required by all persons nottliersonally known by the auction
company THIS IS A MUST'
Thomas Blanton, Linda Ethos, Ownas, Pans, Tenn.

=16

ireat opportunity Ii'
xpanding business corner ii
12th & Sharpe In hest area
•79.000 Make offer 751 1,3375
HFST LOTS IN TOWN'
OODGATE ESTATI-...S!
;real area for your new home
rnderground utilities Johnny
ohertson
Rd
area
753-0375
I lomeSellers

DR.

2307

CCM'

PE:HDING

AVE,
. THOUSANDS Whit
110111F-S14.1.1.F.KS 713-0313

Call for FREE list
of PROPERTIES
470

llotarcycios
1987 SUZUKI Quad Racer
500 Very good condition
Lots of extras Serious in
quines only
753-7072
7am 5pm Mon Fri Ask for
Richie

MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753-6374
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

1982 28 liter engine Ex
cellent
753 9808

condition,,„

u( I IONS &

RE %I. FS1

Cars
S11.1-•

%lart in I- . %It Smolt r. 1sittionter C11 lit. Sli
1 Erni lit •,,
if? 2 Pa I nit, rsils St.

l'h. 45'-12.1.1
\Liriin 5U sAndir

-

Martin. I\ 01247

1969 OLDS 98 New roof
new seat covers, power
windows, less than
100.000 miles
Call
753 1913 after 5pm

1985 S-15 GMC long wheel
base $2500 759-1786

BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping

•

'
•

•

1973 DODGE motorhome
24tt roof air, self-contained
low mileage Good shape
Price $5500 Phone
436-2743

22tt O'DAY sailboat Days

DIVE boat Fully equipped,
16' fiberglass 75hp motor,
dove-on trailer, compres
sor and engine 762-4219
evenings

G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling. Phone
489-2267

Braille boat

and also Brailles for sale

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry.
floor covering No iob too
small 753-4251

901 247-5445

Services
°floret)

HAULING, yard work tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

ANY remodeling, building
painting & roofing Free es
timates
References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years expen
ence
Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Junior Thom, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations etc
759-4664
BILL Travis trucking for
gravel, dmrt, fill sand and
white rode 474-2779

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears
TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Cali
436-5255

YARD work mowing and
painting Free estimates
753-8463 after 3 30pm

CUSTOIA KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOIA WOOOWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Orop by 8 see our showroom
xpa SJNBURY MuRIRAv (Beira Bun^y B osa.
753-5950

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763, 759-1823

•
11111:
---• -

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free esti-

mates without obligation
Day or nite 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

WILL do mowing and lawn
work 753-8908
WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169
WILL do yard work and odd
Jobs of any kind No lob too
small 759-4401

LOWE'S CUSTOM
AUTO BODY

Over 20 Years Experience
•Free Estimates
ates•lnsurance Jobs Welcome
Work Guaranteed
Foreign & Domestc
All Frame Work
All Parts In Month of March

5% Off

Hours: 8:00-5:00 M-F
Rt. 8, Box 1307, Hwy. 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-4547

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35. all brands 3rd Street
Almo. Open 9-12 1 5
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

4es-pigni.
BRAND \
Beautiful I1/2 acre lot.
completed. This 3 bedroom. 2

greatroorn. large
S8(.1s

;17-1!

\\ •
It,

ridth home
I

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

March Only
Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day

FREE

(6 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days free)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V
V
V
V

Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.

All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a
regular classified customer and your ad is
already scheduled for March, you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

Take

SAVE!

AdvantgeOf This
Sale and

LAWNMOWING Dependable person 753-7027

ll
7
5
3
C
:
1
91
6
to place your ad.

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835
MAG'S Errand Service of
fers housesitbng, grocery
shopping, postal and banking needs. etc 753-9630
Mon -Fri 8-5 References

WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TOWALL SAVING

Wiggins Furniture

$hoppers Mall
Only

store of its kind in 4 state area/

Quality Bedding, Furniture for your Living Plus Lots of Gifts & Accessories including Brass,
Lamps, Silk Flower Arrangements. Crystal.
Room, Bedroom, Dining Room and Morel

Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • 753-4566
Owned & Operated by Robert & Nell Wiggins

Same Location for 32 Years - Low Overhead Means Lower Prices
WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL

"s1.1-"
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753-1222

Classified Ad
Sale!

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery. Murray 436-5560

•

•ir
! • •I
„
. '
„• •
:-7 - .•,• I

WILL mow yards Reasor.
able rates Free estimates
No lob to large Or to small
474-2300

Offered

Hwy 641 - 2 miles north of Murray

••
•

nights

PLUMBING - Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 75-3-4200

ings furniture refinishing
touch-up and blending
436-5002

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

Services

PROFESSIONAL painting
paperhanging wallcover

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1982 GIBSON 36ft houseboat $25,000 753-8738

510

PAINTING-Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753 6844

LICENSED for electric
gas. refrigeration Installa
tion and repair Free esb
mates 753-7203

14tt JON boat with 2 swive
seats, paddle and life tack
ets Great condition $300
759-4431

MUSSEL or

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

FOR sale or trade 11'4 ft.
self-contained cabover
pickup truck camper Good
condition
$1200
435-4397

753-9998.
436-2902

MOODY'S mower repair

Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
plete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

29 CENTURY camper Air.
awning shower/tub, full
size bed Extra nice $6750
753-6878 after 6pm

5 5

- ••r

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663

1971 YELLOWSTONE
camper 22tt sleeps 6,
self contained with factory
arteat 492-8500

-e • • .•
•

•i;
•

435-4191

1970 CAMPER sleeps 6
Gas or electric Call
437-4366

•

•.

CH1M Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 1041e senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens

Campers

OF MUNRO

-• • • .7 • • •

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message

510

TOYOTA

,•

BUILDER, new homes,
garages, additions, remodeling, framing, decks, patios, solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams.
753-0563 after 5pm

1989 SILVERADO Dark
blue, low miles, sharp
753-7387

Autrey Ha't'er
Bill Calvert • G•eg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman

• ••

and bushhogging
436-54-30

1989 CHEVROLET S-10
Topgun 5 speed red, excellent condition Low mileage $8000 753-7102
1989 CHEVROLET SWB
black 350EFI auto, psipb/
pw. AM/FM factory digital
equalizer, KMC wheels,
low miles, sharp $10.500
753-0724

CARS
10 Toyota Camry,............11117
19 Nissan
.19 Pont. Grand Pr.a.LE .1117
19 Toyota Carry
'9.917
'81 Tootl Ufa GT 4,987
'89
3Toyota Coll
le Ueda 63
1 BLici
18 Toyota Clessida 13.487
81 Cheri Craro.....
98 Tolot3
88 Putt, Bain'. LE 7187
'17 Chrys, LeBffr
'87 BMW Ls
'87 Chevy
'87 Toyota Corolii........ 15,987
16 TIUNS
'5,487
'86 Chry. 5th Ae
'7.487
16 Honda Accad ()X.__ '6,487
'86 Pt.Surbrd
'5187
'86 Toy. Caolla
'85 Vols. ,Otta
'BS Toyota
'85 Bud Pal
'85 Olds Cera
'84 Toyota287
'12 Toyota CoroPa
1.717
71 Buil
TRUCKS
'89 T.olota I•Cab
189 Ford Fiance XLT 7.717
'81 Chevy
19 Toyott
11 Fad F.3
11 Toyota 4 Runny__ '11,487
18 Plymouth Yoyacer _10.487
17 Toy. Lantuttr 19117
17 Toy St15 Finer 10187
17 Mazda
17 Toyota 1
'6,987
16 Ohm
'86 isuzu Tracer
16 Sau Pup
'lb kid P1E4 ET 44_21417
'85 Codie Rr
14 Tayora 414
10 Tvicta Pict;

',1

A B Masonary brick block
and stone Will do any type
of large or small lobs Guarantee quality work
489-2982 anytime

5pm

Chris Bearden Bus f.%,
Chad Cochran. Ge- '

Used

753-0495

1982 CHEVY S-10 Auto,
AM/FM cassette long
wheel base 753-2249 after

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

4110

Alexander

Al TREE Service Stump
removal, spraying, hauling
yard work and mowing
Free estimates 753-0906
after 5pm
759 9816

ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting
maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

1987 GRAY Olds 98 4
door, lots of extras Extra
clean
After 6pm
753-8998

Call

3BR 2 bath brick Extra
nice Price reduced
759-1751

NEW

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from MSL:
dorms

1986 CONVERTIBLE La
Baron 4 cylinder turbo, pwf
pl AfyirFM stereo $6100
753-1033

3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
753-4801

Gloria's
Southside

28R brick 1 car garage
newly
remodeled
753 6633

in $30'5

1981 DODGE Omni 1967
Ford 436 5269, 753-5464

1984 FORD Escort Light
blue 2 door. 5-speed FM
stereo cassette, 25/32
mpg new tires, 56xxx
miles Excellent condition
$1950 436-2878

sity Mid $40_s 753-1404
753 6128

priced

1990 GEO Prizm Factory
warranty Sell for payoff
After 5pm, 753-8099

1983 FORD Mustang PS/
PB new timing chain new
heater core $2000 OBO
Call between 5pm and
Spm 753 5217

1100sq ft 3br 1 bath Gar
age 2 blocks from univer-

foundations basements
gravel, dirt and etc
753-0577

1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
speed blue runs great
436 2174 evenings

1983 CUTLASS Ciera
69xxx miles V-6, loaded
with accessories Real
nice needs engine work
$ 1 650
75 3 - 4 3 89
753 5960

489-2126 or
489-2387

Afio

Get In Shape
1 Month Toning
s299;
c.00d Thru March 31,i
Suntan For 1 Month
537'
Treadmill.
Monthly

here
Imo
here
chat+

story home. 3 bedroom. 3 bath, study,
family room, living
room, kitchen/dining
room combination,
concrete
double
driveway, 2 car garage. Many more extras. Will consider
any reasonable bid.

BUILDING site Plainview
acres All city services Bob
Perrin RE 759-1881 days
753-3509 evenings

1989 HYUNDAI Excel 4

1981 OLDS Tornado mint
condition Loaded Low
miles New tires AM.FM
cassette Excellent family
or vacation car Must see
$2200 OBO 759-4431

9 miles from Murray
at Kirksey. New 2-

1 LOT on Bee Creek Dr
City water
sewer
1 lot in Grove
Heights east of Murray City
water available 753-5200

Easter Special
bred
nice)
arling
filter
of

No city taxes!

North 4th

AlA T ENTERPRISE Exc
Dozer, backhoe trucks Levies, roads, driveways
parking lots, septic tanks,

1978 FORD Mercury Mo- door sedan Maroon, excelnarch Good condition. 6 lent condition Low mileage
cylinder good gas mileage $6800 Negotiable Call
753 9808
Mika or Andrea 763,3311

Grooming

430

1988 THUNDERBIRD
turbo coupe Great shape
all the extras 49xxx miles
Phone 527 3762

1977 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit runs terrific Great
on gas Blue 49xxx miles
$200 OBO 759 9728

ATTRACTIVE 3br 2 bath
home with central heat/air
Nice location on quiet resi
dential street Owner transferred and anxious to sell,
Mid $50 s MLS 2804 Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Lots
For Sale

A1A Firewood now taking
pre-fall orders 5 rick $100
for 1st 50 callers Previous
150 customers eligible
only For information call
492-8254

1977 BUICK 2 door, V-6, 1988 PONTIAC 6000 4
only 59 300 miles excel- door 50.000 miles $4800
lent gas mileage, body and 753-9683
inside $875 759-1922

COZY country 2 3 bed
room home Recently re
modeled and redecorated
New central heat air Prop
erty includes 5 wooded
acres Offered at a bargain
price $37 500 MLS 2709
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Services
Offered

•-

• -••••
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LA mayor wants power to oust top officials

•
.6

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Mayor
Tom Bradley is using the police
beating of a motorist as an oppor_ tunity to seek more control over
city department heads, including a
police chief who has a lifetime
appointment.
At a news conference Tuesday.
Bradley said he wants a city charter
amendment that would make Police
Chief Daryl F. Gates among others
subject to performance review
every five years and possible
dismissal.
At the same time, a grand jury

met for the second day in its investigation of police officers present at
the beating of Rodney G. King following a high-speed chase. A bystander's chance video recording of
the March 3 incident was shown on
news programs nationally and
caused an uproar, including calls
for the police chief's ouster.
The 23-member secret panel
heard testimony from four people,
two of whom witnessed the beating, The Los Angeles Times
reported today.

Baesler fires back at Governor
says infighting has been harmful
FRANKFORT, K. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's three
years of warring with his lieutenant
governor and the General Assembly has hurt the state, Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Scotty Baesler said today.
"This infighting does not matter
one iota in solving the problems
our citizens face each and every
Baesler, the mayor of Lexington, told an organization of
women who work in financial
services.
Wilkinson, whose wife. Martha,
is running to succeed him, has been
sharply critical of Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones, who claims to be leading
the race for the Democratic nomination in May.
Wilkinson also took aim at Baesier last week, telling an audience
in Louisville that Baesler had "no
vision" beyond Lexington's
beltline.
"Where was the vision when
Wallace Wilkinson, the No. 1

Frankfort insider, ... and Brereton
Jones. the No. 2 Frankfort insider.
... were fussing and fighting in the
last three years?" Baesler said. .
The two top officeholders should
"stop this insider Frankfort
nonsense and begin talking about
the problems we have in Kentucky
with some good old Kentucky common sense," Baesler said.
Wilkinson and Jones have
emerged as archrivals. Jones has
attracted considerable support in
the legislature, which several times
has been the object of Wilkinson's
Baesler said he expected Wilkinson to continue attacking Jones.
allowing the first lady to stay aloof
from the fight. He also said Martha
Wilkinson should carry. the fight
herself.
"Obviously she's running on
Wallace's record and letting Wallace carry her water for her." Baesler said.

WHITEWALL

PRICE
2/s59"

155/80R13

165/80R13
175/80R13
185/80R13
185/75R14
195/75R14
205/75R14

2/$79w
2,s89"'

205r75R15
215T75R15
225/75105
235/7SR1C

2/'990e

SEIBERLING II BY FIRESTONE
ROTATION AND
BALANCE
•Rotatc all 4 tires
•Computer Balance

This Week's Special:

LUBE, OIL, AND
FILTER
'Up ,to 5 qt. our oil eN,i,
Filter •Lube,
MOM Cars

(

Soec-,a: Good
16

Eiipfres 3-31-91

FREE 27 Point Inspection With Oil Change

• Lg. rtarnburger. Fries & Med. Drink

Tire

'259

(--- Friday Night Buffet

1406 Main 759.1331
field
101 Stateline Off Price
Plaza
So, Fulton
Mall
1901i 479-2741 Paducah Ma?field
442-8473 247-7106

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Filiets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
95
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink

pr

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

YOUR INDEPENDENT FIRESTONE DEALER

mi

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

753-0045

di

SUPPORT OUR TROOPS

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

1111

went to the Middle East.
"I don't second-guess God.
because I can't. But the timing was
terrible," Walter Mann, Timothy's
father, told The Ledger in . Lakeland
in a report Tuesday. Mann spoke from Tracy City, Tenn., where
Mann was to be buried.
The driver of the other car in the
crash was a Florida man wanted for
violating probation on a cocaine
possession charge and driving on a,
license suspended 12 tC. He
as killed.
Dreama was
:he •
when she set her heart en ,.
who was five years Older. T.
:old her to come tack wnn
grew up.
"It was a dream of her5
him," Mann said. ".A type story.—

the appropriate -governments.
. Delays in the repat.rial.allied remains and ._L4te
Iraqi POWs were chiefly the rec..
of "political chaos inside Ira.
said one Red Cross official.
The delays have put efforts to
establish a permanent cease-fire
between Iraq and the U.S.-led
coalition "more or less on
hold.'" said a U.S. military i.J" _7
who also spoke on
anonymity.
The International COM:nit:CC of
the Red Cross has been . trying
unsuccessfully for three days to
return 500 Iraqi POWs from holding camps in Saudi Arabia to Iraqi
control.
A spokesman for the Red Cross,
Pascal Daudin, said a chartered
Red Cross plane flew 12 Saudis,
including prisoners of war and civilians, from Baghdad to the Saad.
desert town of Hafr al-Batin.
They were handed over to Saudi
authorities there this afternoon.
Daudin did not know how many
were POWs and how many were
civilians, nor could he say how the
civilians came to be captured.
The return of allied remains and
the repatriation of POWs were two
of the conditions for a permanent
cease-fire spelled out by' Gen. H.
Norman Schwarzkopf, the U.S. forces commander, in March 3 meeting with Iraqi officers.

FIRESTONE CALIEiNTE BLACKWALL
155R12 OR 155/80R13

$999

FURNITURE

SALE

Political chaos in Iraq
delays return of remains
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) —
Af:er two days of uncertainty, a
Red Cross aircraft carrying . the.,
remains of 14 allied dead from'
Operation Desert Storm arrived in
Saudi Arabia from Baghdad today,
the U.S. military command said.
Red Cross officials said political
strife in Iraq had complicated'
efforts to have the bodies returned.
as well as to repatriate.hundreds of
Iraqi prisoners of war. There was
no word on when the POWS would
be repatriated.
A dozen Saudi Arabians, both
military -POWs and civilians, were
also flown home from Baghdad
today.
The U.S. command said the 14
allied dead. Contained in stainless
steel military shipping caskets,
were taken to a U.S. Army mortuary at the Dhahran air base. where
preliminary,' identification would be
carried out.
The International Committee of
the Red Cross did not list the
nationalities of the dead, but the
Pentagon said at least one was said
to be a.. Navy flier shot down over
Iraq. with five others reported to be
British.
The other eight were not identified by nationality.
U.S. officials say the bodies will
be taken to a U.S. military mortuary at Dhahran for preliminary
identitication and turned over to

4

of the paperwork; and two Los
Angeles Unified School District
police officers who saw the
beating.
School district officials said the
officers, who were not identified,
apparently. did nothing to stop the
beating. It was not clear why they'
were there.
Authorities said King, 25, was
stopped after a chase by the California Highway Patrol exceeding
100 mph. Other police joined in
pursuit after King left the freeway
and began running red lights
through the Lake View Terrace
area, police said.
What followed was King's beating by pohce with batons and an
e:ek:u-ii: stun gun. King suffered a
fractured e‘e socket. broken 'cheek
hone, broken leg. bruises, facial
nerve damage, a severe concussion
and burn ,from the stun gun. No
charg,:s were filed against him.

Expires 3-31-91

SCOM.

Crash kills teen on way to reunion
\vith Gulf War veteran husband
-AUBURNDALE, Fla. (AP) — A
high school senior driving to greet
her soldier husband-on his return
from the Gulf War was killed in a
head-on crash days before their
first anniversary.
Drcama Mann, 17, died Friday
after a farewell dinner at her
father-in-law's Polk City home,
where she. stayed while her husband was in the Persian Gulf. Burial was set for today.
Mrs. Mann planned to leave Friday night for Fort Bragg, N.C., to
nice: her husband. Sgt. Timothy
Alan Mann, 22, on his arrival in
Fayetteville. N.C.'. with the 82nd
Airborne Division.
The co4le's first anniversary
would have been March 17. The
high school sweethearts had been
separated since August when he

Bradley asked the City' Council
to put his proposal to voters. he
said. It wasn't clear whether that
Could be done in time for the June
4 ballot.
"I have long supported the idea
of all city managers being subject
not only to appointment arid confirmation but that they be subject to
guidelines that would .permit the
mayor to have authority to rerro%re.
them," Bradley said.
Gates. who. has said repeatedlY
he won't step down, condemned
the officers involved and said he
wants prosecution of the three
officers who bear King.
Four w.itnesses appearin,g before
the grand jury Tuesday were California Highway Patrol Officer
Melanie Singer. who participated
in the car chase after King: Los
Angeles Police Sgt. John..A.mott,
traffic 'officer not present during
the bC2:177:Z t`'.11

TIRES $99
FOR

HUNDREDS
OF ITEMS
SALE
PRICED!

WIII'

SAVINGS
THE WHOLE STORY
We have purchased several manufactured factory
overruns. All first-quality
merchandise primarily sectionals, waterbeds and bedding. First come. first save some items one-of-a-kind!

NO DOWN PAYMENT
NO INTEREST'
Largest Selection of
Sectionals & Waterbeds
In the 4-State Area
All On Sale!
.• •
Over 200 Pieces of Bedding
In-Stock Ready For Delivery
All Sizes & Firmnesses

SALE HOURS
THURS. 10-6
FRI. & SAT. 10-8
'W:'
. approved cred+t and $399 purchase

WOODCDAFTES
GALLERIES
Chestnut Hills

Viosta•Co,.:7

Murray

759-4522

•

i
l t

So Go West Young Man

4

Watch For Next Weeks Ad
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